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Do you currently use Muswell Hill library? 
If No, please tell us why?  

If i use a library it is Hornsey 

When I moved in to Hornsey in 1983, I joined Hornsey Library. In 1990, my handbag was 

stolen which put me off, so I joined Muswell Hill library. It was a lovely old fashioned 

building, but the amount of stock was limited. About 5 years ago, I started going to Hornsey 

Library, there was far more stock, not only books, but films, DVD and of course the huge 

reference library upstairs. It am sure it will attract more members if it is moved to a bigger 

site, with plenty of stock of books, DVDs, CDs etc and a good reference library. I hate the 

thought of any library closing. My mother took me to join Manor Gardens Library in 

Holloway when I was 5 years old. I am now 80 and have been a regular library member 

since 1941 and still visit the Hornsey Library regularly. I am on first name terms with some 

of the members of staff. I love visiting the branch. 

Because it is too difficult to get round 

Poor accessibility for young children/prams. I use Alex Park Road library instead 

I have been recently to Muswell Hill with grandaughter for toddler play session but live 

closer to Alexandra Park library. 

I was unaware of the location - It is not highlighted very well in the surrounding area. 

Looking at it I walk right past it weekly and didn't notice it 

I do not have a need, but my family, friends and neighbours do - it provides a good service 

I tend to go to Hornsey Library though I do use Wood Green and Muswell Hill Libraries also 

A lot 

Not able to get to the library due to working hours 

I once went in and felt the selection of books was small, and it felt cramped. 

Got out of the habit since my child was young (it was great then) 

mostly buy books from 2nd hand shops now - and have access to computers at home 

Not accessible. Have baby in buggy. Doesn't suit my main need. 

V busy 

every community needs a library and should have free access to one locally- the libraries 

here are depleted of books and other material - I am told if I want books to go elsewhere to 

Tottenham-  which is ridiculous- just because we live in a middle class society in a nice 

area where we pay more taxation and council tax per head does not mean we have money 

to spend on books and educating ourselves and our children. Libraries are more heavily 

used in such an area than in rougher areas-  we value them- we love them. Keep our library 



buildings and our books on shelves-  keep these services for local people and preserve 

them where they are loved and used 

I don't tend to borrow books 

I buy books rather than borrow, I buy newspapers, I have online access at home. 

I am closer to Alexandra Park Library 

Unattractive venue, poor facilities, not enough desk spaces, and we prefer Alexandra Park 

Library, which is also handy for our daughter's school (Rhodes Avenue Primary). 

I do not believe that Haringey has properly studied all the options. for many years the local 

residents have proposed different ways of making Muswell hill Library, on its present site, 

viable, including developing the car parking area at the back. it seems that Haringey is 

going for an easy option the full implications of which have not been thoroughly 

investigated. It almost seems as if they have made a mistake at the Green Man site, that 

they are trying to rectify at the expense of the Muswell Hill Library where it currently is. 

these are buildings funded by our predecessors, for future generations, many years ago. 

We should not be selling them off in such a cavalier manner. 

Last time I went, no books of interest.  Too small. 

I live closer to Hornsey library in Crouch End but my daughter used to use it, and her entire 

nursery class used to go there regularly 

Not specialised enough for me. 

Opening hours aren't convenient for borrowing / returning books I'd like to work in there at 

weekends but it lacks quiet study space 

I have used the library in the past. A library is an important community asset and I can't see 

any reason why it can't carry on in the current building. 

I look after my grandchildren and can't access the Children's Library upstairs - simply too 

difficult with pram/small children. 

DAUGHTER GROWN UP - USED TO USE A LOT WHEN SHE WAS YOUNG 

I use Wood Green public library, because, at the time I enrolled there, it had a larger book 

collection.  I do not know whether this is still true and I may research the possibility of a 

switch. 

This is my local library, and I have been using it regularly since I move to the area 12 years 

ago. I first lived on Queens Avenue, when my children were very small, and regular trips to 

the Toy Library, to meet other mums was the most important part of my social life. The 

library has also helped my three children learn to love books - and 2 out of the 3 read 

several a week - a habit I would struggle to support without library books! 

I don't read much 



I have a library card but on the few occasions I've been in, they haven't had a wide enough 

selection for me to find what I'm looking for. 

No need 

I don't use it as much as I would like. The staff are good but it feels neglected. In common 

with many London libraries it feels as though the council gave up on it long ago. When I 

moved here from Scotland I was shocked at the local libraries. In Glasgow the Labour 

council sees them as an instrument of self-improvement and there is a long tradition of 

supporting that. Here I get the impression they are seen as a middle-class affectation - and 

a bit of a nuisance. 

It is a poor quality building, with no facilities and too awkward to use spread over 2 floors 

Facilities are poor quality. 

I am nearer to East Finchley 

In this day & age libraries are not cost effective or used by most. 

yes for my grand-daughter 

Been rather busy lately. Used it a lot in the past as did my aged mother 

my children and I used it when they were younger.They are students now. 

We moved out of the area when my late father retired. DO miss the place. 

Hornsey library is closer and easier with a pushchair 

I don't live in the area now 

I do not have time at the moment as work full time and spare time is spent studying for 

Level 4 AAT Accountant Technicians course, swimming and playing tennis. 

Too few books, too many videos and dvd's. 

An appalling decision, this is a purpose built listed building, in the town centre, making a 

significant contribution to  the local economy through both its important function, central 

accessible location, and visual design. Any suggestion that it's not suitable for disabled 

access is misleading or untruthful, as not oblong ago it was upgraded twith a grant 

providing side access up a wheel chair and buggy negotiable tabled ramp. If the intended 

new use is housing, this will decrease Muswell Hill's attractiveness as a centre. Liraries are 

good, selling libraries is like selling town centres for out of town supermarkets or town halls, 

short-sighted, stupid and mean! 

I used it when younger and also encouraged my nephew to use it regularly. I'm now 

working full time so have no time unfortunately. 

I live in Crouch End 

I live nearer to other libraries 



It is local - it provides a reading room, PC access and lots of good books 

I live abroad now but my wife and I were members and frequent visitors of the Muswell Hill 

Library while we lived there. 

It's cramped, old and dingy - I prefer to use Hornsey library or the one in Barnet 

I now use my local library in Crouch End, but have used Muswell Hill library in the past and 

many of my students continue to do so. 

The facilities are not that great. 

The building is out of date and does not meet current DDA requisites regarding accessibility 

however this is the purely and entirely the fault of both the current and previous 

management committee's of Haringey Council that have,over the last how many years, 

successfully avoided the issue of investing in both the building and the facilities in which it 

currently provides.   After the money has been cut from the financial budget of every other 

service that the Haringey Council currently provides the Library Service gets left with 

whatever remains of a already tight budget. 

It is depressing and, as I find stairs difficult, being partially disabled, it is virtually 

inaccessible.  Alexandra Park Library, Wood Green Library and Hornsey Library are nicer to 

use. 

My nearest library is the central one in Wood Green 

I have answered yes and I'm still going to tell you why.  I use the library because it is a 

lovely building that was purpose built by our predecessors to be used by them and future 

generations to enrich their minds and lives..why would I NOT use it. 

It's no longer my local library but I did use it for years before I moved and I know it's there if 

my new local library can't help me with something. 

it's not a very good library 

Building is old and not pleasant to use 

No need 

Don't live around 

No need 

Use school library - did use MH library when younger / a child 

Not very nice 

Sometimes - not very attractive, small, not enough space 

Previously I used the library near to my work. Since retiring I have used M.H, but rarely. It 

wasn't a place I wanted to spend time in and it looked so tired  and shabby and the copier 

wasn't working. Having said that I stopped buying books  and intend to use the library. 



I miss the coffee machine? but that is  a trivial excuse. I intend to come in more. 

For books and newspapers 

Selection of books and CDs rather small 

Still working!!! 

We buy our books 

I used to use the library a great deal when living here, now I use one local to Norwich 

We have a more local library, Alexandra Park 

Rarely borrow books - usually buy them etc. Might use it more if the space was more 

appealing 

If I need a book, I buy it. If I need to investigate anything, I use the internet. A local library is 

no longer necessary. 

Disabled unable to reach the library used frequently in the past 

I have two children aged 4 & 7. We rely on the library on a weekly basis. In the holiday the 

library has wonderful craft sessions for children 

Also use Alexandra Park library, more as it is local to me 

However, I have to say that, in spite of having a library card. I have not visited the library for 

a while. 

Computers and newspapers 

Because it is not my local library but the one I do use I visit every day. 

I currently have no personal need for library services. 

but my kids do 

I am away a lot so don't get the chance.But I do use it often to print airline tickets etc. 

I currently live away from the area, but I have used this and other libraries in the borough, 

and will do so again when I return to Haringey. 

Occasionally when visiting grandchildren - a wonderful resource. 

I have another library situated closer to my home. I have used Muswell Hill Library in the 

past, though, and I know many people who depend on it. 

I live in Amsterdam. But I grew up in Muswell Hill and the library was very important to me. I 

borrowed my first books there and learned to read with them. When I didn't know what to 

do when I was 16 it was easy access to the library (and the friendly librarian; who can give 

more nuanced, more personal and more effective advice than the Internet) that had 

information about college courses and possibilities for study. When I was at college at 



Middlesex Poly I used the library as a study room. I feel grateful to the generations that 

came before me for having left it there for me to find. 

Too busy at the moment but schools out so was going to start research over the summer 

My 92 year-old mother does, yes 

I use it occasionally and attended a book group there for a time. Stopped because I was no 

longer free at that time. 

I used it a lot when my children were small, but now I only use the library as an adult and I 

go to the one in Crouch End 

Unfortunately, I don't have time currently but aim to do so when I am able to reduce my 

working hours. 

I used it heavily in the past and am interested in its future, particularly as I may move back 

to the area 

I use East Finchley, but my daughter uses Muswell Hill. 

I use other libraries, but have occasionally visited Muswell Hill library, which is very close to 

my home. I support the campaign for Barnet libraries. also suffering closures. 

I use Crouch End library as it's nearer 

I am disables and my local library is East Finchley 

My children used it all the time.  They are grown up now.  I am in that in-between stage with 

grown children, many commitments and not much time. 

I am working during the opening hours. I have used it in the past  and would expect to do 

so again in the future. 

I use Hornsey Library in Crouch End 

I use a nearer one 

I live in Todmorden, 230 miles away, and am a regular user of my own local library, 

Todmorden library in Calderdale MBC 

I haven't recently moved to the area and haven't had a chance to register there yet. 

occasionally go there, though my nearest library is the one in Crouch End: - I value the 

choice and note that many people for whom Muswell Hill is the only option are very keen 

not to lose it. 

Temporarily I am away from home. 

I consult items from time to time only 

East Finchley is nearer to me 



I live in East Finchley and use my local library, but I have very fond memories of using 

Muswell Hill library throughout my youth. 

I don't live near it currently. 

Too far away 

Live too far away 

i use barnet libraries 

Wood Green Library is my nearest library. 

Not near enough to be convenient, but I know many people who do. 

Crouch end is nearer 

Because it's my local library, it's got a separate space for children upstairs which is good 

and a quiet space for adults downstairs. My children love this library 

My daughter and grandchild do. I take my grandchild there when I visit. 

Slightly easier to go to Crouch End 

I generally use Highgate library, as closer, and I strongly belief that people should local 

access to a library. 

Not my local library, as my home is located in Crouch End, but I want to try to stem the 

community loss that will result from the shifting of the Muswell Hill library.  A central library 

location serves all, but especially those with low incomes, and a possi on for learning 

The Shepherds Hill branch is closer. 

Due to work,now retyired and hope to make us of it 

I live in the wood green area. I shall make the effort to use muswell hill library in future. 

Too far from home. 

I live in East Finchley 

Do not live in the area. But my local library was forced into shutting so I don't want this to 

happen to others. I know many people who are now unable to access the replacement 

services. 

I use my local library in crouch end. I strongly support the principle of local services easily 

accessible to all local people. 

I am a regular library user, and Muswell Hill was my preferred library a few years ago when 

my son was very young. Now, however, my work schedule has changed and it's easier for 

me to use Alexandra Park library most of the time. However, I still enjoy popping in to 

Muswell Hill library when I am in the area, as it's a lovely building. 

I no longer have need of it. 



Use the Ferien Barnet branch as it is closer to me 

I do not seem to require any of its resources. 

To browse books and see what is new and interesting. 

Not managed to get up their yet. 

Had my card reissued this year and will be using library regularly 

I USE MARCUS GARVEY  / ST.ANNE LIBRARIES 

I moved to Highgate from Muswell Hill a few years back, but used the library when I lived 

there. 

i use Crouch End and Stroud Green 

But struggled when children were little as couldn't get up stairs with buggy. Find queuing 

for the one shared medieval toilet terrible. Much prefer Alexandra park library as so much 

more accessible. 

Building is unattractive and does not have the facilities I would seek 

I live in Kensington, West London, and use the W8 library 

With my god  children 

Every day! 

To borrow books, DVDs etc 

I have heard the conditions are not great there 

Occasionally, its not very inviting . Limited stock. Staff very helpful however. 

I don't read very many books. I buy reference books 

Alexandra Park library is more convenient 

I used to use the Muswell hill library. I was taken there all the time as a child. As I grew up 

the facilities failed to change with the times and no longer met my needs. I still live in 

Muswell hill now aged 28 and I find the Friern Barnet Library on colney hatch lane much 

better suited to my needs- wifi, quiet study areas, good printing facilities, good range of 

books and dvds, tea/coffee facilities, lots of computer stations, toilets, and bright and airy 

environment with helpful staff. The library underwent it's own revamp to improve and 

modernise a couple of years a go and I feel that the result was much to the benefit of the 

local community. I really hope that plans for a relocation and upgrade of the Muswell library 

will do the same. 

Prefer to use Hornsey Library 

Rarely use a library 



I use it regularly and request the staff to report the computer faults to the IT when they fail 

to work. 

Very ,limited opening times and limited stock 

Not needed 

Our members use it. 

Member but not used for a while 

Hornsey Library User 

Sometimes 

Colney Hatch Lane Library user 

Highgate Library user 

Cant access with pushchair 

Have joined the library 

Uses it all the time 

Have used the library in the past 

Distance 

Uses Crouch End Library. 

Not so much these days however have used it in the past 

Used to use it quite a lot 

Barnet Library 

Distance 

Too small now - use Crouch End 

Distance 

Distance - might do if its a brand new one 

I am closer to Wood Green library 

Illegible 

Not big library user 

Distance - South Friene Barnet 

Another one is closer 



Not my local library but was when I was a child - although we preferred to use Hornsey 

Library 

Husband does 

Bit dated 

Too busy 

Use Alexandra Park Road 

Use Hornsey Library 

I was banned. 

I prefer to use the Alexandra Park Library as it feels more spacious and light.  Although I live 

in Muswell Hill and it is the nearest one to me  I find the Library unwelcoming as it is dark 

and  not good for someone with eyesight issues. 

I only use it as a reference source now, but when my daughter was growing up I used it 

regularly for the children's facilities and groups such as the story-telling. 

I haven't had to for a while, simply because I've had no need recently. 

No my most convenient 

Could not apply for library card online 

It doesn't stock the books I need. 

I have not been well enough. And have had a family bereavement. 

Nearer to alexandra park library 

Going back in time. Dated 

Alexandra Park used only 

Children are grown up 

Don't read as much 

When I was a child I did 

Infrequent use as I also use the internet 

My sons stock is better than the library 

Used as a child 

No time 

Use Hornsey library 

Not a nice space to be in 



Used to when I lived here 

I think the library should stay in current historic building and be improved - using the Liberal  

Democrats' ideas for improvement. see their response. 

Always found it a dismal building. when my kids were young it seemed a bit inhospitable. 

We have previously used the library when our children were younger 

I have moved closer to Wood Green, but used to use Muswell Hill. 

Surly and unfriendly front desk staff. People who seem to hate their jobs. 

I tried to use it when my children were small but found it too difficult to use with a buggy. 

I have used this library from 1980 onwards. It is a much loved institution. 

Not aware if I am allowed to use library as a non-Haringey resident. 

Not sure of the range of books available 

not for a while 

Used to use Alexandra Park Road Library 

Occasionally when I am in the area to collect my medicine from boots & shopping 

Not much 

Have only lived here for 6 months 

Has a card, uses Crouch End 

Not often 

Its not my local library 

Just don't go in 

Not for a while 

I used to take my son to the Thursday 11am song and music session run by the lady  from 

the toy library. It was always difficult to drag the buggy up the stairs. Wheelchair lift often 

broke down. 

Plays and free events 

I also use libraries thought Haringey 

It is at a considerable distance to where I live and he limited facilities are not worth the 

journey. 

It's not our nearest library 

No real need to use library service 



Used to with my children 

Used to use it - used to live in Haringey 

Don't bother with books 

Distance 

School library 

Don't like it 

Libraries seem outdated for me now. 

Use East Finchley library 

We have our own 

Use Wood Green 

Used to use when kids were young 

Go with grandchildren 

Not used since childhood 

Sometimes 

Buy own books 

Less need for  library 

Highgate is closer 

Haven't thought to - but I will! 

No need 

No need 

No need 

Not local 

Not local 

For books, DVDs, reading the newspapers, sometimes computers 

Only occasionally nowadays. When my children lived at home all the family were regular 

library users but times need change 

I have the internet 

 

 



 

1a) To what extent do you agree with Option 1? 
1b) Please explain your answer: 

 Undecided.  As i do not use it i have no personal views but as a local resident and member 

of the local history society who is interested in preserving our older buildings i am worried 

what will happen to the building if the library relocates. If the council has to fund ongoing  

maintenance of the building what use will be made of it and by whom? 

Poor accessibility for wheelchair and pushchair. Poor toilet facilities for library users (and 

baby changing facilities). Poor heating and cooling. 

The building is a beautiful, light, airy public library. The area is accessible. I have 

successfully taken three children to the library from toddler/birth to teenager. All three of my 

children use the library for different reasons and the location is excellent for local people. 

In this day and age a library is not just a resource for books and media. It is also about a 

cultural heritage. I go to the current library because I feel a sense of this heritage when I go 

there and experience the history of the building. I can think about generations of people 

visiting it over the years and how that contributes to the character of the area.  If the library 

moves to the new building I will have absolutely no interest in using it.   It is also appalling 

that the Green Man was not preserved as it has huge cultural significance to the area.  The 

best solution would be to develop the current library so that it uses some of the land behind 

it. You should also pedestrianise Avenue Mews or at lease make it access only for residents 

and business and refuse collection. 

Spend money on improving/modernising the current library! Get friendlier staff on children's 

floor and more people will come! 

this is a community building, which is well-loved and used by local people. the addition of a 

ramp, or outside lift, could make it accessible for wheelchairs / those who cannot climb 

stairs. it is on a level site, which makes access to and from the building very good, and 

away from the traffic. it avoids upheaval and costs of moving.  could the roof space be 

converted to offices, etc, and an external lift be built on the land at the side / back of the 

building? this is hugely inexpensive in relation to moving.  the other option does not include 

more space nor option for developing more space, with flats above, yet this building could 

effectively be extended upwards by one or two floors, with planning permissions. 

An attracting, significant, historic and well loved building. Part of the community. 

It's a beautiful old building in the heart of Muswell Hill. It has a lift for wheelchairs and, as a 

former pushchair user, I never had an issue with using bumping the pushchair up a few 

steps.  I simply don't believe that the council are making this decision for the sake of 

wheelchair and pushchair users. I strongly suspect that it's because the existing library 

building would be worth an awful lot of money to them if it was sold. I think this building 

should be kept for use by the community - it's our heritage. Once sold it can never be 

returned to the community. 



One of the problems I found when I was a member was the limited amount of stock not 

only of books,  but DVDs and CDs and reference books. I spent a lot of time researching 

books I wanted to read and reserving them.... 

- appropriate use of heritage building (with existing DA access)  - funding associated with 

option 2 put to better use to DA improvements elsewhere in MH  - 

The existing Library Building is an important civic building which is an important part of the 

history and culture of the area providing character and town-scape to the area and 

inspiration and transformation to the spirit of the users. It would be intellectually, morally, 

and politically wrong to close it. It does not belong to Haringey Council it belongs to the 

community and should be protected. A claim of maladministration will be filed if it is closed 

particularly as the consultation is so biased and untruthful. 

I think the current building is the most appropriate place for the Library; however, it does 

need refurbishment and accessible options considered. 

I have a disability which effects my balance and walking and it is not compatible with that 

The site is of historic interest in the centre of town. It should be maintained for public use 

not sold off. 

It is such a convenient location that I have no problems going there with my children. If it 

was anywhere else, I doubt I'll go very often. 

Poor condition of building Poor accessibility 

Reluctantly agree need to do economic thing 

I am keen to find out what you are intending to do with the building should the decision be 

to move.  And am keen to find out how long the old Green Man option has been in the 

pipeline.  I love the building that the library is currently in, I understand the issues with it but 

want to know what's going to happen to it. 

It is centrally located.   The building is full of character and, with some modification, could 

have better access for wheelchairs etc. 

Great position, excellent library, has a real community feel. 

I do not think it would be a bad thing to stay in the old building.  I have young children and 

we use your library regularly - about once a week.  We take out books on a regular basis 

and come to some of the toddler classes.  We have no problem with the service being 

offered at the moment and would happy if it remained as it is. 

For the reasons set out in your document. Also, there are very limited study/reference 

facilities. 

If the current building is unsuitable and would cost so much to modify then a purpose 

created site is better - especially as it will only be on the other side of the roundabout 

This doesn't affect me one way or the other so I am indifferent. 



It would be cheaper and less disruptive to current users, local residents and the 

environment to do so.  if it is moved, it should be at least cheaper than remaining! 

Shame to move but it is outdated. Hope that it remains a public space, not sold for 

housing. 

The facilities are clearly inadequate. 

I cannot see the library on its present site ever becoming truly accessible 

Lack of space and very unfriendly to mothers with pushchairs. No place to work on a 

computer 

see below 

The building suits my needs very well and I don't trust this council to look after the building 

if the library moved out of it. 

This building is central and has been the library for years. Users are attached to it and this 

shouldn't just be dismissed. I don't understand how renovating this building can be more 

expensive than building a new library and transferring all library services to it. 

It meets all our needs: to borrow books, request books not available in Muswell Hill, music 

and DVDs.   We also use the PC services to print documents mainly and photocopier 

services from time to time. The current staff is knowledgeable and helpful and the site is 

never terribly busy. 

Thus current building is fine for me as I have no special mobility needs. However the 

building does need to be modernised and is currently very hard for residents with mobility 

issues to use. 

The building that the library is currently in is lovely but has outgrown it's purpose as an 

accessible library for all to use. 

The beautiful building should retain the use for which it was built. 

Cost effective. Location. I have also found it very easy to study in the library as the pcs as 

screened from the main site 

The library needs updating and given the 40% funding cuts and the excessive costs to 

update existing library, it doesn't seem to be a viable option. 

The current library is a dreadful space with limited movement and few place to sit. The 

atmosphere can be intimidating with people staring at you when you pick up a paper  to 

read. 

We've used the library for years. Part of the enjoyment is derived from the lovely setting of 

the current library building. I use the library for myself but mostly for my 3 children. I love 

showing them the architecture and telling them about the building as well as looking at the 

books. It would be a real shame and loss to the local community if the Library is relocated. 

There are so many modern buildings but so few like the current library- i appreciate the 

costs involved are high in refurbishing the current library, however I feel that long term, it 



would be hugely regrettable if funding issues lead to the loss of this superb example of a 

historic public building from being available for use by the general public. 

Option 2 looks better 

Stay in the same building and add a lift to give easier access to the first floor. The lift giving 

access to the ground floor should be maintained to ensure that is is kept in working order. 

Not practical. Will never use it 

Probably too costly to adapt to modern use. 

I believe this central location is accessible to everyone passing by from and to doing their 

daily shopping, going for a walk or simply meeting up with friends and family. It's very close 

to all bus stops which makes it extreemly accessible. At the moment it's a walking distance 

for me, and the new location hasn't been provided so I can't tell how it will truly affect us as 

a family in terms of the frequency of usage. At the moment we are there 3 times a week on 

a sunny days and even more when it's rainy and cold. I think it's a shame to spent 

unnecessary money as the pushchair space is provided - downstairs and the wheelchair 

access is up to the main grown up section. Personally I believe that why build new if we 

already had to fight to keep this one due to money shortage. The money should go to 

different more necsesary cause like NHS that will keep us healthy, as the library it's efficient 

enough for us I believe. Small, but cosy. 

It would be ideal, but unrealistic financially 

The children's library is a lovely, safe, enclosed space. There are, of course, toilets for 

parents and children.  The lift admittedly does not always work, but we have never 

struggled to access the building via the stairs or park the pram in the large allocated area. 

The library is more than adequate for our purposes. The fact that the children's library is on 

the upper floor also benefits the wider public, as well as the children who can use the space 

in the rather enthusiastic manner of young children. 

The building needs a lot of updating.  The ground floor is very stuffy, the 1st floor gets 

extremely crowded with children running around.  A bigger space is called for.  But the 

location is fantastic. 

Library should be up to date facility with access for all and more people will therefore use 

I have used this library since I was a child, now I bring my children here to choose books. I 

love the architecture of the building and the fact that my children get to admire and 

experience this on every visit to the library. This is a conservation area, buildings like this 

should be looked after restored and celebrated. The building is part of Muswell Hill's history 

by moving the library you are robbing the community of this beautiful building and its 

history. 

Because I like Things to stay as They are. 

The library is a beautiful building which once abandoned will undoubtedly be thrown into 

the hands of commercial interests with no guarantee to it's future. On the site of Sainsbury 

on Fortis Green once stood the Athenaeum a stunning art deco masterpiece ruthlessly 



demolished in the way of 'progress'. Please pursue the necessary upgrades to maintain this 

landmark for future generations to enjoy. 

There is this thing called heritage. There is this other thing cslled bulldozing over history 

why would you move the facilities?  I note where I live we have lost our police station and it 

is part of an old pub (if it is ever open) Surely the number of people in an area suggests that 

such services are essential and should stay in their buildings and not become part of  the 

scrap heap of human waste? Leave our library alone and in its regular home 

The existing library building architecturally distinguished and is perfectly adequate for its 

purpose, and could be easily upgraded to allow disabled access to the first floor for a lot 

less than the bogus figures provided. If the library were to move out, the existing building 

would be difficult or to impossible to re-use, and as an empty shell, would be a blight to the 

centre of Muswell Hill. 

poor access, limited hours, limited stock 

Sadly this consultation reads more like a piece of cynical propaganda than a genuine effort 

to canvass local opinion. We are being told that our only choice is between staying in an old 

cold inaccessible building or moving to a shiny new one. And yet no such new building has 

even been built and when it does there is no indication of how the needs of a public service 

will weighed against those of the luxury flats that will make up most of the site.  My 

understanding is that the land behind the current library is owned by the council and could 

be used to develop the existing site so that access can be provided for all and the historic, 

beautiful and purpose-built library would remain just that - a public library. The council 

would then be seen to be caring for and improving a much-loved local asset rather than 

treating it as a problem to be disposed of. 

It does not have facilities modern day requirements 

It's sad to leave the older historic building, but the disadvantages like no lift/toilets will be 

outweighed by the facilities in the proposed new library. How much worse it would be if the 

library was just closed without a replacement. We do need it.... 

The building is out of date, and unsuitable for continued use as a library. 

Awful environment, outdated, not a space I want to go into. I love libraries but do not like 

going into the current one. 

I absolutely love the Muswell Hill library, in particular the beautiful building in which it's 

housed.  Many people use the cosy rest area space for reading the papers. This gives a real 

feeling of communiity, which is so important to very many lonely people. However, I can 

appreciate it is a very difficult building for disabled people to navigate and this is very unfair.  

understandably a building with easier access would be much better.  My concern is that 

good use will not be made of the current Muswell Hill building.  I would be totally outraged 

if it were demolished and I feel this should be a huge consideration before decisions are 

made.  Also any new build should try to create the welcoming intimate atmosphere that we 

have now. 



There is a third option, which the council have not added to the consultation. We know that 

it would only cost in the region of £60,000 to fund minor upgrade works to the library. This 

would include better disabled access, with a lift to the upper floor, and accessible toilets. 

The Council dismissed this on the grounds that it would cost £680,000. This is nonsense. 

We have been given a quote for £60,000.  The alternative site, at the old Green Man, is 

completely inappropriate. It is at the top of one of the steepest hills in London. There is no 

prospect of disabled parking. It would be impossible for cars to stop safely nearby to set 

down passengers. The idea that disabled access issues would be solved by moving to this 

site is completely false.  The site plans for the Green Man also show that the adjacent 

cafe/bar will not include any toilets of its own - but instead will be given access to the 

library toilets. The reason for this is that the developer does not want to install toilets in the 

commercial section of the development (they cannot charge for the space!). This situation 

means that noisy, potentially intoxicated cafe/bar customers will be constantly trampling 

across the library all day long. Can you imagine such a farce?  Haringey Council has had 

Muswell Hill Library in its crosshairs for years - and now the want to sell off the building. 

According to the Council, the library is a significant financial asset which, if sold, could fund 

a multitude of capital projects across Haringey. The Council confirmed that there are no 

plans to reinvest the funds in Muswell Hill itself. We suggested the Council should lease the 

Green Man site to a retailer instead - this would generate £250,000 per year in revenue - 

but they haven't even bothered to respond to this suggestion. 

Close to bus stops 

This is a beautiful bespoke building that is convenient for Muswell Hill residents and that I 

feel a great affection for. I am worried that this building will be sold off to a developer to 

make more luxury apartments and contribute to the demolition of our community. 

It's a very good, accessible library, available to locals, and others. 

This is a purpose built building with excellent facilities that could easily be adapted to meet 

the needs of the disabled. 

Clearly impractical.  However, it must not be:-  Demolished Converted to a pub Converted 

to flats  Perhaps become an arts centre - Muswell Hill poorly served in that respect 

IT IS A CUSTOM BUILT LISTED BULDING. EASY ACCESS. Investment in lifts would be far 

less than specified and would solve all problems. 

We like the current location, but if there are financial and accessibility considerations, 

reason has to prevail over history. Our key consideration is to ensure the library is 

maintained and not closed, rather than where exactly it is located. The alternative location 

offered suits our needs equally well. 

It is a great building with real character in a central location. Regarding a proposed new 

library, unfortunately I DO NOT trust the council to do the right thing and suspect that there 

is another agenda.  What will occupy the existing site if the library is relocated? 

On a level area with easier parking for disabled etc. 



We like the current building although we acknowledge the shortfalls including access 

issues. I'm concerned that giving up on this building means that you can sell it and then 

rent elsewhere which is not ideal and makes the future site vulnerable due to lack of 

control. 

Doeas not really matter to us where the library is located. If the new building is better, than 

let move the library there. 

Both my children love the library and I feel it safe enough for them and their friends to walk 

to by themselves. 

The library should stay in the building that was given to Haringey to be used as a library. 

Improvements can be made to building for the future. I believe there's an under used area 

of land behind the Library that could be sold/rented out to pay for the costs of renovation. 

We live in a conservation area you should be conserving facilities like this. 

The Friends of Muswell Hill Library have investigated the cost and feasibility of refurbishing 

the library on the present site.  The costs of the refurbishment has also been outlined in the 

documentation sent to the council before this consultation  began. In every way, access, 

facilities, quality of venue, residents are better served in the present location when 

refurbished as suggested. 

The Friends of Muswell Hill Library have investigated the cost and feasibility of refurbishing 

the library on the present site.  The costs of the refurbishment has also been outlined in the 

documentation sent to the council before this consultation began. In every way, access, 

facilities, quality of venue, residents are better served in the present location when 

refurbished as suggested. 

At this point more information is needed on the proposed new site and building project to 

compare the two, as it appears a choice between two specific proposed projects: refurbish 

and make adequate the existing site, or repurpose another existing building.  We need 

more details on both plans to be able to make an informed decision.  Access to public 

library services is among the most important services a community provides to its 

residents, one which enables all people regardless of socio-economic status equal access 

to the world's knowledge and opportunity.  We need to choose the plan which will most 

effectively deliver this to our community for the long-term.  A new ("larger, more 

accessible") library sounds good, but we all know there are great risks and challenges 

involved in delivering public construction projects without squandering vast sums of public 

funds through inefficiency or worse, so the public has a right to know exactly what is being 

proposed and where these funds will be going. 

The cost cannot be justified and a better alternative is available 

This is a delightful building which allows for separate spaces for activities so that each age 

group can be engaged without annoying the other as necessary.  As a lifetime resident of 

the area, this building stands out as the special place it is and engages the imagination 

even before entering.  To relocate to a modern building would be distracting and take away 

the specialness of a visit to Muswell Hill Library especially for children. 



The building is beautiful but I can see it is not suitable for users with mobility problems. 

However I think the library is a key community centre in Muswell Hill somit is essential this 

exercise IS NOT a backdoor attempt to close or limit the service, especially the provision of 

a good service for borrowing books (printed, not e-) 

It is well located and can be brought up to the required standard of access etc, for a 

fraction of the cost of relocating to an entirely unsuitable site 

It is a fine building and only requires slight alteration to improve access 

Existing building is inflexible and poorly suited to modern needs. It should be converted to a 

new use that helps to build Muswell Hill's characteristic appeal. (By contrast, leasing it to a 

national chain would not be a good option, not would an entertainment venue that creates 

more traffic problems and more disorderly conduct, especially at the weekend, as 

Wetherspoons has and as the club and fast food outlet across the road from Wetherspoons 

do.) 

It is centrally located, and, with a reasonable level of investment - say £100k - could be 

renovated to provide even better resources with improved a access and facilities for people 

with disabilities and those who are not fully mobile. It has a proven record of success, is 

well used so why not improve it rather than move it? 

this is a building that has been our library for generations. My parent have used it, I have 

used it, my children have used it and my grandchildren have used it. We love this building. 

It is at the heart of Muswell Hill. It should not be moved so summarily. It has been updated 

over the years and I cannot believe it would cost so much to upgrade again. Should it cost 

that much, which I doubt, the parking at the rear could be capitalised to fund it. 

The existing library could be sufficiently upgraded for less than the cost of moving. The 

building is an asset to the area. 

Improvements, at a reasonable cost could be made to ensure the building is more able to 

welcome those with disabilities and to upgrade conditions. The location is ideal and it 

provides a feeling of sanctuary 

The current library space is suitable for many different users and age groups due to 

separate facilities.  The children have a safe space upstairs (adults without  children are 

very obvious) and can play as well as read without disturbing adult readers downstairs.  

Readers of newspapers and journals have their space by the door and the internet users 

have another space.   The height of the ceilings and the windows make the current library a 

very attractive place to read and work.  I am very concerned that alternative 2 has neither 

enough natural light or volume. Floor space is not the same as volume.  The library is on a 

fflat part of Muswell Hill and round the corner from the shops.  It is easily accessed apart 

from the necessity for a life. I totally reject the idea that the adaptation of the library would 

cost two thirds of a million pounds which was stated at the meeting I went to. 

The Council has consistently failed to maintain and failed to develop this Grade II listed 

building. You have been aware that changes in terms of accessibility needed to be made 

for years. Instead you preferred to rebuild and refurbish other Libraries in the borough eg. 

Coombes Croft and more recently Marcus Garvey. Now that it is in poor repair and the cost 



of remedial action in addition to the works necessary is prohibitive, you propose an entirely 

new building. In addition, you've already sold the land behind it for residential purposes 

which would now make any kind of extension impossible. There is also no mention of your 

plans for the building once the library is relocated. This is our library. It's a beautiful, 

purpose built library and part of the community. The Council has created this situation and I 

believe the Council should remedy it and maintain the building as a library. 

Despite attractive exterior that fits within MH context, there's an eyesore, a shambles 

behind it - dirty and unkempt parking lot that should be worked on, planted etc and its too 

small and awkwardly structured for modernisation. 

The upgrade works are not expensive. It is easy to drop off and pick up there. It is a lovely 

building and appropriate to its use 

If there is a good, modern alternative, I think that would be preferable. 

It would be cheaper than moving, and it is a great library building. Why on earth would you 

want to move the library when it would be more expensive than refurbishing this one? 

Important local landmark, used by many people. I believe with some modifications to 

improve access the library can remain in the same place. 

There are very few iconic buildings in Muswell Hill, but the library is one of them. What 

would happen to it if it ceased being a library? It is perfectly located and easily accessible 

by public transport. Whatever shortcomings it may have at the moment can be addressed 

to everybody's satisfaction. I understand that wheelchair/pushchair access could be 

provided, as well as toilet facilities. If the IT system is ageing, why can it not be upgraded? 

Relocating it to the old Green Man pub will not make it any easier for older people as it is on 

a steep slope. Surely the cost of converting the pub into a library will not be less than 

making the improvements to the existing library building? We are fortunate to have a 

purpose-built library in Muswell Hill. Everyone I have spoken to is horrified at the prospect 

that it will be converted by a developer into a Tesco Express or flats etc. Let us please do 

everything possible to retain the character of Muswell Hill for future generations to enjoy. 

They will not thank us for destroying what little heritage we still have. We are repeating the 

same cultural vandalism of our previous councillors who sanctioned the demolition of the 

Athenaeum, now the site of Sainsbury's. Have we not learned our lessons? 

It's impossible to answer without knowing what the plans are for investment if the library 

was to remain in the same building. Also impossible to answer without knowing what would 

happen to the building if you went with option 2. 

We live in Muswell Hill with young children, we use the Muswell HIll Library regularly and its 

current location allows us to get there on foot, e.g. children walking/scooting there and 

back.  Having a local library is very important to us, as this highly encourages a good habit 

of reading. 

Test 

If the alternative of Option 2 is a good as advertised, and there is a full commitment from 

the Council not to skimp on any of their promises for a better, larger and more accessible 



facility still in the heart of Muswell Hill, then I believe staying in the same building is not the 

better option. 

This is the ideal location which allows everyone access. Central and definitely walkable for 

lots of people or easy bus and parking. To move it elsewhere would be a big loss of a local 

amenity. 

I love the original, purpose built library with all its history, I also greatly appreciate that 

Haringey is investing in the library service when libraries are being cut in so many other 

places. So I am prepared to trust your advice and reluctantly support the proposal for a 

new library. 

It's at the heart of the community. 

There is NO NEED to move the library. Anonter group has shown that it would be far more 

cost effective (and less of an abuse of local residents' taxes, facilities and goodwill) to leave 

the library where it is. 

The children's library area upstairs is fantastic and I think it is very important to have a 

separate space for children to browse and read books. 

Not fit for purpose 

The library provides a good service in a good location.TIt just needs a small amount of 

money spent to repair and upgrade it. he library has a lot of space. I believe a move to 

option 2 would result in less space and less books in a very inconvenient location at the top 

of a steep hill.. 

We enjoy visiting the library in the current location. I have 2 kids and access to kids library 

is not a big issue for me. 

The current library building, although an imposing and striking piece of architecture, is not 

fit for modern purpose as a library. I have two young children and find accessing it very 

difficult with a buggy. I also would like to use the computer facilities more often, but find the 

computer room to be crowded, stuffy and often with an unpleasant smell. 

One of the few historical building in our area, which should be preserved for public use 

instead of being converted in flats. Beautiful architecture with a lot of natural light, only in 

need of some renovations. 

The exisiting building can be modernised and, in its present location, has broad cultural 

value. 

REFURBISHMENT OF EXISTING BUILDING COULD BE DONE AT REASONABLE COST 

AND MINIMAL DISRUPTION TO VALUABLE LOCAL SERVICE 

Convenient 

Test 

1. Access certainly needs to be made easier, both for the elderly and/or disabled and for 

young children. 2. I am confident that designs could be produced to provide these at a cost 



which would be far lower than the Council's budget of £680,000. 3. The addition of 

satisfactory toilets, better heating and ventilation and updated IT equipment still could still 

not bring the costs up to the Council's budget.  4. Given that costs could be brought to a 

realistic level, the present building is far preferable to the Green Man site. See below. 

The building is lovely and purpose built as a library.  The alleged failings do not sound very 

significant and could be put right at small cost.  The proposed new site does not sound 

suitable.  I can understand the case for releasing more money by the sale of the property 

and use of the funds to replace government driven cuts.  But without proposals either on 

what to do with the funds generated or on what protection will be given to the fabric of the 

building I cannot support signing a blank cheque. 

The building is no longer fit for purpose 

I do not think the reasons Haringey Council gives are sufficiently significant to justify 

moving the library. There are nearby public toilets. Though perhaps they could be better, 

the heating, ventilation and lighting are not bad. There is disabled access to the main 

library. The very small number of people who require disabled access to the children's 

library could instead use nearby Alexandra Park library, or East Finchley or Sutton Road 

libraries (the latter two are Barnet libraries, but allow Haringey residents to join without any 

problems) -- the area is well-served with accessible libraries. Even if it were deemed 

necessary to improve all the above points, Haringey Council's cost estimate seems 

extortionate.  The library building is very elegant, well-designed and has served us well 

since 1931 and it is not clear why this proposal has emerged now and the Council suddenly 

deems these problems so severe that it is necessary to find a new building. If there are 

other justifications, for example, a desire to sell the -- doubtless valuable --library building 

to fund other council services, the Council should be upfront about and explain this in its 

consultation.  As a matter of procedure, it is also the case that the alternative proposal 

should be developed further before a decision is reached -- it is a flaw in the consultation 

process to ask people to choose between alternatives when one is so vaguely adumbrated. 

In the absence of more information about the proposed new library, especially how many 

books it will shelve compared to the present one, I am even more loath to support the 

proposal. 

I do think that this is a feasible option, and given the history and stature of the building, the 

council ought to attempt to make this work. It's noted that the largely unused car park land 

behind the existing building is estimated to be worth £1.75m in the feasibility report (p45), 

which would more than pay for the work to be done in options 1 and 2 laid out in the report.  

The council has subsequently noted in your FAQ's that 'We have not included the option of 

selling the land at the rear of the library to fund adaptations to the existing building as we 

do not think it is financially viable.' - I fail to see how selling land can possibly be financially 

non-viable, and I am concerned that this option has been dismissed with such brevity.  I 

would also express some concern over future use of the building with respects to the final 

decision. It's important the building is looked after, and still in some way able to serve the 

community. So, while options for future use have not been covered here, they are vital 

before any final decision to move is made. 

I fully endorse the plan put forward by the Friends of Muswell Hill library 



Muswell Hill Library is a public service which is at the centre of the community in Muswell 

Hill - both socially and physically. It is a local landmark because of both its importance as a 

focus for the community, and because of the quality of the building it occupies. For me it is 

the most important building  in Muswell Hill, and previous feasibility studies have shown 

that it could be adapted with a new lift to provide access for wheelchair and pushchair 

users. The historic character of this building could not be reproved elsewhere - e.g. the 

mural at first floor level. 

I like it but if there is going to be a better facility then i would prefer that. 

Its old and you can barely recognize its a library but that is what makes it slightly more 

special to the muswell hill community since it is like a secret place 

Because i have grown up going to this library and having it become privatized would be a 

disappointment to many family's as i know we have got so much out of it 

It looks, feels and functions as an (albeit imperfect) community building, with beauty and 

history. 

For the reasons given in the consultation documents, it seems to be reasonable to move 

the library to a better equipped, larger building 

The library already provides outside access to wheelchair users. 

It will never be as good as a totally renovated library on one floor. It is very inconvenient 

with wll the stairs to the childrens library. Mothers struggle with more than one child. 

Pushchairs have to clutter up the adult library. I, a grandmother who likes to use the library 

with my grandchildren find it inconvenient just to get into the library and I am  not disabled! 

It could be improved but I fear it would always be sewcond best to a new start in the green 

man. The Green Man location would still be very central. 

While I appreciate that the present building has accessibility problems, I feel that it should 

be retained as the local library; it has a unique atmosphere and ethos, which would be 

completely lost if it moved to a modern building. No mention is made of the legal position if 

the library were to be moved to a new building. Would Haringey retain ownership of the old 

building? If not, would it be sold off? If the council did remain as the owners, what would 

the old building be used for? And if the library were relocated, what would be the legal 

position be with regards to the site of the new building? Would Haringey be leasing the 

space from a private company that owned the whole site? 

It is part of the history of Muswell Hill 

Haringey are planning to spend circa £500,000 moving Muswell Hill Library from it's current 

Grade 2 Listed building to a new site. This is twice the cost of a modest refurbishment 

which could be financed using the land behind the library.    My strong view is that the 

current Grade 2 building should remain a public building. And the library should remain in 

the centre of Muswell Hill where it can be accessed by most residents (and children). 

The building is not suitable 

The best use for this important building 



See below. I like the library - it just needs investment. Sadly, I've become cynical about the 

whole process. I think you intend to engineer the redevelopment of this site. 

the council should invest money in the current library building, to improve it and make it 

more accessible by installing a lift. This could be paid for by having a small development at 

the back of the library. A healthcare centre for GPs could then go into the space in the new 

'Green Man' development at the top of Muswell Hill. 

It is a great location. 

Old library can be converted/adapted for access changes easily at far less cost. The 

building would then be serving the community. If we go with option 2 I predict the building 

would be turned into yet more unaffordable flat 

BUT SPEND SOME MONEY IMPROVING IT! YOU COULD SPEND HALF THE MONEY IT 

WOULD COST TO MOVE, AND WOULDN'T HAVE TO SELL OFF TO A SPECULATOR. 

The land and the library building were originally a gift to the local community. Haringey have 

no right to try to take that gift away nor to sell it. There is space available immediately 

adjacent to the library to improve access so that the library can serve all members of our 

community.  Instead of throwing away what you already have modernise it so it becomes 

an example of the best type of facility. 

it is a lovely building but has gone beyond its sell by date as a modern library 

It is a great building purpose built and I use it regularly several times a week. It is the library 

Without knowing the cost of the move to the new site it is very difficult to make a decision. 

One of the main reasons I have for using a library is borrowing books and DVDs.  Would the 

new site offer more shelf space for books? 

It works and is actually there. I have used it in the past. 

Cheaper to close down completely. 

I assume it must be the cheaper option than renting in a new building.  the money saved 

from rent can be used for renovations. 

Great building. Nicely centred in Muswell Hill. Some adaption on site for wheelchair and 

pushchair access would be great 

Central location and attractive building 

It's an historic, inspiring building, centrally located. With imagination and sensitivity, its 

historic use could be sustained. Staying in the same building is the most sustainable option 

for both the library service and this listed building. 

With imagination and sensitivity, this historic building could be sustained in its historic use. 

Its an inspiring building, centrally located 

It is a historic building worth restoring 



see below 

It is going to be very costly to change and upgrade the building perhaps. 

I think it's important for a library to be in the heart of a community, as the current library is. 

It's a beautiful building and should be open for use by all who live and work in the area, as it 

is now. Improving disabled access will transform what is currently a well-used and popular 

library that plays a vital role in the community into a service that is truly for for the future. 

Moving the library would deliver lower quality space, service disruption and create 

unnecessary additional costs. 

It is a very nice building. It is at the centre of Muswell Hill and close to transport. It can be 

easily be made accessible and it will cost less then to move. What will happen to that 

building if the library move?  No more flats, please...there is no parking already(and some 

blocks of flat are not even finished or started..) and no trains! 

It supports the local area where it is  Easy parking and near the local schools  A visable 

library from the road  On several bus routes so assessble  In a borough you should support 

all areas not just the centre . The edge of boroughs are just as important and need to have 

services 

1. You have not stated what the building will be used for if the Library moves out.  Without 

you doing this I am not prepared to sign away the only public building in Muswell Hill 

especially when it is an iconic listed/covenanted building. 2. I understand that the library 

building might be used for a health centre which needs to be just as accessible if not more 

than a library so the justification for moving the library is questionable 3.  You have the 

perfect site to the rear of the building for constructing an accessible single storey extension.  

This needs to be revisited 4.  You could alternatively sell this land at the rear of the building 

to fund modernisation and improved accessibility to the existing building including a lift 

which can be an affordable option as costed by the Friends of Muswell Hill Library. 

As covered by option 2, its always been an issue for as long as I can remember access for 

the elderly, mothers with pushchairs. My grandparents both used it same as my late father 

they all had walking problems and found it difficult to access back then that was over 20 

years ago 

I love this library! I have been using it since my family moved to Dukes Avenue in 1963. I 

see no need to move to a new building, as the library could easily be adapted to the needs 

of its users. 

Option 2 sounds more logical 

Important to keep iconic old building. To finance new lavatories and lift, develop site 

adjacent to the library, which is currently unused and ugly. 

Keep it for historical reasons. In keeping with Muswell Hill architecture. Neither Opioon has 

adequate and conventient parking. 

1. It's an area feature and attraction and preferable to alternatives.  2. It can be modified 

cheaply for additional current requirements 



besides the obvious issues with stairs and toilets the current library it's too ssmall for the 

community it serves. 

The Friends of Muswell Hill Library have been given a quote to improve the existing library 

for just £60,000. 2. We are campaigning for Haringey Council to go ahead with this option 

3. This modest cost would cover a lift, a disabled toilet, better disabled access 4. Haringey 

Council claim that these minor modifications would cost £680,000! This is 11 times more 

than the true cost! 5. Catherine West MP has written to the leader of Haringey Council in 

support of our campaign. 

Not again Haringey Council!  Stop trying to take out Muswell Hill's beautiful, historic library. 

The library is the building. The library is a gem, immensely treasured by local residents.   

The library is an oasis of calm in the heart of the shopping centre. Muswell Hill Library fulfils 

a vital role in the local community, and the fact that it is so in keeping with the architectural 

heritage of Muswell Hill is part of what makes it popular. The existing building is at the heart 

of the community. The existing building serves the public well.   It is a great privilege to 

have the use of a historic building for the library. The existing library is a special place and 

the historic nature of the building gives the activity status.  Reading is encouraged by it 

being easy to use the library. Local people can drop in easily. The disadvantages of the 

existing building are all off-set by the amazing, buzzing location. The location means the 

library doesn't have to be the destination of a visit.  Many users pass by, and combine 

library visiits with trips to/from shops, schools, health practices, cafes etc. 

The library is the building, much loved and used by people of all ages. The historic building 

was left to the public as a library and this covenant should be respected by Haringey 

Council's property dept. It's completely inappropriate as a doctors consulting rooms in any 

case, and criminal if it were another load of flats.   The historic library lies in an easy walking 

location at the core of this community, neighbours drop in and read the paper.   It's had a 

wheelchair lift fitted in a serene setting. 

It is a beautiful, accessible building needing only minor improvements to bring it into the 

modern age.  I have lived in Haringey since 1960 and it is an integral part of the community 

and widely used. 

I disagree to remain in a building with limited access for pushchairs and wheelchairs and 

people with limited mobility.  i.e no lift.  This surely reduces the amount of people that can 

use the facilities. If you cannot reach the first floor due to no lift and you cannot climb stairs 

- this means you cannot read the books on this floor! 

Would not cost the Council's quoted figure to upgrade. Cheaper to improve current 

building which has good drop off point for lessable users and a good atmatmosphere. The 

children's library is excellent as a dedicated, safe space. 

Stop selling off council owned buildings! With small investment into upgrading the current 

facilities, this much loved building can be kept. I speak as a person with a disability who 

would still love this library where it is. 

This is a wonderful iconic building in the centre of Muswell Hill.  Why are we not given the 

option to renovate this building?  Why is there not a third option?  It appears by not having 

a third option the people of Muswell Hill are only being steered towards the second option.  



This building could be renovated and if you wanted to add extra community area it could be 

at the Green Man. 

The library has been sited in the present building for as many years as I can recall, certainly 

throughout my childhood in the 1950's and 1960's until the present time. It is a really vital 

local community amenity and somewhere that is familiar and comforting for children and 

adults to visit and use, run by helpful and knowledgeable staff. It is vital that such amenities 

are kept for the continued use of existing and of future generations of service users! 

Very difficult access particularly for those with children or the elderly or infirm. 

Because the present building is perfectly adequate for a continuation of its original purpose 

and would need less than £100,000 spent on it to provide for disabled toilets (it already has 

disabled access).  It is an excellent lending library with a wonderful atmosphere as well as 

its distinguished history as one of Haringey's most architecturally interesting buildings 

It's a historic building central and iconic It should be improved not closed 

It is a listed building and part of the very essence of Muswell Hill. Don't destroy part of our 

heritage 

poor accessibility 

Keep the old building 

An appalling decision, this is a purpose built listed building, in the town centre, making a 

significant contribution to  the local economy through both its important function, central 

accessible location, and visual design. Any suggestion that it's not suitable for disabled 

access is misleading or untruthful, as not oblong ago it was upgraded twith a grant 

providing side access up a wheel chair and buggy negotiable tabled ramp. If the intended 

new use is housing, this will decrease Muswell Hill's attractiveness as a centre. Liraries are 

good, selling libraries is like selling town centres for out of town supermarkets or town halls, 

short-sighted, stupid and mean! 

This is a fine building which makes an excellent library. It should be possible to adapt it by 

installing a ramp for wheelchair and pushchair users.  I brand new library is not really 

needed.  I think this building should be preserved with its current usage. 

I have little confidence that the proposed alternative site be completed any time soon and 

at an affordable price. 

Muswell Hill library is a beautiful building, and has always been there.   Yes, it needs some 

improvements and in times of austerity, the local council would obviously rather get it off its 

hands.   But the last thing Muswell Hill needs is more luxury flats, which is inevitably what it 

would become.  Whilst I use it far less infrequently than when I was a child, Muswell Hill 

Library's problems come less from the space (which the council just sees as a price tag) 

than from being alienated from the community by a lack of investment. 

It would appear that Haringey council simply want to make money from selling off a 

beautiful listed building. As with all other London councils it would appear that once again it 

is profit before people! 



The current library is a beautiful space, located centrally. The children's' floor is flooded 

with light and is a wonderful space for children to explore books and listen to story time. A 

library should be at the heart of the community, as the existing one is. 

The council's proposal makes sense if it saves money and improves access and facilities 

Historic building. Part of community glue. Upgradable at relatively modest cost -- see 

Friends of Muswell Hill Library proposals. 

The present building is perfect as a library - purpose built and beautiful.  The children's floor 

is a pleasure to use and it's great that it's separate from the adult's floor - in particular for 

baby/toddler groups and help with homework sessions which need a space apart.  The toy 

library is wonderful and a contributes greatly to children's wellbeing. The building is part of 

the fabric of the community and should be preserved for communal use. 

This listed building is a wonderful, historic location for the library. The Council should do 

everything in its power to maintain the library at this site. 

It simply isn't fit for purpose anymore.  It's a lovely building but I think staying there would 

be more out of sentiment than practicality 

It is a historic building in the centre of Muswell Hill. 

It's a long established contact for casual & regular users 

it is a magnificent building, one that fits the granduer of a great civic facility namely, a public 

library at the heart of the community. It is a reminder of the importance that reading has in 

our cimmunity, not just reading but all the other activities that take place in the library. 

Moving to a faceless modern nondescript setting below luxury flats would dilute that whole 

public ethos. Upgrading the existing building should be a willing use of public funds, that 

generatiosn to come will get the benefit of. The council should consider selling of the land 

behind the library or renting it for parking to get extra revenue to help fund the upgrade. The 

building is too grand a facility to see sold off forever to be used for the gain of developers 

It's a beautiful building that just needs some renovating. 

The library is better improved on its current site than moved 

Beautiful centrally located historical building 

The present library is a great community hub, and an integral part of Muswell Hill. To 

downgrade it into a section of a property development, whilst no doubt trumpeting 

Haringey's commitment to libraries, is unacceptable. 

Useful social amenity which has a good vibe and is well located 

It is right in the centre of the 'Village' Muswell Hill - offering its services to the public and its 

almost always full. It is needed. 

It's a local landmark, its placement is perfect. 



Why move especially to a new development on a steeply sloping hill which many users will 

find inaccessible. 

While I agree with staying in the building I am at a loss to understand the economics of the 

two cases and why money cannot be spent to improve the current and historic building and 

retain its purpose.  Perhaps this is a further option? 

The building is a landmark of Muswell Hill and part of the buildings and surroundings that 

sets it apart from other places (like Highgate). 

Although the library may not be modern, it is a lovely environment. 

the current building has served it's usefulness - too small and inconvenient for disabled and 

parents/carers with children. 

The library is fine where it is. 

I do not see why the existing library cannot continue to be used with such modernisation as 

necessary. 

Traditional building that is part of Muswell Hill heritage. If it needs reapirs / upgrading then 

this should be done 

Minimum investment needed to bring to current standards. Excellent location and 

accessibility 

I like it and I like continuity. 

You should allow residents to express an opinion on the option to bring the existing library 

building up to modern standards. That is the option I would prefer. 

It is part of the heritage of Muswell Hill. Way too many original buildings in the area are 

undergoing major changes 

See below do works on the beloved building we have. 

It is a historic building and it should carry on being used as a library, it is part of the Muswell 

hill culture. 

The library it is located in a very beautiful building and has a good access 

Disabled facilities and toilet arrangements needed.  Children should not have to go upstairs 

for stories, toy library etc.  Whole building feels very dated. 

This library is a listed building, in an ideal location and could be improved for a lot less that 

we have been led to believe from the feasibility study. The library is already accessible on 

the ground floor as it is used as a polling station. There is also a listed mural in the building. 

Muswell Hill library is an historic building. I am shocked that, as a Labour Party member, 

the Labour group is again considering moving the library. I appreciate funds are extremely 

stretched but can funding not been found from the private sector/charitable appeal to 



modernise the existing facility? Again, sady, Haringey council appear to be taking the easier 

option instead of fighting to save what is important. 

Purpose built building; original intention of the benefactors should be maintained. 

Use and develop this central and popular site. There is land available at the rear to provide 

greater facilities and access - including wheelchairs etc. This is not false sentimentality over 

and 'old and historic' building - but a plea to make use of a good facility and not flog it off 

to developers for short-term gain. 

The library us a vital resource and in the most appreciated appropriate building. I suspect 

your council just want to sell it off to developers to make money and just want to shove is 

all somewhere else. This is not community minded of you. 

This is a beautiful building that has been at the heart of our community a very long time and 

needs to remain for the next 7 generations and beyond 

I would like for the library to stay in its current location and for the council to invest money 

in that building, to improve it and make it more accessible by installing a lift. 

it is a very fine public library.  Need to be sure that the new library will be as good. 

good location, lovely building that can be converted cheaply to enable full access. 

It is cheaper to modify it, and it retains public ownership of an important architectural 

resource in our borough. Haringey should not be pandering to the property developers 

marketing. 

Building is not fit for purpose.Dark dingy 19c. No proper access. 

Although I like using libraries in older buildings with some character, I can see that the 

current building is not convenient for all users. I think it is more important to ensure that the 

library facilities are accessible to all. Space around the bookshelves is also very limited. 

Historic building in an excellent and convenient location in the heart of Muswell Hill. 

It is a well loved and well located community building. It isn't set amongst kebab shops, 

pubs, and bars. 

It is a beautiful old building and I understand that it can be upgraded at less cost than the 

council is suggesting a move will cost. 

It should be cheaper to improve the existing building than move to a completely new one. 

The stairs make the childrens library more difficult for disabled people to access 

Plenty of room. You could replace the side extension and put in all sorts of facilities in an 

extension at the back on that empty space - a workspace, bigger IT access, business hub 

all sorts of things. P.S. frequent library user - none of them are easy access. 

It's very central.People will always fuss. Leave it as it is. 



The last remaining public building in muswell hill, as gifted to the public for use as a library 

historically has no right to be swapped off with a property developer for another Grade 2 

dated 1688 (the green man) listed building that the same developer "accidentally" knocked 

down without penalty. Also the consultation estimate for adding disabled access to upstairs 

is FAKE, there is already side access to the ground floor requiring no steps, installation of a 

lift to the upstairs will cost between £44k and £65k) a fraction of what haringey recently 

spent on signposts to slow drivers to 20mph which are entirely ignored. 

The building is important to preserve as a public service. Local members of the community 

continue to make use of the service it offers, including some of my students and the 

building itself is an asset to the community. It would be a shame to sell it off. 

If the cost to maintain this is so high I would rather the funds are used differently 

Staying in the cureent building is my preffered option however there would have to be a 

very strong commitment by Haringey Council to invest in both the building and the facilities 

to bring the current facilities up to date and modern standards.  Personally if the library has 

to be moved then I would like to see the building kept in Haringey Council ownership and 

repurposed for community use and not sold off to highest bidder for commercial 

motivation.  Also I don't see why the Council cannot market and publicise the Hornsey 

Library as being wheelchair accessible and family orientated. This building is largely of a 

open plan nature already due to its original design so it would make more sense to make it 

a hub library for the above mentioned users.   It would only require a internal lift capable of 

carrying wheelchairs and 'modern' pushchairs (buggies) to be installed to make it fully 

compliant with all modern accessibility standards. 

Stay in present library building and upgrade the building by installing a lift, etc., funded by a 

small development at the rear of the building. 

An historic building,which should continue to be used as it was intended. I was librarian at 

Muswell Hill for many years.I have seen over the last few years how the library service 

inHaringey has been run down.Book stock has been decimated. Improve the existing 

building & you may encourage people back into the library. 

Because I don't believe that you will build a better building to house there library.   I imagine 

your main purpose is to sell off local amenities to make money in the short term. 

I don't think it could be changed sufficiently to be comparable with other local libraries.  I 

can't see how they could fit everything in, including accessability for prams and wheelchairs 

If better access can be provided for all in a new library, it would seem sensible to move to a 

new location in central Muswell Hill. 

This is a purpose-built building and with the suggested upgrading to meet modern needs, it 

will continue to serve the community as it has done for generations. It has presence, 

character and tradition, unlike featureless modern alternatives. 

part of our history and heritage we should preserve for future generations. 



The Friends of Muswell Hill Library have been given a quote to improve the existing library 

for just £60,000. This modest cost would cover a lift, a disabled toilet, better disabled 

access. It's a beautiful listed buildingand shouldn't be sold off. 

The library is central to muswell hill. It's a historical building which should remain as the 

library. 

Independent costing is much lower than the Council's estimate. The building is iconic and I 

fear the Council will sell off this community asset once the library moves (as with Hornsey 

Town Hall, left to go derelict then sold for non-community use) 

Convenient location, salubrious atmosphere and architecturally comforting. 

The building is beautiful and the children's library is a lovely space. I recently moved from 

Hackney which has a big, modern library. It's fine but totally soulless. It felt more like being 

in an airport! They had automated machines rather than real people helping to discharge 

the books. My son loves interacting with the the staff at MHL asking if he can take book out 

or bring them back. When we moved to MH we see delighted to find such a historic 

building housing the local library. Myself and my son love to visit and I don't mind the stairs 

with the pushchair. From what I understand there is wheelchair access outside. 

This is a historic building, a significant, much-loved part of the fabric of Muswell Hill and 

one which has played and continues to play a really important role in the lives of many 

families in the neighbourhood. It occupies a central location in the middle of the village and 

is greatly resorted to by people of all ages. 

As already stated, it is an historic building conceived and built by our predecessors for 

them and for future generations to use.  Obviously it needs "modern facilities, with level 

access for wheelchair and pushchair users" which should be provided as per a previous 

plan, but to move it to what sounds like a really inappropriate site, lumped in with a luxury 

flats development would an embarrassment, a culturally bankrupt act showing no respect 

for our heritage. 

The building was intended to be a library, however Haringey has let the building become 

more and more run down. As a result if you go into the library now you feel as though you 

have just walked into a snapshot of 1982 life. Libraries have a new role extending far 

beyond books, but are run without a clear vision by Haringey, I am 42 the first time I ever 

used a computer was when I 7 years old in a library in Derbyshire, I wanted to go back 

every day, now I make software for a living.  35 years on in London, the library has about 3 

computers, they are useless and very old, there is no 3d Printer, there is not even a 

Raspberry PI.... persistently striving to make libraries irrelevant through pure neglect is plain 

stupid. 

The listed building is in the heart of Muswell Hill which is where a library should be.  With a 

small amount of work it could be made fit for the 21st Century. 

It is accessible to all. A loved building and space. Ideal for young, old, able and disabled. 

Its a beautiful perfectly functional & well located historic Library 



Perfect location in the heart of Muswell Hill. Very accessible. Children's library a beautiful, 

light space that the children really engage with for reading and play. Surroundings are very 

important for children and affect how they interact with material. The current library can be 

modernised for better access, rather than moving to a new site. 

I am neutral because I find the existing library quite satisfactory and would need to be 

convinced that large expenditure on improving the building, rather than on what is provided 

(books and other services), or expenditure on other priorities is worthwhile.  What 

proportion of users are genuinely unable to use the library as it is? People with children's 

buggies are presumably generally fit enough to manage, even if at some inconvenience. 

Existing location much more convenient than Option 2 particularly for elderly and disabled 

people. There are conflicting views on the costs of adding toilet facilities and lifts - need an 

independent assessment. What are the net costs (and implications for Council Tax payers) 

of the 2 options taking account  of the possible sale of existing building, costs of moving to 

Option 2, versus conversion costs of Option 1? 

I don't believe that haringey has seriously concidered the option of the library remaining at 

it's present site and carrying out some essential work to the current building to be financed 

by selling or leasing the land to the rear 

It is a custom built library with good facilities including wheel chair access and which has 

had imporovements recently. To pay £500,000 to move into a less satisfactory space is not 

the best way to,spend tax payers money 

Sentimental 

the building is not suitable for a modern library with limited access and facilities 

This iconic building in Queens Ave. is one of the only public buildings left in the centre of 

Muswell Hill. The alternative in Option 2 is in the wrong place, and will not be so visible as 

the present building is. The Council estimates for disable access conversion are wildly 

overstated and should not be used as evidence to change the library's location. 

Additionally, we are being asked to support Option 2 without any detailed plans. In the long 

term, even the Council will regret Option 2 as this will involve leasing space in a proposed 

new development at the mercy of market rates, whereas the current site is already publicly 

owned. 

I would like to keep the library in its heritage building.  I would like the council to look at 

selling off the land at the back and using the proceeds to improve the accessibility ( a lift) 

and providing toilets. 

We have been using it for many years. It is personal now. 

This beautiful landmark building has served the residents of Muswell Hill since the 1930's. It 

is a much loved and well used facility which should be updated to match today's 

requirements.The library building must not be sold to developers. The building is unsuitable 

for conversion to a health centre. The current costs quoted to update the library appear 

excessive and unrealistic. 



Likes the building - Grade 2 listed building 

Concerned about parking at the back of the building. 

NO details are given of how Option 2 will improve usability and, most important, facilities 

such as increased book storage.  Moreover, the report seems to be deliberately avoiding 

crucial questions such as the cost of removal and fitting out the new building, the amount 

that might be realised on sale of the old building, the reasons why the Council is not 

exploiting the back are of the old building and so on. Either these questions have been 

answered, and we have not been told, or they have not been answered and the proposal is 

missing key elements. 

Lovely building 

Easy for me to come here and I don't want to pass the busy roundabout 

Poor accessibility Older people can use 

Prefer it to be bigger and more accessible 

Felt needed more information. Feel sums would be better spent on existing library. An 

adapted library would fit with character of Muswell Hill 

I believe it will have better access in the new premises 

As long as I have a library to come too 

Why change 

It is a beautiful old building but I can understand that it is not easily accessible for all users. 

As long as we still have a library option 2 is probably the best but I do hope the building will 

still have useful purpose 

I like the building, but very small. Too many quality books seem to be "disappeared".  Love 

the upstairs mural painted by H. School of Art students. Can this be kept? 

I don't mind the library staying in the same building, but I do like the idea , that in new 

building there is going to be easier access with pushchairs and its going to be in one level 

I love the beauty of the old building. We are used to it. There seems to be a negative feeling 

about the move which must have an impact on my uncertainty 

I prefer stay in the same building. The building is amazing and have a lot history. Have to 

stay and don't move. 

Modern facilities win over sentimentality about a building 

Needs to be more attractive and accessible 

The present building is well located for a public library. It could be readily converted to meet 

the needs for improved access. 



I would love to use the library on a regular basis, to read daily newspapers, current affairs 

magazines, research (e.g Which) and borrow books. Whilst I am relatively active and able, 

others must find access quite difficult, particularly mothers with young children and babies. 

The toddler group for music and book reading are very popular. I don't want to lose the 

library but a light airy and spacious building would be more welcoming. The present 

building should, however be protected  from demolition, and if it could be renovated to fulfil 

those requirements . That would be preferable. 

Your reasons for wanting to move convince me that we will have a better library, and still 

easily accessible in Muswell Hill 

Lack of facilities like coffee, toilet, scanning, faxing and so on 

Until new building available!! Library is well used and much needed in Muswell Hill. 

Therefore if it is moved to a new building in Muswell Hill. Feel strongly that the library 

should remain OPEN in current building until a new building is ready. 

Having been a regular customer (is that the right word?) of Muswell Hill library for over 30 

years (or thereabouts). I have been hugely saddened to see the decline in the number of 

library users, especially in the last few years. Most of the people seem to be using only the 

computers, and quite frequently. There is not one single person in the books section. I feel 

uncertain, because of this decline in the numbers of the library users, if a substantial 

investment in a new library would make a difference, when council finances are very tight. 

My opinion very much depends on where the new library would be situated. I should want it 

to be within Muswell Hill shopping area, as is the existing library. 

It's an important and historical building - without knowing what your plans are, (and I 

sincerely hope that does not include selling it to a private developer). I can not support the 

library moving. We use the childrens library a lot and its lay-out/services are fantastic. 

It's not very welcoming , not enough place to relax and read in the library, looks old, toilet 

facilities need improving and so on... 

It would be a terrible shame for the library to move out of its beautiful, purpose-built, 

Edwardian home. No doubt the building would be destroyed . The library moved to a soul-

less new structure. The location, history, aesthetic value and community services provided 

by the current building make it imperative to keep and refurbish it! 

I appreciate the reasons but I hope the new building will have some character too. I hate 

the library in Colney Hatch Lane! If you move I hope your current building will be kept for a 

good purpose. 

I love the original old building, its history and character. I love that this is still a building for 

people in the Muswell Hill community to use and enjoy. Muswell Hill is fast becoming a 

generic environment with only multi national chains, and no independent or original or 

useful shops. Please keep the library for the people to enjoy. 

If a lift were provided on the (councils own) land at the back, wheelchair users could come 

to the first floor. There is an excellent lift on the right hand side but it goes only to the 



ground floor (adults) library. The adult library staff have provided a parking area downstairs 

where buggies and prams are left and it is well used. 

It works so don't mend it 

I like a small library and atmosphere is nice here 

The building is old and tired. It is not user friendly or accessible. No lift! Not enough working 

space - which is pretty key in a library, especially for young people and adults 

Was designed for a library and is sound proofed for childrens music and stories. 

The library is a beautiful purpose built building in a fantastic location for the community to 

use. It's a part of Muswell Hill. 

Depends on the alternative offer (both location and proposal) 

The library needs refurbishment, but this can be done effectively with minimal disruption of 

services, and certainly at a lower cost then option 2. With smart choice and modern 

efficient design of the existing library can be achieved 

Too expensive 

The building does seem small and cramped right now, the plan to use a newer modern 

space sounds brilliant 

I love the building, which was like a second home when I was a child. It was purpose built 

as a library in the 1930s and I'm sure it could still see service with improvements and 

adaptions. It is a grade 2 listed neo-Georgian structure. It is central with easy access to all 

who live in the area. 

The same improvements can be done at the same premises 

I have problems with my balance but I would find the new site even more difficult to 

negotiate with 

I understand the restricted access and upkeep costs. So, fine.... 

Not enough information is given on option 2 

It is in the right place - central to local residents and shops.  A lift and wheelchair access 

must be possible. Events (like filming down at Crouch End), meetings 

This is a beautiful well loved building. To modernise it will make it an asset to the area. 

Nothing is said what will become of the building if the library is moved. Presumably it will be 

sold for housing which would be wrong. 

Unsustainable 

No toilet. Although I will have to get the bus as it is further away. Nearer to the other library 

across the road? 

Poor accessibility, especially childrens area No toilets (only if with a baby) 



It should be much larger, and more accessible - I can see that this can not be achieved in 

the current building. 

I find the present location satisfactory and easily accessible, as I live very near the library. 

There is already a lift to the ground floor 'adults' library (not the childrens library) on the 

right of the library building!! Not well publicised sadly, buggies can be parked in part of the 

adult library. 

The building is best closed and sold. 

Because there are many reasons and grateful children and adults that are familiar once they 

get to know everyone and you feel safe. Also because Miss Jamaine makes us feel at 

home. 

There is no reason. The current building (facility?) can not be retained and the building 

internally revamped to provide better access and space. This would also retain the current 

prime location and avoid either costly planning process for a prime location, new building or 

force the location to be further away from the centre of Muswell Hill. 

Not pram friendly! 

A unique building with atmosphere provides an excellent service, well known and well loved 

The library is not big enough. With a larger library we could increase the resources, having 

more books and have better improved facilities. 

There is no explanation as to what will happen to the existing building 

Listed building - expensive to adapt and funding not available. Poor entrance accessibility 

and toilet facilities. Smaller space spread over 2 floors than option 2 on single level 

Asbestos in old building? / Costs don't add up for option 1 given current funding issues. 

I do love the present library building although a new library would be better. I, therefore , 

leave it up to Haringey Council to decide 

I much love the existing building and the wonderful staff at the library. I do, however, agree 

that sometimes, things need to change 

I only disagree as there is no level access for wheelchair and pushchair users. If this was 

taken care of, then the library could stay in the same building. This building also has 

character and is well situated. Regardless of this, this library must stay open whilst a brand 

new library is found/refurbished. 

I use it every day, it is convenient, it is child friendly, very safe to study in and a nice place 

to go and study. Ms Jemaine is very considerate, always willing to help us. If you want to 

look for a book. She is always there to help you, even if your struggling in your work. 

I strongly agree for the building to stay in the same building as it is safe, child friendly. It is 

very convenient for us to be able to come and visit. We are able to find what we want and 

when we want.  The librarian Miss Jamaine is very nice and very helpful. Please keep her on 

as she is also very considerate and always willing to help everyone. 



Suggest make improvements to existing building and build an extension to the rear making 

an entrance for buggies and wheelchairs, toilets etc.  It would seem a waste of money to 

build a new library when a much loved one is already functioning and only needs some 

extra facilities built on to it to bring it up to modern day requirements. 

As it is a purpose designed grade 2 listed building. 

Its an iconic building and part of the local community, it would be sorely missed. 

I use it because people come here to study and there are people to help us improve 

Because Miss Jamaine is very helpful and provides a great help to us and makes us feel at 

home 

It is really close to my house 

No cost analysis of the move is provided. The consultation exercise does not make a 

financial case. The proposed site is noisy and in an area of high exhaust emissions. The 

current library is a heritage/architectural feature of Muswell Hill 

I have been visiting this library since I was two, I share happy memories. It's very safe, 

nothing wrong with it and I hope many other child have what I have gained here.  Please 

keep Ms Jemaine, if you move library, she is helpful, considerate, very kind, always willing 

to help us with anything. 

It is a more central position and requires less roads to cross. It is set back from the busy 

roundabout. It is a beautiful building with great history and could be easily modernised via a 

back extension to enable larger community space and pushchair access and toilet facilities. 

This would be far cheaper than relocating and rebuilding a whole new library. 

It is a spacious library in a beautiful, purpose-built building at the centre of Muswell Hill that 

can be renovated to include toilets and disabled access at a fraction of the cost that the 

council are proposing, especially as Haringey owns the land to the rear of the building. 

This building is the heart of the community, where the generations meet. Whether 

Teenagers using the computers to help them revise, to women with children who use the 

upstairs children library and resources there, to the older people who borrow books, dvds 

and music CD's and who regularly read the papers and mix. This library is very well used 

and always busy.  This is a community resource, which I strongly feel you should leave with 

us the community. 

It is a building of exceptional architectural and historical interest which is situated centrally 

in the heart of Muswell Hill 

I hope that a good use can be found for the building but I appreciate the reasons for 

moving the library. 

The current building provides better overall access than would the proposed new building. 

Current library provides better overall access, including disabled parking. 

I can see the unsuitability of the current building. 



I tend towards wanting to stay in the old library because... I like it, but also agree that it is 

not currently fit for purpose. The statement attached to this survey mentioned that adapting 

the old library would be £680,000 to £1,650,000. It did not however say how much a new 

library would cost. Of course if it were much much less than this then fine, it would make 

sense to build a new library. But I feel like the community feel strongly about using the 

library and feel strongly about preserving the service in part because of a strong sense of 

familiarity and a relationship with the current bulding 

A relatively modest expenditure will render the existing building a" modern library which all 

members of the community can access" .The building  does not require "expensive 

adaptation". The council has given no justification for its obscure and meaningless 

assertion the current building "no longer offers value for money". The building and the 

service it provides is "valued" for all manner of reasons. The existing building, being on two 

floors, has immediate and obvious attraction to a single floor alternative. allowing 

contemporaneous separation, adaptablility and exclusiveness of services and events for 

differing groups. 

Building is not easily accessible.mm 

Because the reasons for moving do not make sense. 

I fear that the  Council will close the existing library and later find that there is no money to 

open in the new proposed premises 

This library is well used and local and will cost less to refurbish than creating a new library. 

It is the most suitable building. 

I've been going to the library for over 25 years. It's a great community resource. The 

building was purpose built and Muswell Hill life will be much better serving updating this 

historic building, rather than doing up a basement in a new build. 

Cheaper to remain in situ and do the necessary conversion. Professionals stated that the 

cost would be a fraction of the estimate of £600+k Haringey are quoting. Love the old 

building to be kept for the community as originally intended and not put into private hands. 

Beautiful site and building - just right for small library. 

This is an inspiring building in a great location, and it will be easy to bring it up to date. It 

will be a real and irreparable loss to Haringey if it is lost to the public sector. 

The alternative is less suitable for library users. The cost of the necessary improvements 

could be much less than Haringey are suggesting. Beautiful building should be kept for 

public use. 

Love the building the library is in now. It fulfills my needs 

Because it is beautiful building in tune with the unique character of Muswell Hill and in an 

excellent location which is easy to reach.  It just needs some money to update it. 



Very important to keep the old building and the history heritage intact. This is beyond a 

monetary value. 

Perfectly good attractive building which could be adequately modernized at reasonable 

cost if the council were motivated to get off their backsides and just do it. 

Thats the libraries building, it belongs there and for me it is fine there. There is an outside 

disabled access and often people around to help with pushchairs. That helping others has 

agood feeling. 

Although the building looks nice, and fairly recently had some refurbishment done, it would 

easily be outshone by a new, more accessible building.  Just because it's quite old, doesn't 

mean it should continue to be used.  No point in setting the place in aspic. Why shouldn't 

Muswell Hill have a more modern library that will serves people's needs better? 

Beautiful building and totally functional with a few modifications... 

Location is excellent, the building is iconic and should be kept in public use. 

An essential resource for local people. The site is fit for purpose and suitable for the 

community. 

The current site is easily accessible for my family. My children can get there on foot as it is 

local. If it moves away we would rarely if ever be able to use the library. 

local 

Too many library and public utilities built for the people now being sold off for the benefit of 

a few. 

The building is in a very convenient location for residents.  I also like the history of the 

building and believe that modifications could be made to the existing building to make any 

necessary accommodations that are required to improve access. 

Purpose built and fit for purpose 

We use the Children's Library for Movers & Shakers 

acess is very hard - steps and space limited 

It offers a great service and location for the community 

Building is part of Muswell hill heritage and makes a great library. It can be made accessible 

for a small cost, certainly cheaper than moving elsewhere 

The library is a vital part of the local community, used widely by young and old. It must stay 

in the heart of that community 

Very convenient, excellent atmosphere, listed building! 

The Library has been and is the heart of the Community. Particularly people of more 

modest means need access to the Library's resources. 



It is in the heart of Muswell Hill and part of the community 

MH Library is conveniently located an a focal point for the community. 

I am a long-time resident of Haringey, consistently using Muswell Hill Library for over 40 

years. It is situated in an appropriate building size-wise, a building with history, & is 

EXCEEDINGLY convenient not only for ME, but for many Haringey residents of all ages, 

with or without young families. There are several buses that stop nearby & this is a hugely 

important factor for library users as they are in the hub of Muswell Hill, doing their 

shopping, meeting friends for coffee etc. etc., therefore much more likely to continue 

USING the library. 

Beautiful Historic listed building. Heart/oul  of Muswell Hill. no slope to negotiate for elderly 

people. The surgery can go to the Green Man.Alterations needed can be made much 

cheaper than what the council suggests.Whell chair access is already existant.A lift can be 

fitted for much cheaper than what had been suggested. 

The library is currently well located, provides a valuable resource, and helps maintain what 

is left of the diversity of the high street area. 

Why destroy a beautiful building serving as a perfectly good library in order to allow further 

unnecessary development 

Daughter and myself used for computers.  My daughter used this for her studies as she 

could work better their than at a busy home. 

The building itself is part of the heritage and ambience of Muswell Hill, I have used this 

building for over thirty years. And have grown to appreciate its atmosphere as well as the 

services offered there. This is an aspect of  the advice that means a great deal to the 

people who use the service, old and young, and cannot be reproduced, and once lost will 

be lost forever. Moved access etc is desirable of course but not at the price of moving the 

service elsewhere however any modern advantages. 

The library should remain as a focus of the neighbourhood. 

It is an historic building in the heart of our community. It is used by everyone including 

pupils frome the local schools.  I do not think that Haringey will site the new library in such a 

convenient place: I further believe that the new building will be cheaply build and 

unattractive. 

It is a well established local resource that only needs minimal adaptation to broaden it's 

user access 

It is a lovely building and a landmark 

For many years, Muswell Hill Library,  has been and continues to be an important focus for 

all the community with many age groups and demographic groups benefitting from its 

access and use. 

This is a hub for the community and has been part of that community from these premises 

for a very long time. The historical element should not be overlooked. 



It would be possible to improve disabled and pushchair access at much less cost than a 

new library.  It is central and integral to the community of Muswell Hill. 

A building which is not accessible is not ideal for the community. 

It is a lovely building in a perfect location and has a great sense of community 

It is strategically placed now in the epicentre of Muswell Hill which is important 

Beautiful building. Perfect location. Big enough. Can be redesigned inside if needed to fit 

modern needs. Side door can be used for wheelchairs and pushchairs. Lift can be installed 

inside. Keep it, it's perfect. 

It is convenient for local people. An alternative location could  be more difficult for people to 

get to and have other hitherto undiscovered disadvantages. 

Its a beautiful, made for purpose building, very handy for when I shop in Muswell Hill 

Why spend money moving to a building if you have one, just for the council to get a charity 

shop (another one!!!!!) or build luxury flats (which are so not needed!). 

This is a period feature of Muswell Hill, its only problem is outright neglect from Haringey 

who I strongly believe should be discharged from responsibility for Libraries as they clearly 

prefer traffic control. 

A library in the central shopping are is vital - people can use it when shopping, eating, going 

to cinema etc 

The present location is convenient and easily accessible, although the disabled access 

could be improved. 

It is the better option. 

It's a lovely space and very centrally placed. 

Libraries are important parts of the community and the building is want to be a library 

The building has history and heritage. It is on the Broadway and accessible to all. It is 

widely used and should be savoured not replaced.   I assume the council wants to sell this 

building off to a developer for a quick fillip of its accounts and this is disgraceful. 

The library is currently in the "heart" of Muswell Hill and with some refurbishment will be 

accessible to all. 

The building is central, beautiful and safely located. I believe buildings should inspire 

thought, imagination and aspiration and the current building does this through it's 

architecture and, in particular, the beautiful mural in the children's library which illustrates 

the heritage and historical roots of Muswell Hill and where the name of the area comes 

from.  It would be absolutely heartbreaking for this building to no longer be in public use 

and would spoil the very heart of Muswell Hill and its history. The current external lift 

enables access to the ground floor of the library and I am certain it would be financially 

viable to ensure there is similar access to the first floor.  Using vision, imagination and 



determination will ensure this wonderful building can be used as a public library for many 

generations to come. 

The building is a wonderful resource and part of the local community 

It's a beautiful building, and in an ideal spot. 

Easily accessible in town centre 

It is a beautiful building with a history. 

Popular, much used local library. 

It is a historic building, very convenient situated and much treasured by its users. 

An excellent building in a convenient place that people are used to 

The building works well as a library and is in a very convenient location. It is a visual asset 

in the area.  Ramps for wheelchairs and pushchairs could easily be accommodated. 

It is a very interesting building and works well as a library. The location is also ideal. 

THE LIBRARY SHOULD STAY IN THE SAME BUILDING ON QUEENS AVENUE AS IT CAN 

BE IMPROVED CHEAPLY. THE RENT ON THE REW BUILDING WILL BE HIGH AN THE 

ACCESS IS NOT GREAT DOWN A STEEP HILL. 

The library should stay in the same building which has access to all 

Having the childrens library separate from the adult library provides more opportunities to 

hold events that suit all age ranges. The building is very beautiful and was always intended 

to be a library. 

The library works as it is. If it ain't broke....don't fix it! 

I like the building & site & I want a well priced upgrade 

The library's in a beautiful and historic local building which is much loved. Improvements 

can easily be budgeted for - it's by far the cheaper option. It's also very accessible, which a 

new library at the top of a very steep hill would not be. 

Just the right building for our library. The cost of creating a new library could be used to 

rennovate this building and provide a lift and toilets with a small extension at the back. The 

money necessary can come as well from the sale of part of the land behind the library. 

This is convenient location for people, located near shops (for older people) and schools 

(younger people). 

It is better to invest in the existing building to improve it than move 

It is a lovely building and works fine 



It's a historic building and just needs updating with modern faciltites. This will be chePER 

THAN MOVING TO A NEW BUILDING WHICH MIGHT NOT BE SO EASILY ACCESSIBLE 

FOR OLDER PEOP[LE 

The location is perfect, as it allows me to stop there on my way home from work, pop in 

while i am doing my shopping, and is perfectly accessible by local transport. 

The Muswell Hill Library is an important centre for public good in the Haringey and Muswell 

Hill community. It is an iconic building and the fact that it is a library makes me very proud 

to live in the borough.   Were it to be sold its future would be uncertain as would its status 

as a building owned by and accessible to the general public. If its future status were 

certain, on the other hand, a stronger defense for change could be made, but it isn't and 

that makes me and other potentially suspicious of the council's future intentions.   It is also, 

of course, particularly symbolic to stop this building being a source of public learning, self-

improvement and wonder to become something else. The same can be said for many 

library closures, but in Muswell Hill the symbolism would be particularly stark - what chance 

does anywhere else stand? It would be national news.  It seems clear that there is a great 

deal of public support and I am sure a large portion of the costs needed for improvements 

could be raised within the communities via a community run benevolent fund.   In addition, 

the new site does not seem to offer the necessary features for a good public library (more 

below). 

Muswell Hill library is a landmark building in the area and an essential part of the 

community for many residents. It can be brought up to date regarding disabled access etc. 

for a fraction of the cost that the council has quoted. It therefore makes much more sense 

to keep it in its current location rather than sell it off for development in order to fund other 

projects in the borough. 

This building is a LIBRARY. It is one of Muswell Hill's old beautiful buildings. Please be 

creative and see its potential for other uses as well as just the usual.  Look at the Alexandra 

Park library, how vibrant that was made, a real centre for readers, computer users, poets 

etc etc  Of course it should have wheelchair access. 

FOR REASONS SOCIAL, CULTURAL, AESTHETIC and POLITICAL 

It's a beautiful Muswell Hill landmark building.  It's traditionally been the library for a long 

time. With great access from the Broadway for all locals and could easily have improved 

access for disabled entry.  I strongly do not want this building given over to profiteering 

council/private sector gain at the expense of our community.  Please listen to what the 

locals want, everything is not about money, put community first. 

It's ideally placed in the centre of Muswell Hill and convenient for all residents.  The 

conversions necessary can actually be achieved at a relatively low cost - much less than 

proposed by the council. 

I have used this library for most of my life and believe it offers the ideal environment for a 

local, meaningful service housed in a wonderful building.  We need to sustain this most 

valuable and unique provision.  The local authority is only there to serve the needs of its 

electors not to ride roughshod over local opinion. 



This building is a haven.  I have noticed that many old people use it as a way to get out of 

their small flats during the day. 

Because it serves so many people in the local area. 

It is in the heart of Muswell Hill, in walking distance for many residents and is an iconic 

building. 

This is a heritage building which I used as a child and which my children use. I would hope 

their children do too. We are on a low income and this is a special place to come, a 

beautiful historic building, easily accessible to us, where activities are free.  The back car 

park is sadly neglected and could be used to raise money for improvements to the library's 

accessibility, either from building on or as a market space, arts space, theatre, studios for 

small local business, of which there is none in Muswell Hill. I don't know why this hasn't 

been pursued as I went to meetings about this years ago. It is an ideal opportunity to create 

an inclusive community hub in the centre of Muswell Hill, rather than sell it for for private 

use and relegate the community to a less pleasant location with busy traffic on a steep hill. 

It's a lovely old building & should be kept for  community use. 

This is an integral part of the community and culture of the local area. 

The current building is in an excellent central location and is part of the appeal of Muswell 

Hill especially having the library in a building with character which also has ramp access for 

wheelchairs. 

It is a community hub and lifeline for many. Why are we intent in ripping out the existing 

hearts of our communities, replacing them with soulless and faceless? 

It's a fantastic resource for the local community. Very convenient for families and older 

residents. The toy library and children's library were a godsend for many years and we are 

often in the main library now for books and DVDs. 

It has centimental value and has a lot of history that it would be a shame to let go of 

I feel it is a focus that reflects the history of Muswell Hill and should be retained for the 

convenience of residents. 

The building has character and perfectly performs its function 

The current library works well with the different spaces.  It's an iconic building in Muswell 

Hill where my son and I visit regularly.  It's a lovely building and should remain how the 

community would like it to remain. 

It is a purpose built library that has become run down. A modest investment could make the 

building wheelchair friendly, at least on the raised ground floor, and update and refresh the 

current facilities. 

This  is a beautiful building that enhances the character of London 

I have used Muswell hill library since I was a child. It is in a beautiful building, well stocked 

and easy to use. It has a fantastic atmosphere which I believe encourages a joy of reading.    



Nowadays I often go with my young children (in pushchairs) and, whilst there are a few 

stairs, it is not difficult to access this charming building, and there is always the side access 

if needed 

The present library works well as it is.  Experience has shown me that when libraries move 

site, they are always worse, and never better. If it works, don't fix it! 

The library should be kept in its current location  a historic, listed building  and the money 

should be spent on upgrading the facilities on its current site in central Muswell Hill. 

The current, purpose-built building is the best place for the library. 

Libraries are important. There are an amazing resource that should be treasured and should 

be a fundamental part of any community. They are essential, they are indispensable. For 

children. For adults. Not least because they contain books (and other stuff). And books are 

great. Books are important. Reading is important. 

Very useful there 

Muswell Hill Library is a pivotal focal point in Muswell Hill Broadway.  the building is iconic 

and has served the people of Muswell Hill for many years, including myself during my 

formative childhood and young adult years.  To detach the library function from the current 

building will put the current building at risk and risk privatisation of a key public asset in the 

centre of Muswell Hill. 

It is the fact that it is local. 

This is a lovely building that serves the community well and no need to change 

The divided space works really well for parents of young children and the library is very 

central to the whole of muswell hill. 

This building and the library in it is a *huge* asset to the local community and to Haringey 

Council, connecting it with it's residents *centrally* in Muswell Hill and providing a central 

hub for council and community activities, not just a library. It is heavily used for various 

activities underlining it's importance and vitality in the community. Removing the library 

from this location will have, I believe, a measurable and detrimental affect on the local 

community, on Haringey Council's ability to connect with it's residents and, it's long term 

financial position. 

It is a beautiful historic library to sit in & study. I always come here to read when I am in the 

area. I believe it would be a tragic loss to the area if it were closed. 

Building is fine just needs a few improvements at much less cost without too much 

disruption it is in an ideal location and should remain 

The place has character, history and is an integral part of the muswelll hill community! 

Please tell me how much it would cost to make the current building in line with standards 

for disabled users. 

Its a beautiful building with a great location, just needs better care and some refurbuisment 



It is a beautiful and historic building which should be used for this library by the public 

rather than sold off by the Council to make private flats. 

It is an historic building w with a great atmosphere which could be adapted to provide 

access for Wheelchair users. 

It's a nice setting for a library and could be made disabled accessible, I believe. 

Muswell Hill Library is a historic building.  It has been adapted for modern needs (computer 

space, etc).  It serves its purpose.  It should be preserved and protected. Also, it is 

conveniently situated at the heart of Muswell Hill's shopping area. 

Great location and a beautiful building. 

The library is very close to where I live and centrally located near good transport links for 

users who live further afield. 

Live on this road it is an asset.  This shouldn't be sold to made into flats at all. 

An invaluable resource for our children and young people whom are already struggling with 

learning 

It is a trade mark and a place to develop our community ties. 

I like the feel, atmosphere and location of the Library. 

The building is at the heart of Muswell Hill and has ample space behind in Avenue Mews for 

a new disabled access door and possible extension that includes a lift. 

This building and its current use as a cultural hub in Muswell Hill are essential to the 

neighborhood feeling of the high street. Without it Muswell Hill is just a place of commerce. 

This is a really important local place! 

because it is a good location and a very special building 

The library is well used. I use several libraries but I have been taking children to this local 

library for many years. The Lib Dems of Islington closed Hanley Rd. ( they hate N. Islington 

with it's Corbyn posters ) and there is no other local library for the Crouch Hill area. 

I love MHL 

It's central to the Broadway, easy to get to, and a lovely heritage building. 

I was a librarian at Muswell Hill for many years,during that time we coped with access for 

people with disabilities & for children. The library is a listed building & historically important 

to the area. It is easily located in Muswell Hill & convenient for residents who may want to 

shop & then visit the library. There is space at the rear of the building which could be used 

to extend the building & provide better access,it could also hopefully provide more space 

for a better book stock, rather than the pathetic selection which is currently available. After 

all some people do still read books,& children need books as they grow up. 



There is no need to move the existing Library. I have used it for many many years and are 

more than happy for it to remain where it is. It is a beautiful spacious building in the heart of 

the community. 

Haringey Council wants to close the library in order to sell off the building  it claims that 

architectural significance. The Friends of Muswell Hill Library have been given a quote to 

improve the existing library for just £60,000, which would fund a lift, a disabled toilet and 

better disabled access. Haringey Council claims, wrongly, that these minor modifications 

would cost £680,000. 

The situation works wonderfully for us and our kids. The location is easily accessible. 

The central location means people from all parts of Wood Green can walk to it, this is 

particularly good for those who cannot or do not wish to drive. The characterful beautiful 

atmosphere of this building encourages/invites  people as it is a pleasure to visit it. This 

space should continue to be available to the public so they can share in it. 

it's local, easy access, good opening hours with a variety of books & cds & dvds and you 

can pick up others if delivered there also 

The library provides a perfect atmosphere for study and contemplation in a local setting. 

Historic Muswell Hill Library is sitting on land that was donated for public use by James 

Edmondson, a gentleman who has been the architect of the Muswell Hill we even know 

today. The grade-II listed building on Queens Avenue has been home to a library since 

1931, closing it down and moving it to another location would simply mean that the public 

will lose access to a wonderful grade II listed treasure of Haringey Council, and here I 

greatly think too of all our residents and guests who use wheelchairs and parents with 

children in pushchairs. 

It's an excellent location. It's been a library as long as I've known this area, which is over 30 

years. It's has a lovely atmosphere and a dedicated, caring staff. To move the library from 

its current building would destroy a well loved and long enduring local institution and allow 

for yet another publicly owned property to be sold off to private owners for the purpose of 

making money, little or nothing of which will be a long term asset to the people of Haringey. 

The library has character. 

I think that the library is very well situated in the heart of Muswell Hill in an original period 

building. I don't see why it needs to be enlarged given the general shift towards electronic 

media. There is already wheelchair/pushchair access. It is currently easy for people to drop 

into the library in between visiting other facilities in Muswell Hill centre. 

Right in the heart of muswell hill. A beautiful building with lots of heart 

The building is only a library which I like and it is very good architecture. It is beautiful inside 

and out and an important public building. Part of our cherished local heritage.  It is on a 

level pavement and you don't have to go own a steep hill to get to it.  Local residents and 

users prefer it to the other option and should be listened to. 



It is very central in Muswell Hill and can easily be refurbished and renovated.  It was 

purpose built as a library. 

The Library is in the right location 

It's a beautiful building which could be made accessible for disabled users and modernised 

inside. 

I have used the library and the children's library for over 25 years and have always been 

very happy with it. 

Good location, fit for purpose 

Friends use the library and it works well for them 

A historic traditional convenient landmark building in Muswell Hill 

Excellent library, location and facilities 

It is ideally situated and may be used less if moved 

it serves the community perfectly and has done for many years. haringeys tax paying 

money can be spend on more essential things such as education - to fill the holes of of the 

custs being made here, or, housing. 

The existing building is great - everyone knows it well and is part of the local history. Also it 

is convenient for those who cant get about to well, like the disabled and aged in the 

community. 

It is at the heart of Muswell hill, in easy reach of the majority of schools and nursery school 

to foster interest in reading/books. It is also a beautiful building in itself and is capable of 

adaption for all users needs. 

Building in the heart of Muswell Hill shops.  Easy access for west edge of borough which 

often gets overlooked.  Avoid crossing over at the roundabout (OK in some parts with a 

crossing but not all roads at the roundabout have a crossing.  This building was meant to 

be the library - a nice building once you are in.  Agree it is expensive to convert but worth it.  

That side of Muswell Hill is already well served by Alexandra Park library. 

The library building is centrally located in Muswell Hill. It is a building of fine architectural 

note. 

I enjoyed Muswell Hill Library for the time that I lived in Muswell Hill. And would like to see it 

stay that way. 

Popular and convenient site for schools and families 

Because that's the best option! 

It is close to the place where I also do my shopping. As an elderly person I like this 

arrangement. 

It is an historic purpose built building with a suitable atmosphere. 



The existing building has a special atmosphere and should be kept as a public space for 

learning and book borrowing. It could be brought up-to-date by a small extension for a lift 

and toilets. This is common practice in historic buildings. 

It is a purpose built building, central location, important community service. Surely we 

should all aspire to live in a world where public services are housed in buildings which are 

of a quality which reflect the noble intentions of those who caused them to be built 

The library has important heritage value and can be updated to make it more accessible. 

Its central & historic & we don't want the building sold off and pulled down. 

It's a beautiful building. It's a purpose-built Library.  It has lovely murals in the children's 

library. London and its environs are sadly losing their attractive architecture. It would be 

much less expensive and disruptive to build on any new additions (restrooms, wheelchair 

access), than to raze it or sell it and build a new one.  And it is SO CENTRAL! 

The building is well located for locals, very well used and it is a beautiful historic building - 

perfect for a library.  With some investment it could be made more accessible. 

preserve the nature and ambience of Muswell Hill 

This is a wonderful facility which can be adapted to meet requirements for access, toilet 

facilities at a reasonable cost. 

The library is currently ideally situated in the centre of Muswell Hill. 

It is a landmark building in the centre of the community 

The building is attractively historic and above all so wonderfully central, in the heart of 

Muswell Hill. I agree access needs improvement but it is a shame that previous efforts 

seem to have been botched. It must be possible to make a better job of it? And avoid 

complete rebuilding elsewhere, with the delay and costs involved? 

Muswell Hill Library is a community space that serves a broad spectrum of users, many of 

whom can maintain a healthy routine that includes visits to the library precisely because of 

it's location.  It's proven again and again that it is cheaper to update an older building than 

relocate and build a new one. The budget should be used to update the current facilities to 

include maximum accessibility whilst maintaining the facade. This is very doable, and a 

simpler logistical solution than relocation.  The building is handsome and deserves to be 

conserved. 

It has so much character  Beautiful building to be sitting reading our books  Looking up at 

the stain glass windows with my children, a great place to enjoy, so much to see,  It would 

be a real shame to have to move to a place that might not have as much character or 

history/story. 

Love the history of it. 

It is a perfect location and building for the community. This is a much loved and used 

library, there is absolutely no need to move it. 



It is an iconic part of the community, used by young and old. It has been part of my life for 

50 years and still a huge part of my children's lives. Books and learning are too important to 

be torn away for commercial gain. 

Very good location as I don't have a car and it is easy to reach. Also near shops so I can 

use it when doing other errands. Easy and safe location for my daughter to get to from 

school. It's a also a beautiful building 

Beautiful building, very conveniently situated and has always been at the heart of the 

community 

Muswell Hill Library is a listed building of great significance, at the center of the Muswell Hill 

community, that could easily be upgraded to meet the needs of everyone that wishes to 

use it. It should not just be seen as a way for the council to make a profit. 

The building is as central to Muswell Hill as it could be,which is essential in a public library. 

THE BUILDING HAS A COVENANT ON IT FOR EXACTLY THE REASONS THAT 

CURRENTLY OBTAIN - IT IS A CHERISHED BUILDING AND IS THERE FOR POSTERITY 

WHILST I UNDERSTAND THAT ACCESS CAN BE AN ISSUE WE WOULD BE A VERY 

POOR WORLD IF ALL OLD BUILDINGS AND OUR HERITAGE WERE DESTROYED  IN 

THIS INSTANCE THE SITE PROPOSED FOR THE LIBRARY IS ACTUALLY TOTALLY 

INNAPROPRIATE 

The building has historically housed the library and its central location in muswell hill makes 

it accessible for all using it from in and around the area. 

It's a historically interesting and important building and part of the heritage of the area. To 

lose a building like this would be very sad. 

Ir is the best location. At the heart of Muswell Hill. 

It is a unique space of architectural historical importance and beauty.  I prefer to take the 

bus up to this library than to use the one nearer me. It is part of the local historical fabric - it 

is irreplaceable, and I feel our council has a duty to protect this outstanding building. It may 

be the most important building for miles, and there is no good enough justification to 

replace it or move the library to a new location. 

It is located centrally and within easy access of most of us in Muswell Hill. 

Muswell hill library is my and my children's favourite local library. I like the separation 

between the adult and children's library. My children can be a bit loud. It's conveniently 

placed separate from other building easily accessible. I feel my children are safe there. It's 

got lots of book, lots of activities.   The wheel chair access could be improved without 

moving the library to that inconvenient site. 

History, central location, ease of bus access, level access is a soluble problem 

I understand this building although beautiful is not for for purpose. However I would 

appreciate more transparency about its likely sale and future plans for it from the council. 



The building is well located, easily and safely accessible, especially by children (my older 

son uses the library fortnightly). Serves its customer base perfectly well. 

A change to commercial use puts the building under threat of inappropriate modifications 

and non public access. 

The library has been in this unique building for years.  It is in the centre and a good meeting 

place for all. My daughter spent many hours there studying for her exams. 

It is an iconic building which has been happily used as a library by the community for many 

years. 

Good central location. Good size toy library and children's area. Convenient for mums. 

This historic building makes a far greater impact on the surrounding area than a new 

location ever could. The building should be adapted to retain its original use as a library. 

This is a beautiful building and I know people have been visiting it for years. The location is 

very central and easily accessible by all. 

There is space behind the building to expand. Currently a great location, central and any 

expansion at the back could provide greater facilities accessible byall on the ground floor. 

historic building. needs access redesign. 

Central convienient hub in Muswell hill  Lovely historic building 

I do not wish to see the building sold off - it is a landmark and historical.  Accessibility can 

be improved.  The building will just be sold to a developer for housing. I do not wish this to 

happen. I have lived her for over 30 years and this building is very dear to my heart. 

Right in the heart of the broadway - easy to pick books up and visit as part of daily tasks. 

Beautiful building and what it was built for. 

a) the location is extremely important for easy access. and b) it is important for my kids to 

establish connection with books through public and historical building of the library. 

Location of the library is great, close to Muswell Hill centre, very convenient. The building 

could be improved by adding a lift & toilets for disabled people. 

Too many of the council's assets are sold off to the private sector. The library should 

remain in this beautiful historic building. 

To Keep the character of Muswell hill,we dont need another luxury block of flats. and 

certainly not another coffee shop,the council have already ruined the space by the Cinema 

by putting that dreadful paved area in.completely lost the character of that part. looks like 

Milton keynes 

This is an historic, council owned building, functioning well as a library in the hub of 

Muswell Hill. It makes no sense in the current climate to sell off council  real estate and rent 

property from the private sector. It is short termiism in it's least economical form. Property 



prices are always increasing and once sold the council will not be able to buy back. Please 

choose sensibly preserving libraries for future generations. 

It Is convenient and well used. 

It is a very convenient location. 

This is a heritage building that can be adapted and kept accesable to the local community 

It is a vital asset for the community 

Because my sons (1 and 3 years old) love to go there. 

Convenient, proximity.  Don't have a car and can use public transport to get there. 

This is a good sized building that is capable of accomodating all the community events that 

happen here. It is set up beautifully so all people, young or old have a good space in which 

to explore literacy. With a little attention it can be easily converted to become more 

accessible to disabled users. This is a shameful attempt by the council to essentially make 

money by sacrificing a valuable community resource. 

It's well known and near local shops where everyone can see and be aware of it 

I do not want the beautiful old building sold off to developers. It belongs to the people and 

should be used for the people. All that is needed is an electrical ramp ground floor and a lift 

kit to get upstairs. Toilets downstairs do not take much room. 

It's s beautiful building. Been using it since I was 10 years old. Now I take my children. It 

has so much history. 

The library is well established and located. 

There has been a library in this building for decades and we need it now more than ever 

The cost of £60,000 to cover all the changes sounds too cheap. 

This building, although architecturally beautiful, is clearly not fit for purpose particularly with 

regard to appropriate disabled access and safe for staff to use. 

Most effective option 

This building has well served the residents and community of Haringey and Muswell Hill for 

a long time. It is a fantastic building in the heart of Muswell Hill and should be protected to 

continue to serve the local residents. A lift can be put in the existing building. If the library is 

vacated and moved elsewhere then the public will be deprived of a valuable local focal hub 

in an well known and liked local building. Please do not move the library - retain the library 

in the same location. If the library is moved it will never be recreated in a new building and 

will never be as good. 

I have been going to this library since I was a child and would like it to remain where it is. If 

the library is moved out the building will be sold off for luxury flats and I would like it to stay 

as a public building. 



Muswell Hill Library is a Grade II listed building owned by the public though Haringey 

Council. It is a monument to free books and education for all on the site of the former 

residence of the Mr Muddie who provided books to rural parts of the country where no 

books were available. Literature is about more than words, it's about inspiration, sharing of 

ideas. The environment in which we do this is just as important as the thing we are there to 

do. The buildings architecture refers back to classical culture: Greece, Rome. It provokes 

interest and intreague and is a place where those interested can learn about this. 

It is easily accessible to all local people. It's upgrade can be done at a reasonable cost to 

make it more easily usable by disabled people and young families. 

I agree but with qualifications. The current building is not fit for purpose but I would prefer 

to see it improved with a lift and adequate lavatories. Like most locals. I assume Haringey is 

anxious to rid itself of an inconvenient, listed white elephant and I will be outraged if the 

library moves and the building is sold off to developers. I would be happy to see it made 

over to the surgery at the top of Dukes Avenue who require such a property but I would not 

wish it to become a branch of Wagamama. 

It is very conveniently located and a fantastic space, perfect for mine and my son's needs 

It's in the centre of the community and is a good building for the library. 

There are only a few iconic buildings in MH, and the library is one of them. It was purpose-

built as a library and its covenant states that it should remain so. The improvements 

required could be easily installed and the cost covered by the sale of land behind the 

library. You state you want to move to new premises but nowhere have I read what would 

become of the existing building if it ceased to be a library. The residents of MH expect 

Haringey Council to act in their interests, which means protect ting its heritage and 

character for future generations to enjoy. What we are being offered will result in the 

gradual destruction of the original design of MH. Your predecessors were responsible for 

the last terrible act of vandalism when the Atheneum was pulled down to be replaced by 

the ugliest building along Fortis Green Road. And now you seem intent on repeating this 

travesty. 

Beautiful, historic building familiar to everyone who uses it or is aware of its central and 

accessible location. Great facilities, lovely environment. 

I understand that the library could be improved (lift, disabled toilet etc) for about £60,000 

which sounds like a reasonable sum of money to spend on modernising a much loved and 

beautiful building. 

I find the entrance awkward because of the stairs and pushcarts.  I do agree the building 

has some charm. 

The library should stay in its historic home. I understand that the site was given to the local 

area by James Edmondson; the building should therefore be retained for community use.  It 

is a lovely small neighbourhood library, with a brilliant children's library, which is a particular 

delight with its historic mural.  I accept that some improvements are necessary, for example 

a lift and toilets, but funds could be raised from developing the land behind the building for 



housing. The sale of these houses could pay for extending the library and providing the 

additional facilities needed. 

It's in a prime location which is easily accessible to the locals, an institution of Muswell Hill. 

both sites close to me 

The building is right for the area.  I would like improvements made such as a lift and toilets 

to be created by small extension at the rear of the building. 

Perfectly set up already.  Easily accessible for everyone, location wise. Can pop in directly 

from High Street.  It's part of the community, and it's right in the centre of the community.  

Stand alone building, not part of another building, so its independent and not reliant on 

outside management / ownership. 

It is a beautiful, inspiring building that is better placed to help people and with a moderate 

investment can be made accessible to all. 

It is a big part of the community and a loved buiding by all. 

The historic and much loved old building should be preserved and updated to add an 

extension to the rear to accommodate toilets, a lift and an entrance with level access. This 

option should have been included in the consultation. 

I support keeping the library in its historic home but would like some improvements made.  

These should include a small extension with toilets and a lift. 

Although a very beautiful building in a central location, it does have limited access due to 

the number of stairs and makes it less inviting for many people to enter e.g elderly, parents 

with prams and even for teenagers who may be put off visiting the teen section due to it 

being upstairs. 

The library building is old and inconvenient. The surrounding area is shabby and ripe for 

development. 

Building is outdated, uninviting and difficult to access for the elderly, mothers with 

pushchairs and wheelchair users. It's drab and cheerless. 

MHL is situated in a fine, dignified building designed for the purpose in the perfect location.  

The council owns the land adjoining some of which could be used for an extension to 

house the modern services required.  This is by far the best solution. 

It is of utmost importance for us to continue to use the library in its historic settings. I 

normally go to the library together with my two sons, 11 and 9 years old and we always 

admire the beautiful murals and the ceiling on the 1st floor, in children's section. We believe 

it is a part of education for children, to be able to access historic public building and in this 

way to absorb the living local community history.   Further, we believe the current location 

is a spacious, light building, in a very good condition for a public building, with excellent, 

very friendly staff. The library is always busy, very much loved by local residents and 

provides important community center. We have attended the conversations with our local 

historians there and some other events, it is more than only a library.   As we have not seen 



the plans for the proposed building, we do not know what it will be - maybe a brand new 

library with disabled access, but perhaps somewhere in the basement. We do not know yet, 

whether the new library will work or not, but it is for certain that the existing library, in its 

current form, a perfectly working, well managed public service, very dear to local residents 

will cease to exist. 

The building is conveniently located in the centre of Muswell Hill and is a much loved 

historic building. Further, the current building benefits from a restrictive covenant ensuring 

the building is used only as a library or other public services. The benefits suggested by 

option 2 could easily be achieved by selling off some of the land to the rear of the library 

and ring fencing the proceeds to make improvements to the existing building. 

The current library is housed within a historic buildng which should be preserved. Upgrades 

to the building to improve access and modernise over a period of years should be the 

priority. The children's library upstairs is a particularly special space which should be 

preserved and cherished. 

The current building could be improved by adding a small extension with toilets and a lift 

I am a Year 4 teacher and use the library regularly to find resources for my students. The 

library building itself makes me feel i am going somewhere special. I am able to walk there 

and carry books home easily. My daughter does the same. 

Lovely building, covenient 

It's a great building, great location and perfect for the library. 

The library is a vital local asset which should not under any circumstances be lost to local 

people and particularly not turned into un affordable;e luxury housing. The current building 

can be modified slightly to make it more accessible with toilets and a lift. Please do not take 

away this historic and hard-won community asset - instead, invest a little in making it fit for 

purpose. 

Muswell Hill Library is a much-used resource.  I have used the library for the past 24 years, 

including as a student and a parent.  The offer of what will probably be a much smaller 

facility in the new development is a terrible deception.  The wording of this consultation is 

also not in keeping with best practice.  Where is the third way?  Why cant MH Library both 

remain in its present location and be improved?    This so-called consultation blocks off 

that option entirely.   This is a public legacy building.  Elected officials have a responsibility 

to act on behalf of local communities, and not join in the current land-grab taking place 

around the capital. 

It is a beautiful old building designed for use by the community. It is also very central and 

on flat ground not down a hill which many infirm people might find difficult. Also the council 

just wants to sell the land to developers asset striping the local community. 

Nice building would hate to see it go. 



It is an excellent library in a much loved iconic building which has served the community 

well for may years and should continue to do so. Money wasted on moving it shuld be used 

to improve the present library. 

Its a lovely old building but needs to move to a more modern environment to enable 

pushchair and wheelchair access to residents. Also, needs access to toilets. 

The library is a historic and integral part of Muswell Hill and a much loved local landmark 

and amenity. The council has previously committed to improve the current library and 

should make good on this popular solution or if money for important frontline services is 

truly tight, why is any work to what is a functional library being suggested at all? 

The Muswell Hill Library is a historic building and the location is convenient for people living 

in central Muswell Hill. 

The proceeds from the sale of part of the land at the back can be used to put in the lift. The 

Council has no right to sell a local asset of historical importance and dear to the hearts of 

all residents and use the proceeds for the general budget. No attempt has been made by 

the council to show the plans for the Green Man site, its suitability, size, access etc etc 

The library building is an important part of Muswell Hill and its community and has 

important historical features including the first floor murals. Ideally the building should be 

improved by making use of the land at the back of the library - as a source of funding for 

improving the existing building and space to allow for the access  improvements. 

Access desperately needs improving for wheel chair and push chair users. I agree the costs 

of making these improvements to the current site are too high. 

A beautiful, historic building.  With some minor alterations, fit for purpose.  A valuable site, 

which should remain in the possession of the local authority.  Its historic identity with the 

importance of books, and their accessibility to all, through lending, should be preserved.  

The building itself reminds people that free access to knowledge and information is a right, 

fought for by our ancestors;  paid for, and put, by them, into the protective hands of a local 

council, under their full ownership and control.  It is something very special, which should 

be preserved.  I am sure a way can be found to provide necessary access and toilets, 

without allowing this wonderful assset to be sold off for anonymous commercial 

develelopment. 

The building is currently unsuitable for modern-day library use and if the building were to 

remain as such it would need major refurbishment and improvements, so I strongly 

disagree with an option which simply maintains the status quo. 

As a a Haringey resident I am aware of the importance of the library both for the community 

now in particular the children growing up in it, and historically.   It is very important to 

preserve our links with the house  it is very important to preserve our links with the past by 

allowing the community to use our historic buildings. This building can be adapted to meet 

the needs of users with disabilities and I suggest that option. 

Muswell Hill Library should stay where it's always been and improvements should be made 

to the library by building a small extension at the back to provide toilets and a lift.  This 



could be paid for by using part of the money raised by selling off the rest of the land behind 

the library. 

I believe the library should remain in the same location, as the history of the building should 

be maintained.  However, I propose that some improvements could be made to the current 

library, ie.the addition of toilets and a lift. 

I think the best thing would be to upgrade the present library adding some toilets and lift 

using a small piece of the land at the rear.To close this library and use it for housing just 

makes a complete mockery of the protective covenant that this building has in place, this is 

as bad as saying lets have another referendum, it just makes a complete mockery of the 

british justice system. 

Its better to have a more modern,larger & cheaper to run building 

Just build a small extension at the back with a lift and toilets. Fund it by selling off the rest 

of the land at the rear of the library. 

THE PRESENT BUILDING IS MUCH BETTER THAN WHAT YOU ARE PROPOSING 

The proposed new site is less easy to get to as it is down the slope from the roundabout.  

The library is a key landmark in Muswell Hill, and should be upgraded for accessibility 

which could be funded by selling land behind the library. 

The Library is an iconic building at the heart of Muswell Hill. Residents identify with the 

Building and its usage. I have found it to work well as a Library as a regular user both to 

borrow books and cds and films and to sit and browse. It is a public building that works as 

such. 

Though the main problems highlighted  access for those with children or those who use a 

wheelchair  don't affect me, I feel they are important for the council to address if and when 

possible. 

its wonderful as it is. Only complaint is the staff talk all the time and are very loud ! 

I love the current location. It is so easy to pop in, and the new location would be an 

awkward detour, that would require crossing very busy roads to reach, and negotiatin a 

very steep hill. The current building works very well, has good natural light, and is well-

stocked and staffed. Selling off the land behind the library should provide enough cash to 

pay for any refurbishments needed, such as lifts. 

Keep the historic building, sell the plot of land behind it and use the money to subsidise 

small upgrade (eg lifts to first floor and update toilets). 

The location in central muswell hill is paramount with ease of access and not on a busy 

main road. Has sufficient space for a good stock of books and other media and IT facilities 

which are highly valued by the community. 

It's an attractive building, it's great to have the children's library upstairs in its own area, it's 

well located in Muswell Hill. 



I grew up in Muswell HIl, and the library has always been in that very attractive building in 

the heart of the Broadway. Haringey Council seems very distant when you live in Muswell 

Hill, and the library is one, very positive, reminder of the services that the council provides. 

Moving to the rear of the Green Man site would make it effectively disappear. I don't believe 

that it can cost all that much to alter it to accommodate the needs of disabled users - that 

would be my preferred option. 

Its part of the character of Muswell Hill - wheelchair access could be given like any other 

building with a step entrance - additionally there is a large library already close by so 

closing this library to create a further larger library within striking distance of another is a 

waste of time and money. 

I think the Library should stay in the present building with improvements 

Closing the old library risks the "new" library being never opened due to cuts. It has been a 

local library for many years. Expansion could easily take place in the car park behind the 

old library with flats being built above it. 

It's really not appropriate as a library. A beautiful old building but not user friendly. 

The library should remain in the same building but should be redecorated & facilities 

improved. 

It is very central, has been our library for decades, it's well used but it needs some simple 

improvements, like a lift to the first floor and an accessible toilet.  The building was 

bequeathed to Muswell Hill residents and its covenant should be respected. 

Beautiful and historic landmark 

Not fit for purpose 

The building is worthy of preservation as a library not simply as a façade to enclose a 

building used for some other purpose. The Green Man site is unsuitable because of the 

difficulty of access and the interior of the new space will not have the characteristics of the 

existing library. 

This building has historical and architectural interest to local residents, library users and 

visitors to area.  Improvements to the facilities of the existing premises should be seriously 

considered  and welcomed and could be sited at the rear of the building. 

The present library building is ideal! all that is needed is to build a LIFT on the land at the 

back of the library,which is owned by the Council, which would take wheelchairs and 

prams, etc up to the the first floor.   The existing library is used by adults on the ground 

floor, and by children on the first floor( and by students on the first floor also, in the area 

known as the Youth Library.) .The Children,,s Library  benefits from the separation from 

reading adults , and has for at least 30 years has put on Storiies and Singing sessions,with 

music and musical instruments,including percussion! weekly,During the present school 

holidays we have entertained 50 children at each 'Holiday event'including the regular 

Animal Encounters... yes, real animals.!and birds,including an owl flying round the Library.... 

windows all closed!....and ,Fun with Drums with a percussionist who regularly visits us...we 



have a professional clown entertaining for an hour on August 18th.These events are free to 

all who attend.-.. Muswell Hill Toy LIbrary   pays the fees.We also.have two Christmas 

parties, with one of the Friends of Muswell Hill Library helping as Santa Claus.   Yes, many 

children arrive in buggies but the Branch Librarian provides a space for parking them to one 

side of the Adult Library, downstairs. Perhaps I should explain that many of these activities 

were started. when I became aware that many homeless people, refugees, etc, were being 

housed in the temporary accommodation units in Queens Avenue.One of the homeless 

became a member of our committee, until she was rehoused..  As for the comment that 

ther are NO TOILETS at the library....there are none downstairs admittedly, but two upstairs 

which all parents and children are happy to use... yes , even nappy changing facilities.. 

I disagree due to the size of the building and its facilities. This building is smaller than the 

preferred option. This disables movement and and disallows the space to be wheelchair-

friendly. Furthermore, this will result in less customers as wheelchair users will not be able 

to move about freely. Also, many pushchair users are unable to use the library due to the 

lack of space for their prams. A new building will result in more space for prams and 

wheelchair users to look after their children and move about safely. 

keep the library where it is . it is a fantastic location and the building possibly needs a few 

improvements 

The refurbishment would cost less than speculated. Old building is special and well used. 

Could be accessible with little work. 

This questionnaire is rigged in favour of option 2 without giving specific detail about the 

proposed, new space, or explanation about what "modern facilities" means. I fear modern 

facilities means a space on which it will not be possible to read or study quietly. NB The 

value of Haringeys libraries has already been vastly reduced by the withdrawal of many 

hard copy reference books etc... What is a library really for? 

Historic, pleasant, heritage. I have small children and love the childrens area. No problem 

with steps as there is the outside lift. 

It is a lovely space, a beautiful building and my son loves to visit, as do his school friends. It 

is part of Muswell Hill and it is not clinical. When I told my son about the proposed move, 

he was really sad. The different floors and different sections add to it. 

I prefer a missing third option, which is to bring the existing building up to modern, required 

legal standard. In the absence of this third option, I have no alternative to support option 1. 

Access is limited . I have baby in a buggy and the lift is often out of order, for long periods 

of time. 

I have used the library since I was a child and enjoy all the provisions at the library. I 

regularly take out books and attend a book club. There is no need to move the library. I do 

not know the cost of the new library - but feel it is probably comparable to doing up the 

current library & repairing etc 

N/A 



This purpose built library is a key part of Muswell Hills heritage. It is popular with users of all 

ages. Access and toilet facilities could be created  on the current site, which would be 

cheaper and more effective than moving. 

A beautiful, ideally located, much used and loved community building 

Beautiful purpose built building. An asset to the local community. 

Its a beautiful building in a great location, myself and my daughter enjoy going there. I'd be 

puzzled why it should need to move other than fixing disabled lift which appears to be the 

main reason? Just fix it or build it! As for pushchair access, that's been extremely easy. I've 

had rare occasions when it didn't work but I can carry myself & buggy up and down/or ask 

for help but really I think a ramp would cost much less than relocating!!! 

Your new site is an outrage! Stay in the same building as your new site is very noisy and 

polluted by the main road!! 

The library building is central, easy to get to on foot or by transport. It is a much loved 

building. By law, Haringey should have made access for disabled years ago - it would be 

much better than moving to a building which doesn't yet exist therefore we cannot judge it 

New building will have more space means more services. This building does not have 

enough space for different activities 

refurbish and use the sell off of the adjacent land to pay for  refurbishment 

Central and much loved, easy to get to for older people, community resource in historic 

building with use for and by local residents rather than a block of flats or a coffee shop! 

It is a purpose built Library with great acrhitectural prominence that reflects the importnace 

of Books literacy and reading. It is designed for public use. It would be such a waste to 

convert to residential. It was not designed for this use. Its archtitecure and prominence will 

be enjoyed by a future resdiential elite and not the general public. Libariies needs to remain 

in the wonderful and prominent buildings that were designed for their specific use. 

The library is the fabric of the community, it should stay as is for future generations to use. 

"I do not believe that Haringey has seriously considered the option of the library remaining 

at the present site and carrying out some essential capital works to the current building to 

be financed from the proceeds of selling or leasing the land to the rear." 

The building is the historic home of the library. It is very conveniently located in the centre 

of Muswell Hill. 

I do not believe that Haringey has seriously considered the option of the library remaining at 

the present site and carrying out some essential capital works to the current building to be 

financed from the proceeds of selling or leasing the land to the rear." 

We live within walking distance, love the present building which is both attractive and 

central.   We are regular appreciative users and believe improvements can be cost covered 



by using the land at the back.  There are not good enough reasons to move and the Council 

should not once again override public opinion 

The library is to small and doesn't allow for flexibility in terms of space. Students are 

travelling to Crouch End library to study in groups because there is no space here. Also the 

lack of access for certain individuals who can really make use of their spare time here . 

Please think about these individuals. 

I don't like the fact there is no lift , its not suitable as I have a young child 

Libraries facilities should be fully accessible. The interior of the building is unattractive and 

old fashioned.  Haringeys resources are very limited. The costs just to adapt the building to 

meet accessibility requirement alone are not justifiable. 

The site is a poor example of a modern borough doing its best to face up to living within its 

means whilst at the same time trying to improve services. This old, unmodernised and 

inaccessible building either needs to be sold off entirely so the council can use the 

proceeds for much more essential basic services for our residents - or - if the council really 

does have the money to move it to the Green Man site then the library services element in 

any new site in MH should only be a small part of a much broader multi-services customer 

point for those few remaining residents in MH who cannot find a far broader range of free 

literary and audio services on the internet. 

This land was given to Muswell Hill by James Edmondson the architect of large parts of 

Muswell Hill and a philanthropist who also gave land for the various churches. The building 

is typical of its era and an integral part of the Broadway. If it ceases to be a library it will 

have to have an alternative public use as it has a protective covenant to that effect 

Apart from the current noise it has a perfect atmosphere. I attend everyday to read the 

papers and take out books. It saves me as a 91 year old pensioner and aren't paid £9 a 

week 

I am a wheelchair user. I can get to the current building in my wheelchair and use the lift 

outside. My main concern would be lack of accessible toilets and lack of programmes for 

older people. 

It is an attractive and clearly historically interesting building. I think it would be a shame to 

lose the use of the building and change it from a public space to a potentially private one. I 

think it would be better to adapt this building better than moving entirely 

Helpful staff and I know my way around the library. Disabled  bay (is available) outside if 

required. Easy access to/from bus stop. Nearby GP surgery. Building used only for one 

purpose and community events. More would entail I think mixed use and more confusing 

for elderly or disabled 

Existing building is unsatisfactory and better use could be made of the site (i.e. for housing). 

Because it is in site, and toilet facilities, which must exist for the staff can be extended. The 

side entrance can be made accessible as well as the steps. The existing library is already in 

the heart of Muswell Hill. The building is unique and should not be abandoned. 



It is a very beautiful building - a graceful, unique addition to Muswell Hill. This is not a 

consultation at all, more like an exercise in bullying. People have managed to get their 

pushchairs up the steps for many years (I know because I had to do it for some years). 

Likewise, old people are pretty tough and take the climb to the main library in their stride. I 

think we should have more time to discuss such an important issue : certainly to check on 

your figures (costs etc) and the comparatively short 'consultation'. 

Libraries need to be accessible to all and have modern facilities. It's a nice old building,  but 

it can be converted to another use. 

It is well located just off the Broadway ie beside shops.  As a listed building, it should be 

retained as a library with toilets refurbished and a new lift. The estimated costs seem wildly 

inflated: surely a new lift could be added for £100,000?  The land behind enables other 

options too, including a carpark and a commercial let if wanted to subsidise the running 

costs.  I suggest that a competition is held for redesign options, perhaps with differing cost 

bands. 

I do not believe that Haringey has seriously considered the option of the library remaining at 

the present site and carrying out some essential capital works to the current building to be 

financed from the proceeds of selling or leasing the land to the rear 

I do not believe that Haringey has seriously considered the option of the library remaining at 

the present site and carrying out some essential capital works to the current building to be 

financed from the proceeds of selling or leasing the land to the rear 

We love it. It's our library. Something could be done to alter the interior for wheelchair 

users. We don't need a big and characterless modern building. A place of history is much 

more exciting place to read books in.   The decision to sell off the building rather than make 

some internal adjustments is purely for material gain.  Leave our beautiful library alone. 

The current library is situated in the heart of Muswell Hill, making it more accessible for all 

residents, rather than part way down an extremely steep hill. My concern is that the closing 

of the library will result in further redevelopment within the area. 

It's a beautiful, well-established building. 

The existing listed building works very well, is immediately identifiable, is centrally located 

and has a historic identity as the local library. It is spacious and there is scope for 

improvement and extension in better times. 

I do not believe that Haringey has seriously considered the option to remain in the same 

building and carry out some essential, but low cost, capital works which could be financed 

by the sale of the land to the rear.  The current building is listed, is an attractive addition to 

Muswell Hill and is a light, airy and pleasant place to visit. It also has the advantage of 

being within easy access of the main shopping area. 

No access for those with its mobility 

The only reason I checked disagree as opposed to strongly disagree is that I do love the 

historical feel of the library and saddened to think of the charming building with its beautiful 



architectural features be turned, in all likelihood, into yet another block of flats. However, I 

appreciate we are in the midst of a housing crisis. I also feel that I am willing to sacrifice this 

in favour of a modern library accessible to all and in a more open part of Muswell hill rather 

than being tucked away out of sight. I also have memories of the stairs being such an issue 

for my mum as a single parent with three young girls making sure none of us slipped on the 

stairs on the way down from the childrens section  on the first floor. And the pile of prams 

at the bottom of the stairs. Not especially practical! Also pro moving to a new building if 

renovations of the current building will genuinely cost more, although it would have been 

nice to see supporting figs for this. 

The building is too cramped and will never be afriedly place for the old, disabled or those 

with small children. 

I do absolutely like the library as it is now. I do not really see the need to build a modern 

one but to better invest the money in making more accessible the current library. 

Staircase is difficult 

A fine building 

To stay in the same building improvements need to include a small extension which 

provides toilets and putting in an access lift. 

I have been satisfied with this location for a long time and believe adaptations are possible 

without a move. Why not switch children's library downstairs and adults upstairs? 

Current building offers a friendly atmosphere. Building is big enough for my needs. 

There are no toilet facilities. When you come to a library you are likely to stay for a couple of 

hours reading and using the computer. During that time you are more than likely to need to 

answer call of nature. A lot of people have been told to go to the local pub or back of Marks 

and Spencers. This is disgraceful. The new building will have more space. 

While a move to a bigger building with modern facilities is attractive on the face of it. You 

do not say where the new building is, which is crucial. A public meeting should be held by 

the council to advise users of the situation and allow for a discussion of suitability. I 

understand the proposed new building is part way down the hill, so although it will have 

disabled access, the disabled and elderly may not be able to get there in the first place. 

It's a wonderful old building. Very central. Not convinced it needs that much modernization. 

What will happen to it when the library leaves!!?! 

Beautiful building - good location 

Doesn't work anymore! No public toilets, having to get up the stairs to the children's. It's 

cramped dark and old fashioned. 

It was difficult to carry my pushchair up the stairs. Terrible parking spaces, too busy 

Can I just set the scene by explaining that the Muswell Hill and Fortis Green Association 

was founded over 60 years ago and has 750  members.  The present library has been a 



familiar part of residents lives from childhood onwards. It is a listed building at a convenient 

location in the heart of our community. It is used by a wide range of people including 

parents with their children, the unemployed, students and the elderly and others groups 

who may for example not have a access to a home computer .  As public library buildings 

go it is not particularly old, and could not be described as not being fit for purpose. To 

make it even more attractive to all users and potential users the access arrangements could 

be improved and it would be very useful to have a lift .  The cost of these works should not 

be prohibitive and could be financed by the Council disposing of the area of unused land to 

the rear of the building and ring-fencing all or some of the proceeds for this purpose . 

I would like it to stay there. The library has to have a special atmosphere. I want to keep the 

building here. 

Building is dated. Stairs difficult for buggies. 

Concerned about what will happen to the existing site. 

Unsure about the future of the existing building. 

Not currently sufficient, access to existing site. 

Its a nice building but a bit small. 

The current building is housed in a landmark of its own in muswell hill, distinguishing it by 

its very historic building with a protective covenant from the donor saying the building can 

only be used for a library or public services, so why not maintain it as a library?  I 

understand there is an option to sell land at the back of the building , the sums gathered as 

a result could provide toilet facilities and a lift into the building. The current Grade 2 space 

is quiet and resonates for library facilities.  The idea of a small functional space within a 

modern development of no particular architectural merit does not attract! 

Not accessible for people with wheelchairs 

Only access the library when we don't have a pushchair. Have to carry the pushchair 

upstairs at the entrance. Too hot in the childrens library - too hot for the children 

Too small, congested. Not enough range of books 

Love the building. Appreciate the option of wheelchair access. Likes the children area 

Not enough study space  in the library - my friends teenage children have to travel to 

Crouch End library to study. 

Accessibility issues. Need a future for the library service. 

Its a historic building and was built for this purpose. Have concerns on what will happen to 

the building. Lack of information on future plans for the building. 

Atmosphere feels like a library, a little small, seems a shame to let it go. 

Its a beautiful building. Modern isn't always better. 



Don't use it so unsure. 

Bigger space, more resources in the new building 

Not fit for purpose, too dark. Not going to encourage more people. Need to show how 

libraries can adapt for the future. 

Superb historic building. It is possible to provide toilets and a lift at this site. 

Too small - needs a better adult library 

Not fit for purpose 

Don't really trust any government 

Not as convenient for disabled people. 

Building was built as a resource for the local community and should be kept as such. 

However it would need modifications to make it fit for 21st Century. Namely add a small 

extension at the back which would provide space for toilets and a lift to access the first 

floor. 

Happy either way and whatever works. Best to keep library sustainable 

Quite like the old building 

It is a Grade 2 listed building donated to the local community and as such a local feature 

that should not be handed over purely for profit. It is central to Muswell Hill and therefore 

easily accessible and avoids having to cross several roads on the busy roundabout to gain 

access. A great advantage to the less mobile is that it is not situated on a hill. 

I do not believe that Haringey has seriously considered the option of the library remaining at 

the present site and carrying out some essential capital works to the current building to be 

financed from the proceeds of selling or leasing the land to the rear. 

The library is well located in the heart of the shopping area and is a familiar and much loved 

building. It is accessible to both able-bodied and disabled people on the ground floor and a 

lift could be put in to access the upper floor. It also serves as a very good pooling booth. 

The building is dark, dingy and not fit for purpose - not wheelchair accessible 

It's a unique building and should be left for the public as it was intended. The lift can be 

fixed to enable disabled customers to enter. For others, it's in a key site that's easy to get 

to with young kids in tow. 

The library should stay in its historic building and be improved with the addition of a small 

extension which would provide space for toilets and a lift to enable access to the first floor. 

The additional space provided by a small extension could also enable other library facilities 

such as a small meeting room.   The extension could be paid for using part of any capital 

receipt from selling the rest of the land behind the library.  This third option of improving the 

current library should be offered to local residents.  Muswell Hill library's historic setting is a 

valuable part of our local heritage. The children's library on the first floor is a particular 



delight with its historic mural. Having the children's library on a separate floor means that 

events and activities for young people can be held without disturbing other users of the 

library. Being a separate space also makes this a much safer environment for children. The 

library should remain in its historic location with some improvements to make the library 

accessible to all so that future generations can continue to benefit and draw inspiration 

from this wonderful local asset. 

The library should stay in its historic building and be improved with the addition of a small 

extension which would provide space for toilets and a lift to enable access to the first floor. 

The additional space provided by a small extension could also enable other library facilities 

such as a small meeting room.   The extension could be paid for using part of any capital 

receipt from selling the rest of the land behind the library.  This third option of improving the 

current library should be offered to local residents.  Muswell Hill library's historic setting is a 

valuable part of our local heritage. The children's library on the first floor is a particular 

delight with its historic mural. Having the children's library on a separate floor means that 

events and activities for young people can be held without disturbing other users of the 

library. Being a separate space also makes this a much safer environment for children. The 

library should remain in its historic location with some improvements to make the library 

accessible to all so that future generations can continue to benefit and draw inspiration 

from this wonderful local asset. 

Would support better facilities. The old building should not be sold to a developer. It should 

remain for public/community use. 

Too many steps - Not sufficient access for pushchairs 

I like a building that has a sense of history - looking like a place that you learn 

not worth the cost of modernising it 

No accessable for buggies and small children 

It is at a easy access to every body. You can modernize it and preserve the building. 

The building is not accessible and does not seem like the best option for the long term 

future of the service if money is not available to adapt the building. 

In addition it is necessary to invest further in the current building, improving accessibility. 

This is an iconic building in the area, one appreciated by residents. 

Husband finds it quite convenient 

Facilities aren't great. Not a great atmosphere - bit austere 

Building is to old - not good for disabled people. Whole building is outdated 

The building is too expensive to maintain - not sustainable 

Current building is a bit small. Computer area a bit small 

I want the library to stay in the old building (for heritage purposes) - the building should 

keep its original purpose 



Would be better if there was one big open space. 

Not sustainable in the present building 

No access for disabled people and mums with pushchairs. 

As a council tax payer I  would rather money is spent on creating a new Library that will  by 

spacious and light and not constantly have  high maintenance costs due to the age of the 

building. I can see no benefits in staying in the same building. Living in the area I hear that 

some people are concerned about this being turned into more housing. However my views 

on this are that it could be beneficial and made into affordable housing for key workers 

(doctors, nurses, teachers etc)  . 

I am nearly 85 years old and love this library, I've had no problems with access to it. 

I would not directly benefit from the access arrangements gained from the move. 

It would be a terrible shame if the residents of Muswell Hill lose access to arguably the 

finest public building in the area.   Could the Children's Library be moved back to the 

ground floor, where it was originally situated?   A lift and toilets could be financed from the 

sale of the land behind the library. I find it hard to believe such improvements will cost as 

much as the estimates given. 

Stay in the same building with alterations to increase access.  There is sufficient space 

behind or to the side of the building to erect a lift.The children's library could be moved 

downstairs. It would be easy to build a gentle ramp at the side door for pushchairs and 

wheelchairs.  This purpose-built library is part of the character and history of the area. Let's 

not replace it with some characterless modern building. Rethink how the space is used. 

Every time I go in there seem  to be fewer and fewer books. 

Has served the community well for decades. 

Building is easy to access and comfortable 

The building is a landmark and a fine site for a public library. It is centrally located. It works, 

but needs light and inexpensive upgrading. 

this is part of Muswell Hill's historical legacy - so much has disappeared, the continuity is 

important, we have a strong sense of identification with the building, with the place it has in 

Muswell Hill. generations have used it, and it is one of the few original buildings to which 

the public has access.  so much changes - the library and its holdings ( already decimated) 

should remain 

If the current building could be put to another use but was able to retain its most important 

features I would have no objection to its closure as a library. I would like to see what 

options have been considered for this. 

There is no need to move. Renovation can be carried out easily, including lift for wheelchair 

access. 



The building is beautiful and a prominent part of Muswell Hill. The space could be improved 

and continue to be used as a library at considerably less expense than a new development. 

We have enough coffee shops and charity shops already and to close this library would 

devastate what little that remains unique and original.  Further to this consider dropping 

commercial rates and rents before Muswell Hill becomes totally another clone high street, 

there is a very real risk that too many independent shops have been forced to leave already 

and despite some improvements the Broadway has already lost most of its character in 

recent years. 

It is a beautiful and historic building and totally in keeping with the style and ethos of 

Muswell Hill as an Edwardian built suburb.  I understand it would be possible to sell some 

land behind the current building which could be used to fund the building of a small 

extension with lift and toilets.  It would be a desperate shame to move the library to some 

faceless new building and leave the current one to no doubt be turned into yet more "luxury 

apartments" by some property developer. 

This is a building of historical interest in the community with public art that should be 

available to the community. A 3rd option, of retrofitting the library with facilities & elevator 

should be offered. 

I am very keen on modern, accessible facilities, but I am very sceptical that these cannot be 

provided in the historic location of the library. Option 2's location is not as convenient as 

the existing facility. 

It's a beautiful building in the centre of Muswell Hill 

No wheel chair access. Tired building and decor. Not enough space for diferent activities 

and lack of natural light 

The Library is perfectly placed at the centre - the heart - of Muswell Hill.  It is well-known 

and much-loved. The historical building has character and style.  It is solid and welcoming.  

It feels traditional - in keeping with the history of Muswell Hill. 

There is a heritage behind staying in the existing building which might be lost if the library 

were to be relocated. Renovating the existing building and making it suitable for 

wheelchairs/pushchairs would most likely be cheaper than developing an entirely new site. 

It's historically been in this wonderful building in the centre of Muswell hill. Please do not 

sell it off. 

I expect this is may be the cheapest option. 

This is a historic building which should be kept and improved.  The council should re visit 

the proposals for improvement possibly with different architects. The proposed costs seem 

way too high for the installation of a lift, toilets and better heating.  The building could be 

completely knocked down and rebuilt for the sums which have been quoted. 

As a life-long resident of Muswell Hill, where I remember the children's library being on the 

ground floor, I feel a certain nostalgia for the current building.  I'd hate for the library to 



move and the current building be sold off to a property developer.  If Haringey kept the 

building and turned it into council-flats, I'd be delighted. 

Wonderful landmark building convenient for residents. 

The beautiful current library building should remain as our local library.  Apart from the 

building the access is extremely important . It is safe for mothers and children  and for the 

elderly. There is disabled parking immediately outside and not very much heavy traffic in 

Queens Avenue. There is also an empty building site at the back in the news Why could this 

area not be used to  make disabled access to the library building from the back. I works 

have thought that this would be cheaper than moving to another building not yet 

completed. As a resident of Muswell Hill for more than fifty years I feel very strongly that the 

library should stay in its grade 2? listed present building. 

I find it an ideal place to read and concentrate. 

Haringey council are already destroying Muswell Hill. Selling off any prime space and 

changing the face of our historic Broadway. The Green Man was a landmark for over 100 

years, now gone...leave our pretty library alone - want to sell it as luxury housing? 

It provides the necessary resources which I require on a daily basis. 

If space is not suitable for all residents (especially the elderly and young children) it is not a 

suitable site. In excess of £1 million to bring to standard is too much. I assume the cost to 

deliver a suitable library on a new site would be a lot less (less than 1/2 million at the very 

most)? I would however expect the building to be listed to the highest possible level to 

retain its character - it is a beautiful building. 

This library is not only an unusual building but it brings so many people to the centre of 

Muswell Hill itself that live in the surrounding area and beyond.  I have met numerous new 

local people there and their selection of books is amazing.  It also means that everyone, 

even without a car, can visit it on bus as it is virtually outside so many bus routes enabling 

all ages, whether children, young adults and older people to get there easily and use it.  If 

this went, then I would no longer bother with a library and neither will other friends of mine 

who have young and older children.  My two 12 year old grandaughters go there on the 

bus, wonder round and return to me, it is the hub and important hub to all Muswell Hill 

residents.  The building is extraordinary too. 

The library is a wonderful historic building which has been at the heart of the Muswell Hill 

community for many years and is well used and well loved. It is a listed building and has a 

protective covenant. 

It's a wonderful building and perfectly located. 

It is a beautiful building and space I really wanted to join but technology made it difficult. 

Access is not a problem - joining has been problematic. Obviously not great outside lift - 

but is there and I enjoyed baby classes there and toy library. Only awkwardness has been 

joining - so have joined barnet libraries instead 



The new space is going to be smaller - lower ceilings.  It will be an awkward place to get to 

for the elderly - a very steep hill. 

I was very surprised and disturbed by the biased and badly argued case that Haringey 

Council presented for abandoning the current location and building a new library. (One can 

see this bias on this very page in the way that Option 2 is presented with its supposed 

advantages listed while Option 1 has none.)   I think the current building's location and 

design and historic nature lends it great value. I am far from convinced that the Council has 

actually explored all potential options for making the current building accessible and 

respectfully request the Council to do additional research - in an open and consultative 

way, so that the public can trust the results - to develop less expensive renovation plans. 

Until the Council presents a fair, independently vetted, series of options, I will strongly 

support keeping the library where it is. 

I like taking my grandchildren to read books in an attractive building with character. 

Central location Beautiful building Children's library upstairs is a lovely place to spend time 

Everyone knows where it is. It's easily accessible. Change is not always for the better. 

The convenience of this library near the shopping area is vital for me and will be 

increasingly so for the next 20 or more years until I am into my very old age. I have just 

retired, don't have a state pension yet but enjoy using the library when I go to the shops as 

I have done for the past 35years.  The connectivity to the shopping area is vital as far as I'm 

concerned 

It is an historic building, and easy to access from the 43/134 bus stop without having to 

make multiple crossings over a tricky roundabout 

This would be the best option if the funds are used to improve the library. It is a great 

building and adds to muswel hill character rather than a new development. It can be a focal 

point and is in a calmer location than the other side of the round about. For families and 

kids it is much better than the the old green man location. It is quieter without the business 

of the restaurants and shops and pubs and therefore less stressful and safer and easier to 

access and leave from. 

This is a historic building and should retain its current function. Improvements should be 

made to the current building. 

The old library is a much loved focal point in Muswell Hill.  It is a lovely building.  The 

children's room is large with light pouring in through that beautiful ceiling/roof. It should be 

possible to come up with a plan to make it more accessible at a modest cost. 

It is a lovely historic building and is part of our heritage. The facilities currently work 

although the best option would be to improve these more. 

Strongly in favour of improving the current library building, and believe this can be done at 

reasonable cost...ie the third option. 

conveniently situated for all residents in interesting building 



Probably best way of maintain this old building and introducing new features. Incidentally 

the LD's 3rd way looks an imaginative approach to the situation 

It would be good if it wasn't flats 

Accessibility, more space 

Not accessible with pushchair 

Poor access 

Not easy access for disabled people 

My family feel that it would be a much better option to improve the current site and 

thoroughly support the Lib Dems proposal to sell part of the land behind the library and 

reinvest this in the current site improving access and facilities. 

It's always a worry when beautiful buildings like this are vacated. As they are often then 

used for unaffordable housing. I don't see why the current building can not be updated to 

meet all the requirements. 

This is an important historic building.  The current building should be improved in its current 

location. This is what happens with all historic buildings - they are modified to improve 

access etc... 

I wish the library building to remain in the community for use by the community 

Only two options and strongly disagree with the alternative. Would prefer that library is kept 

on the same site and improved when funds are available. 

The building is historical and needs to be listed so that value is given to it. No coffee or 

charity shop to be opened within it. Could be an art gallery or used by the historical society. 

If it is to be closed - the building needs to be protected. 

Don't know what would happen to the old building 

Family area. The old feel is what I like 

Its the most appropriate centre place. The historical association have stated there are funds 

to adapt it. 

A beautiful building that could be improved as it already has some wheelchair access.  A 

third option of improving the existing building should have been offered. 

It's got a great atmosphere 

The current library has character and is at the heart of the community.  It can be improved 

with lift access to the rear of the building.  It is important that buildings like this are retained 

for community use and not sold off to developers. The current proposal is not to do any 

thing to the existing building. This is not a true consultation as there are opportunities to 

improve the current site. 



There is a good ambience. It would be good to maintain the same building somehow. If the 

majority say no then can it be used as a community building 

The building was built to be a library and is a much loved landmark.  It would be an outrage 

that Haringey go ahead and move the library to fund other undisclosed services.  In effect 

the library is sacrificed for the sake of funding.  The library should stay in the building it was 

meant to be in and funding be secured to upgrade the building as it is! 

The library is an important community hub and it should stay central in Muswell Hill. As it is 

so close to the shops and high street, it is easy to just pop in whereas the new location 

would require people to go out of their way to get there.  I don't think that old building 

should be turned into another block of flats - it should stay a community centre and be 

improved to be more accessible. Horsney library is also nearby and an extremely 

accessible option for residents. 

It's an iconic building in a wonderful location and is part of the history of the neighbourhood 

we should commit to preserve 

Anxiety re: losing the library altogether. Want the library to stay in Muswell Hill. Losing the 

post office - same here? 

Don't like change 

Don't use it - hard to form an opinion on it. 

Costly to move to the new site 

Economic reasons - in the long term, wants to sustain libraries. 

Old building - feels damp. Not a nice space to be in 

I can see the benefits of moving to a larger site 

It's central - so easy to get to - and we need to have community spaces in the heart of the 

community. (Bear in mind the Post office is under threat, etc). The library is a fabulous 

public space which could be made better. If we are not careful, central Mus Hill will only be 

occupied by eateries, chain. mobile phone shops and far too many depressing charity 

shops. In my view Muswell Hill is dreary place and one of the few lovely things is the library. 

I love the architecture of this building and I think the council should keep it I use and 

relevancd 

Building is dismal and needs updating with disability access. 

A library is also about its environment and this building adds something special that a 

modern building cannot give 

There is nothing wrong with the current service or building. 

I would prefer that this building is used for civic purposes rather than yet another bar or 

restaurant at Muswell Hill 



I agree with the Lib Dem views to stay in this gorgeous building and renovate it. If money is 

needed then I would be glad to sell of some land to fund the renovations. This library 

building is a beautiful building, the location very convenient and it has been a historic part 

of Muswell Hill and should stay to be enjoyed by the public for years to come. 

*Current building is off the busy Broadway. *It is better as a 2 floor entity- keeping school 

children and studying teens apart from us older folks makes for a better environment for all. 

*It is the only public building in Muswell Hill and part of 20thC local heritage *Independent 

estimates of enhancements indicate that Haringey Council have over estimated the cost of 

the works by ten to thirty fold! *The Council has not said what it's plan for the existing site 

are under Option 2 

Alterations can be done to the current building to allow greater access for all abilities, this 

will probably be more cost effective than building a whole new structure. Where it is now is 

quite and easy to get to 

The existing building works but could be improved by selling off some of the land behind 

the library to build an extension with improved accessibility. 

Our beloved library should be modernised and a lift installed to give access for all. 

Building specifically designed as a library Conveniently located Comfortable atmosphere 

Excellent acoustics Good sound suppression Comfortable seating  Large enough to 

support wide variety of material 

Easy to access the logation there's history to the building should stays us it is  I leave in 

muswell hill for 40 years 

Accessing the children library is extremely difficult with small children. The facilities are out 

dated 

I think modernisation is needed and a purpose built library seems a better option, no matter 

how much I like the present building. But it would be important to keep the building facade 

in any new development. 

The current building is unsuitable in its present state but I believe that it could be renovated 

and altered to improve access and thus it would be a suitable building in which the library 

can continue.  The building is of historic interest and should be kept as a building that can 

be used as a service to the public. 

The location is great, it's central enough in location, but not too close to bus stops or busy 

shops. Also, I can't think of another use for the building that would be as stable as the 

library. 

Great convenient location. Muswell Hill landmark building. It should remain and serve the 

community. 

I feel that it is very important not to lose all of our historic buildings to the public. 

I am pleased with the current facilities. 



I believe that option 1 is not only a cheaper option but we already have major problems with 

regard to parking and traffic flow and this will only make this worse. 

The space isn't suitable for parents/carers with buggies. It isn't great for disabled access. 

I do not believe that Haringey has seriously considered the option of the library remaining at 

the present site and carrying out some essential capital works to the current building to be 

financed from the proceeds of selling or leasing the land to the rear. 

Agree with the proposal to stay in the current library in its current home at the centre of the 

community. Funds to be raised to make necessary improvements as opposed to the 

standard approach of selling off land with imprecise promises tacked on to the never-never. 

Library should retain current position and services. 

The library is the only civic building with any character in Muswell Hill. It would be a great 

pity if it were to be leased/sold off for private use, with no public access. It provides a 

pleasant ambience, very conducive to reading and studying; that cannot be replicated in a 

bland office type of space.  It can be improved through a modest extension, including 

toilets and a lift, funded by the development of land to the back of it. 

Easily accessible in a prime historic location. 

Convenient location.  Listed building. 

No longer suitable 

The cost quoted by the Council of adapting the current library building is between £680,000 

and £1,650,000. Friends of Muswell Hill Library say they have a quoted cost of £60,000. 

The large difference between these quote has not been adequately explained by the 

Council. Until it is, I can only support staying in the existing building. 

The building is close to where I live which is very convenient. 

The current building and location are meaningful in the community and have character and 

historical relevance 

It is a beautiful building which should be modified from within but keeping the facade as it 

is. 

Stay in the present building with improvements 

Building has lasted this long without major issues with regards to maintenance and 

changes, why change now? 

This is a historic feature of Muswell hill and should remain so.  The council can build a small 

extension for a lift and accessible toilets and the whole inside could be upgraded from the 

funds from selling off the land behind 

It's a purpose-built library with good light and space. It';s also a listed building which adds 

to the townscape. 



I have used this library since moving to Muswell Hill in 1977. It is centrally located and 

despite the steps / stairs easily accessible, both for myself [in my seventies] and for my 

children and grandchildren. Toilet facilities would be a big bonus, and I think serious 

consideration should be given to improving / updating the existing building.The traffic and 

additional roads to cross to access the new site are unappealing and the gradient at the top 

of the hill a great deterrent. Surely this is why the bus stop was relocated? Where will the 

main access be to the new building? If it is on the main road I would worry about the traffic 

and the steep pavement. 

it is council owned, spacious, purpose built, with easy access and is listed! 

I understand there was previously a 3rd option that a lift and toilets could be provided  by 

adding a small extension at the back of the present building, using part of the money raised 

from selling the rest of the land behind the library. The problem with moving the library to 

the site of the former Green Man pub is that this is on a very steep hill and will be difficult 

for anyone with limited mobility. Surely this was why the W7 and 144 bus stop was sited at 

the top of the hill, by the roundabout. 

The location is superb.   It is very close to the high street and I am able to combine a visit to 

the library with running errands on the high street. It is a comfortable walk from my home. 

Its location on Queens Avenue keeps it away from the noise of the high street. The building 

is a beautiful building. The double doors - one on street level and the glass door above the 

stairs help reduce the noise from the street. I feel comfortable and relaxed in the building. 

If the building could be made more accessible, it is a nice, historic setting and the children's 

space is nice.   Staff, in general, are really unfriendly though! Alexandra Park and Hornsey 

Central have friendlier staff. 

It is possible in the present building to provide access for people with disabilities and for 

people with young children. 

Fantastic location, my kids love going there, beautiful building 

It doesn't strike me to be a viable long term space - we need modernisation in the 

community. Create a new hub. A new library could revive the area. 

Service needs upgrading 

Childrens library, not accessible, too many steps 

Access and improvements:  The Lib Dems believe it would be far better to improve the 

current, historic library. Our wonderful library is ideally positioned just off the Broadway, on 

level ground. In comparison, the proposed new library space is down a hill which is likely to 

be a slip hazard in winter, and outside the shopping centre. In our opinion, this positioning 

makes the proposed library space less accessible to the disabled and parents with 

pushchairs, than the current library would be, if a lift were installed.   In our view, the library 

should stay in its current historic building and be improved with the addition of a small 

extension which would provide space for disabled toilets and a lift to enable access to the 

first floor. The additional space provided by a small extension could also enable other 

library facilities such as a small meeting room.   The extension could be paid for using part 



of any capital receipt from selling the rest of the land behind the library.  The Liberal 

Democrats believe this third option of improving the current library should be offered to 

local residents.  History and covenant:  Muswell Hill library's historic setting is a valuable 

part of our local heritage, the children's library on the first floor is a particular delight with its 

historic mural. We note that the building is Grade 2 listed and was gifted to the borough by 

the founder of Muswell Hill, James Edmondson in 1899. The building has been in use as a 

Library since 1931 and is the last public building in Muswell Hill. We note that there is a 

covenant that it shall not (or any part) be used for any purpose "other than that of a Branch 

Public Library or other public non-trading purpose."  The Liberal Democrats are concerned 

that if the Library is moved, this covenant will not be respected and Muswell Hill will lose its 

last public building. We are further concerned that the public will no longer be able to 

access the building or view the murals.  Public support:  The Liberal Democrats believe the 

library should remain in its historic location with some improvements to make the library 

accessible to all. Our petition calling on Haringey Council to keep Muswell Hill Library open 

on its current site and make the current building accessible to all, has been signed by over 

300 local people (we have submitted the petition to Zoe Robertson, the lead consultation 

officer). We note that the Friends of Muswell Hill Library are also campaigning for this and 

their petition has gathered many signatures too. 

Difficulty of access- not much access for parents with buggies and wheelchair users. 

Library / book section very small 

As long as a library is kept open 

The present building was built as a library It can be renovated at a reasonable cost  Present 

site more suitable 

I love the library but it is not suitable for its users and therefore you can not be sentimental 

if that is being selfish 

The Building is an attractive purpose-built library which has been in use for many years. It 

could be improved at relatively little cost to accommodate wheelchairs and buggies. It 

appears perverse to close this much-loved facility and provide a new library in a modern 

block (presumably at a high rent) in order to assist the Council's finances. Once it has gone, 

it has gone for ever, to the detriment of its users and future generations. 

I do not believe that Haringey has seriously considered the option of the library remaining at 

the present site and carrying out some essential capital works to the current building to be 

financed from the proceeds of selling or leasing the land to the rear. 

The best option is to stay in the same building and improve its facilities and accessibility. 

Cultural legacy. It needs to stay 

Great atmosphere. Historic building 

- It is the only public building left in the area - It is one of only 2 - 3 art deco 30s period 

quality buildings left in the borough (including Hornsey Town Hall). It is beautiful both inside 

and out - It is tucked off the broadway, away from traffic noise and is therefore always 



quiet, peaceful & relaxing and very popular. - It is easy to access by dial-a-ride or car, the 

parking area should be better marked for disabled use. 

Doesn't have enough facilities 

If the building is protected then makes sense to move somewhere with better facilities 

Ventilation is an issue in older buildings. We need more space and room which will appeal 

to more people 

We need a new modern building with bathroom 

Going to cost a lot of money 

Would like to have more info. Would be good for the community to know what happens to 

the existing building. 

There is already wheelchair access and everything else needed, so no need to change 

venue. We should stay in the same building 

Existing building is historic and attractive and can still operate well as a library with the 

appropriate refurbishment/extension to accommodate buggies/wheelchairs, toilets and a lift 

It needs too much work to improve its current state. Wheelchair ramp - dated, is outside 

exposed to the elements, breaks down often.  No 'after hours return' outside the building 

Difficult to access with pushchair / buggy No toilet facilities Limited choice of books Toy 

library needs a face lift - the room is dark, draughty Computers are old 

It is a beautiful building 

There is room to have activities such as childrens play/story time etc 

I believe the existing library could be re-vamped to include wheelchair access, toilets and a 

quiet space etc. The library is easy to access especially for less mobile people who it would 

appear use the library a lot. This is a lovely old building in a quiet and safe location. 

It's a nice building and I would hate to see it being knocked down, or sold off and 

inaccessible to the public 

Fate of present building not notified if library moves. Better to convert within permissions 

current building. Acceptable examples of 1930s buildings converted within permissions to 

modern requirement. Space within present building sufficient. Toilet facilities accessible to 

all users could be installed in present building. 

I visit the library often with my young son. We like it as it is and find no short comings. The 

building is of architectural importance and is very popular with all the residents. There is no 

need for it to be moved elsewhere. It is in a central position and a quiet environment 

The building the library is housed in is ideal, and the building is a wonderful architectural 

space and suits being a library. It is a great focal place for people to go and study and is in 

a nice and quiet environment, and centrally situated. All in all I think it is fine as it is and 

does not need to move. 



Lovely building with character and windows giving daylight. Known to all as a library. 

Childrens library separate so no noise issues. Known quantity 

The current Muswell Hill (Queens Ave) library building is in my experience, extremely well 

used and well loved. As a life long friend of Muswell Hill library. I am dismayed that the 

council seems set on refusing even the setting up of a highly focused, inexpensive, small, 

scale feasibility study to be conducted by an independent third party. Agreed jointly by the 

council and F.O.M.H.LG 

Please see option 3, over the page 

I have been using the Muswell Hill library for over 40 years.  I have a long standing affection 

for both the library and the building it is housed in - which seems to serve many of the 

purposes of a library very well e.g. the acoustics, ambience etc. Accessibility problems are 

a feature of most buildings and I don't believe the option to move onto the steep hill at the 

old Green Man site will improve this. I believe a better option is to stay and upgrade the 

existing lift to the ground floor - and if possible borrow (at record low interest rates) to make 

capital upgrades to the interior of the building and make the first floor more wheelchair 

accessible. 

The proposal to move the library has nothing to do with quality of service.  It was in the 

Council's strategic plan solely as a way to unlock capital and I opposed the plan then, as I 

do now.  The building is a historic property in the public realm and can perfectly well be 

adapted to modern requirements given the will and a modicum of imagination.  Its current 

location is well placed for the sort of foot traffic that we have here in Muswell Hill.  Taking 

everything into account I oppose the proposals.  I would like to see any money released 

from development at the rear being spent on library refurbishment.  For too long the 

Council has seen its role as asset stripping the west of the borough for the benefit of the 

east. 

I think the library should stay in the current building to preserve the heritage of Muswell HIll. 

The current library building is full of characters and ideally suited. We should adapt the 

optimal solution for disabled access. It shouldn't be that expensive! 

It's convenient for me and my family 

Muswell Hill library has been there for years, its part of Muswell Hill. Refurbish, its an icon 

and should be kept. xxxxxx 

Muswell Hill library is an impressive purpose-built property which has been a place of 

learning for more than 80 years - it should remain that way. I was often there as a child with 

my brothers and sisters as we learnt to love reading, and I still pop in for books and DVDs. 

When I trained to become a journalist a few years ago, it was an invaluable place for me to 

study, read and even check out notices for local stories.  Losing this building for public use 

as a library would be a great detriment to the area and its community. I would like to see it 

developed and marketed more for community use to remind people of its heritage, rather 

than sold off or handed to other services. 

The library needs upgrading to give it purpose for existing in the modern age. 



Disagree with the state of the building 

I like the library on 2 floors - especially the childrens library, separate from quiet space. 

Library is there to serve community, it should be fit for purpose and has facilities. Access 

for all - move it 

Convincing arguments both sides. 

Makes more sense to have a new building designed specifically for the needs of people 

today 

Like the old building - lots of character - easy to get to 

25% increase in space is not much of a reason at all. A 25% increase in book space could 

be achieved by other means. Current site in a better position 

Stairs make it inaccessible for some people. Feels a bit cramped. 

Poor access in the current building 

Don't live so not sure, but can understand worries re: what happens to the existing building 

Been an important part of Muswell Hill for many years 

The current site is very close to the broadway 

A landmark of Muswell Hill and a historic building  Good location - not right by main 

roundabout with very young children  Appropriate size for the library's population  

Adjustments can't be made for 10th of the price 

Current building doesn't sound like a nice space. 

Wondering what will happen to the existing building 

It is a historic building, purpose built as library, listed and a building of great beauty which 

can be enjoyed by everyone who lives/works and visits the area.  This building should 

continue to be used as a public space not sold off for profits.  It is in a side street where 

there is availability of set down places to drop off families with pushchairs/young children, 

elderly, physically disabled.  While the building may need some internal improvements to 

create better universal access, I feel confident that with today's architects and improved 

building design options and available materials this would easily be possible to achieve in 

the current building. 

I have used both adult and childs library in Muswell Hill. I disagree with access (illegible) a 

dummy waiter for books. The server for internet contract was ill advised, this not related to 

the building. Green man location will be smaller, open plan with staff room, It is grade 2 

with mural of shrine, well historic, important. You have two toilets upstairs.... (Illegible) 

Childrens library separate is safer, better than other Haringey libraries. With all point list its a 

'cash cow' for Haringey 

Haven't thought about it enough to be honest. 



Nice ethos - good vibes, good location, not too big - we have enough bigger libraries in 

Haringey 

This is a beautiful historic building and should remain as a landmark in Muswell Hill, serving 

the purpose for which it was bequeathed with some improvements to the building which 

would include the necessary toilets and a lift. The building has a calming effect when you 

spend time just sitting there reading a book for a while getting away from the world outside 

the sound of which is are completely obliterated while you are in this lovely building. A 

modern structure would not have the same atmosphere. Please save our present building in 

Muswell Hill as our library. 

I agree that the library is a valuable asset to the community, and it's currently in a lovely and 

familiar space that shouldn't be changed. 

There is insufficient detail in your consultation document to make an objective decision as 

to whether this is a good deal for local residents. I feel the council is motivated towards 

option 2 by the value of the existing site and the associated land not what is best for the 

local community. It's not an honest consultation on that basis. Be honest about the value of 

the site and your intentions for it. 

This is a purpose built library which could have some I ptovements including a small 

extension with toilets an a lift 

Too  many  manifestations  of  local  community  life, interaction, cohesion  and  identity  in  

Britain (e.g.  libraries, police  stations, fire  stations, Tube  station  offices, leisure  centres, 

G.P.  surgeries, clinics, and  hospitals ) have  already  been  closed  down, sold  off  or  

privatised. Our  Library  must  not  join  them. It  has  been  at  the  centre  of  Muswell  Hill  

since  at  least  1931. It  is  a   Grade  II  listed  building  with  a  protective  covenant. A  

small  extension  for  toilets  and  a  lift  would  pay  dividends  and  permit  the  sale  of  

land  at  the  rear  to  help  offset  the  financial  outlay. 

I do not believe that Haringey has seriously considered the option of the library remaining at 

the present site and carrying out some essential capital works to the current building to be 

financed from the proceeds of selling or leasing the land to the rear.  The current library is 

at the heart of Muswell Hill and the community; geographically, historically and functionally. 

The Council's survey preamble pretends that only a newly located library would be at the 

heart of the community; at best disingenuous, at worst misleading and a lie. 

It serves much of the community well. Wheelchair and pushchair access could be via side 

entrance, used in past election days. It has a congenial and welcoming feel to it.  "If it isn't 

broken, why fix it?" 

The building will remain, but just have a different use. It would have to be adapted 

considerably anyway if it were to be extended and made accessible.  It is very stuffy and 

hot on the first floor whenever it is sunny, even in winter It will be expensive to adapt and 

then to maintain. 

I think it provides a very good service with the disabled lift recently installed outside. There 

is room out the back for toilet facilities 



I agree the library should remain in the same building. It is grade 2 listed and has 

atmosphere to match. Plus it has a protective covenant saying the building should be used 

as a library or for other public services. But it should have a lift to the first floor and new 

loos which could be housed in a small extension. 

It seems too good an opportunity not to relocate to a modern building in the middle of 

Muswell Hill 

The building is dated and a update facilities in a new space. Prams accessibility is an issue 

here 

I don't use the library but am sure many people do 

Build a new one! 

New building New facilities Sounds good 

Not accessible, too dated 

Same area, improved facilities 

No info from the council 

Difficult to access 

Better to have wheelchair access and for kids/elderly 

New location is better. Muswell Hill library is too small 

New premises bigger - better facilities 

Old building and doesn't agree with new modern buildings - You lose the character 

If you only have to move 150 metres to do the renovation. Why are you even consulting? 

Your over-consulting 

Don't want to see site developed into housing - especially since it wont be for social 

housing 

Don't want  more flats 

Historic building, served community and part of community. It could be adapted to serve 

disabled people 

Better option in new building 

The case for moving has not been made convincingly, and we have no problems with the 

existing building 

It's a lovely building on the outside but has outgrown its usefulness as a library 

Lack of accessibility - seems a good idea to move 



As the childrens library is on the first floor, I think disabled mums should be able to visit it 

with their young children - a valuable resource for pre school children. Sandra Wright. 

My main concern is that it stays in the area and in very close proximity to where it currently 

is. 

There should be a third option which would involve selling part of the land at the back of the 

current library to pay for a small extension including a lift and toilets. This questionnaire is 

loaded because it states lots of advantages for Option 2 and none for Option 1. 

If no funds can be found for updating the present building we will continue to have the 

present problem of lack of lift to the childrens library. Lack of toilet facilities, extreme heat 

upstairs in summer and expensive upkeep of old, though beautiful building. 

Not sure, because my reasons for staying is sentimental reasons. Its a historical site. 

However the library does need to be brought into the modern age. Toilets and accessibility 

for disabled users and pram pushers 

The present library building is small, but very intimate and friendly. However the access at a 

new site would be preferable for wheelchair access and pensioners. Toilet facilities would 

be appreciated (esp for diabetics) as there are no public toilets nearby except in cafes. 

More space for additional books and  computers Improved air conditioning, 

Library in current position serves its users well. Its a good, solid building. I am sure it can be 

updated without great expense if there is a will to do so by the council. Some years ago, 

the childrens library was on the ground floor but the council chose without consultation or 

discussion with users, to move it upstairs! Ground floor had front access up steps as now 

and side entrance on the level so prams and pushchairs had very easy access. This is now 

one of the main reasons for the council pressing for a new build - not sensible at all. You 

can return childrens library to ground floor if you want to do so, not impossible. 

I have used the library mostly to access the PCs as I don't have a home computer and 

printer. Whilst the building has beautiful architecture from the outside, inside its cramped, 

old and unwelcoming. 

The site of the Library was given to Hornsey Council by Edmondson, the developer of 

Muswell Hill Broadway, to erect a fire station which was used until the site was redeveloped 

to create the current Library, a Grade II listed building.  As such, it is of architectural and 

historic interest and has the right ambience and personality for library use.  I appreciate that 

the building presents some challenges as regards difficulty of access, I do not think that 

Haringey Council have thought deeply and laterally enough about improving the building so 

as to bring it up to spec without disturbing its Listed status. The current position of the 

building is superb and centrally placed for pedestrian access. 

Classical building part of the heritage of the area. Better to spend the money on more 

resources for residents rather than a new building 

1. The present building is an icon in Muswell Hill having provided library facilities to many   

generations.   2. Its central location is very convenient. 3. The mural is a joy to behold. 



The current building is an important historic landmark in muswell hill and a suitable 

atmosphere for a library.  Myself and my children have used it for many years . i 

acknowledge that the building is not perfect, but i would like to see further investigation as 

to how this building could be made more accessible ( i read that previous land behid the 

bulding had been sold off to help finance improvements. ) i do not agree with important 

historic buildings such as this being sold off to the private sector. 

Muswell Hill Library is a really special place for the local community- especially the 

children's library and the toy library on the first floor. It's a beautiful space which is 

completely unique in the area.  A modern building would be unable to capture the beauty 

and unique atmosphere of the place. It's a place lots of local mums head to especially on a 

rainy day to read and play with our children and would be really missed if sold.  There is a 

public duty under the equality act 2010 to provide accessible facilities and I also want 

everyone to be able to enjoy this unique library so I support option 1 to stay in same 

building and to invest money to improve access, either now or when more funds become 

available.  Costs of the enhanced access will be much less than designing and building a 

completely new library and it's also a lower risk piece of work in the current climate to 

undertake, so in the end could be the best value for money approach when the real cost 

estimates come back for construction. I wonder if all grant income options been explored 

as a potential way of funding the access changes required and if there is a strategy to get 

revenue from that site to help cover ongoing maintenance costs (e.g. from renting the 

space for meetings, childrens parties etc.) 

I disagree with staying in the same building if no improvements are to be made to it.  I 

would like to see the building facade and interior restored to its former glory. The building 

was quite magnificent according to Jack Whitehead in his book "The Growth of Muswell 

Hill".  I would like to see the existing building retained as a community hub. It is a landmark 

building in the centre of Muswell Hill and should have an elevated status. I would be very 

disappointed to see it become housing. I feel that there will be a lot of support for keeping 

the library here but I think this is down to people not wanting to lose the site to private 

housing developers.   What I would love to see and I think there is strong demand for is 1) a 

business hub/workspace for entrepreneurs in the area and 2) a space to hold community 

events and talks. Perhaps the site could then generate money for itself, or be sold and run 

by a independent community organisation. 

The library is housed in a beautiful building with a special atmosphere. We have enjoyed 

using it for years, also because of its convenient location and easy accessibility. 

The Library is housed in a beautiful building in the heart of Muswell Hill and is therefore very 

accessible. There is no reason the current building could not be improved by the Lib deme 

proposal to sell the site behind it. 

The Muswell Hill library is a small, but very pleasant library space. I particularly appreciate 

the spacious feel of the children's floor, which I regularly visit with my daughter. It makes for 

an environment that is substantially different from home, which makes it interesting for 

children to spend time there. A ground floor setting underneath a residential development 

will not be able to reproduce such an environment.   As an iconic public building, the library 

building should be preserved for the community. This is especially true given that the land 

was gifted to the borough for public use, and it's covered by a covenant which restricts it to 



public use. Whether or not the covenant can be sidestepped by a sale of the grounds (FAQ 

29) is beside the point: such a use would be against the spirit, if not the letter, of the 

covenant. It could be argued that the establishment of a community health centre would be 

a valid use of the land and building, but this would need to be guaranteed as part of the 

relocation, not merely as an option.  Finally, it cannot be denied that the current library 

could use some improvements regarding access and maintenance. The council has 

investigated various renovation options that appear to have been dismissed out of hand in 

favour of a sale that would fund the library move and supplement overall borough income. 

This is understandable, given the state of local government finances in general, but I think 

that restraint is required when it comes to the sale of fully-owned public land and property. 

It will be near-impossible to reclaim such land for public use at a later date, e.g. when 

public finances improve or when a the need for a local police station reappears. Overall, I 

think the council should consider options for minimal improvements to maintain the current 

library space. 

The proposed new library space sounds less appealing than the current building. Space 

and light is the primary concern, with the current library (especially the children's area) 

having a spaciousness that will be impossible to replicate in a ground floor development.  A 

second concern is the fact that the new space is part of a larger development that is not 

fully owned by the council, and has partial residential use. This will limit the ways in which 

the library can be used (see e.g. the discussion on the planning category D1) or developed 

in the future. The landlord and residents may have grounds to object to any change in use, 

special activities and/or changes in opening hours.   Finally, it seems that the promised 

space gain of 25% may be exaggerated, due to the fact that 'unusable space' has been 

subtracted for the current library, but it is unlikely that the new library has 100% usable 

space, for example due to an access hall or elongated entrance, more toilets, access to the 

LCCCP, etc. 

The Muswell Hill library is a small, but very pleasant library space. I particularly appreciate 

the spacious feel of the children's floor, which I regularly visit with my daughter. It makes for 

an environment that is substantially different from home, which makes it interesting for 

children to spend time there. A ground floor setting underneath a residential development 

will not be able to reproduce such an environment.   As an iconic public building, the library 

building should be preserved for the community. This is especially true given that the land 

was gifted to the borough for public use, and it's covered by a covenant which restricts it to 

public use. Whether or not the covenant can be sidestepped by a sale of the grounds (FAQ 

29) is beside the point: such a use would be against the spirit, if not the letter, of the 

covenant. It could be argued that the establishment of a community health centre would be 

a valid use of the land and building, but this would need to be guaranteed as part of the 

relocation, not merely as an option.  Finally, it cannot be denied that the current library 

could use some improvements regarding access and maintenance. The council has 

investigated various renovation options that appear to have been dismissed out of hand in 

favour of a sale that would fund the library move and supplement overall borough income. 

This is understandable, given the state of local government finances in general, but I think 

that restraint is required when it comes to the sale of fully-owned public land and property. 

It will be near-impossible to reclaim such land for public use at a later date, e.g. when 

public finances improve or when a the need for a local police station reappears. Overall, I 



think the council should consider options for minimal improvements to maintain the current 

library space. 

No disabled parking 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2a) To what extent do you agree with Option 2? Option 2: A brand new library - larger 
space and modern facilities, with level access for wheelchair and pushchair users 
 
2b) Please explain your answer:  

If I were confident that a new facility in the heart of Muswell HIll, that achieves all the 

objectives set out by the Council, and meets our needs, were deliverable BEFORE the 

current facility closes, then I would strongly favour a move to a new facility. 

In order for me to support option 2 the council would have to assure me that the new 

facility were: in the heart of muswell hill provided all the facilities in the option 2 proposal 

ready before the existing library closed  and that the existing listed building were retained 

for community use and was fully accessible as a public space 

See above. I think the library facilities could be better provided in a new building but at what 

cost - you say how much it will cost to stay in the current building. How much to relocate 

and ongoing? Who owns the Green Man and what rent? 

i agree if site is on old green man pub eg near Muswell hill Broadway (as it would be 

detrimental if new library was moved further away). 

The proposed site is not as central as the current space.It is on a hill in a very congested 

part of MH. The beautiful building encourages my children and I to use the library. It is a 

pleasure to go to the current site. 

The new site will be harder to access for less able users as it is further away and is down a 

steep slope.  I simply do not believe that you cannot adapt the current building to make it 

accessible.   Moving to the new sight will damage the unique character of the library and 

area. It does nothing to celebrate the the culture and heritage in Muswell Hill. 

It's not going to be free and it's likely to be turned into more flats!!! No thanks! Enough 

already! 

poor site, on a very steep slope, making access TO and FROM the library difficult. it is also 

next to the very polluted and busy, noisy main road that is Muswell Hill itself, so not 

disability-friendly for those with asthma / other lung and heart diseases, nor for childrens' 

lungs and brains. there is no room for expansion, as the remainder of the building is 

privately-owned flats. this seems like the most expensive option and unnecessarily 

disruptive to the service, service-users and staff. i cannot see that the space is larger, i 

cannot see the benefits of upheaval when a ramp could solve many issues in the existing 

space. 

In common with all new libraries, the new space will be poorly designed, badly constructed, 

and unpleasant to visit. 

For the above reasons. I don't want our library replaced by a modern, characterless 

building. You also don't say where this library would actually be - how can we possibly 

make an informed decision without knowing where the library would be anyway. 

Libraries need to be kept open and to be made feasible for everybody to be able to visit, 

people in wheelchairs and mothers and babies in pushchairs, no reason why the babies 



can't start reading little baby books...My mother used to read to me when I was 3 or 4, and 

when i started school aged 5, I could already read...  The closing of a library is always and 

news for local people. 

- See Option 1 above.  Funding for this option could be better employed elsewhere, 

including outside of Muswell Hill. 

The location is wrong. The internal environment will be poor and unsustainable, reliant upon 

air conditioning and artificial light. Disabled access is problematic and is relegated to the 

rear as there is no drop off point in front. It will be smaller once service space and toilet 

provision have been deducted and the deal Haringey did with developers that led to this 

position is highly questionable and will lead to an application for a Judicial Revue if a new 

planning application is lodged - which legally must happen. 

The current building is the best place for the Library; however with modifications. 

Option 2 is sold as being fully accessible. This is not the case it is located on a steep hill 

which is dangers toys for wheelchair users. 

I am worried there will be no other library. 

I do see facilities of new library are attractive 

See answer above.  I want to know where it will live in the new build that is currently going 

on. 

People with mobility issues find that the very steep pavement at the top of Muswell Hill hard 

to cope with.  It will be a more expensive option, for unclear gain.  It amy be functional but 

will lack the character of the present library. 

Just another way of removing a beautiful building from our area and probably replacing it 

with an eyesore similar to the library in Colney hatch lane. 

As long as the library remains in a central location to Muswell Hill with good facilities then I 

would be happy.  I would be very unhappy if it were to be relocated further away from the 

broadway as it would then become less usable for me and my children.  We like to regularly 

visit it.  I also think that it is important for the local schools as they like to use the facilities - 

so long as it remains accessible to them i.e. at Muswell Hill Primary then I am also happy 

for it to move. 

I agree with your analysis. 

For better access and facilities this seems to be the best option in my opinion. Libraries in 

other areas provide great child and parent facilities creating a better sense of community 

and the same for disabled patrons - if the current building is not providing this then move. A 

new project will also be highlighted to the community just by being carried out increasing 

awareness of the library facilities as they near completion. 

I think this would be a great option but I would like to know;  a) What would happen to the 

old library building (would it be sold off to private developers)? and  b) Will the council have 

to pay rent to have the library in the new building? 



only if it is cost effective and cheaper than other options, or delivers demonstrable value 

over option 1 

not sure about how easy it will be for disability users to get to Green Man site, will there be 

a place to stop a car? 

My only concern is it would have been good to have some idea of the core services to be 

provided in the new library - I appreciate that this is being treated as a separate and 

subsequent issue, but had you been able give assurance that books and computer access 

will continue to be provided my support would be wholehearted. 

Option 2 offers all we would want from a 21st century library   It is the library I would want if 

I ever move back to Muswell Hill 

There needs to be more desks, more play areas and better access for buggies 

access could be improved in present,handsome build. would like to know much more 

about plans for present library building. Haringey owns the library but not proposed 

premises 

You have phrased this questionnaire in a biased unfair way. I suspect you have already 

decided on option 2 and it really doesn't matter what council tax payers like me who use 

the current library actually feel. You'll do whatever you want irrespective. 

I don't see the need if proper renovation is done in the current building. 

We have a perfectly adequate library in Muswell Hill that appears to meet the needs of its 

residents.  The building is charming and well preserved, with wheelchair and pushchair 

facilities, why to change it? couldn't the money be better invested elsewhere more needed? 

I think a larger, more accessible library with modern facilities would be good for the area, 

especially users with mobility issues. Provided Muswell Hill doesn't loose it library 

altogether moving to a new location my preferred choice. 

This will encourage more residents to use the library with more up to date facilities and 

easier access. Great news that a library is still going to remain in Muswell Hill. 

As above. I hope Haringey haven`t already decided for option 2. 

Feels like a biased presentation of the options by the Council.  What are the cost 

comparisons.  To support option 2 I think it would be good to be told the cost/benefit 

analysis of each option.  I would also want assurance that option 2 had a separate study 

area, and that there would be continued library access in Muswell Hill while the changes 

were underway . 

The new premise offers more space, better accessibility and is close to the existing site. It 

seems to be a viable alternative. 

Looks like a nice new facility - more suited for a modern library 

We've used the library for years. Part of the enjoyment is derived from the lovely setting of 

the current library building. I use the library for myself but mostly for my 3 children. I love 



showing them the architecture and telling them about the building as well as looking at the 

books. It would be a real shame and loss to the local community if the Library is relocated. 

There are so many modern buildings but so few like the current library- i appreciate the 

costs involved are high in refurbishing the current library, however I feel that long term, it 

would be hugely regrettable if funding issues lead to the loss of this superb example of a 

historic public building from being available for use by the general public. 

If the library will be given more books and DVDs and CDs then I agree with the move 

proposal. However if a move will not lead to me books DVDs and CDs then I would leave it 

where it is. 

Access is better Lots of internet seats Better layout 

Better access for disabled people Enhanced facilities 

I would prefer the library to stay in the same building as it would be possible to provide 

improved access by adding a lift to the upper floor. The library building is well known and 

well-loved and could easily be improved. 

Will meet needs 

Glad to have an accessible library to replace the historic one. I appreciate  Haringey's 

commitment to providing libraries despite financial problems in local government. 

See above 

As long as you do everything you say, and the result is what you promise, I'm happy with 

this option 

Firstly, this question could really be improved to not be a leading question. Secondly, for 

reasons set out above, I feel the space is in fact already very suited to our needs 

How will the council mess it up?  Are you consulting the regular users of this library and 

other popular ones to determine what works well and what can be improved upon?  

Perhaps going as far as to speak to other councils to determine this. 

As above 

I've used Muswell Hill library when I've had to push my children in push chairs and when 

I've been on crutches. 

I see no Reason to move The Library. 

Bigger space - well the consultation over Wood Green Central Library promised no less 

sapce - what we ended up with is Wood Green Mini Library. So much stock was disposed 

of to make room for council services. The LGBT section was a whole bay and is know a 

shelf and a half. There is a trust issue here 

do we really need a modern building?  Surely preserving the one we have is a better thing 

to do-  buildings take years to build and turn into successful environments. Why rebuild a 

modern building when you can use a nice old one 



It would cost a lot more than £1.650,000 to provide a new library on the site of the old 

Green Man, and if instead the space were made commercially available it would add 

significantly to the amenity of Muswell Hill. The reasons given in favour of the new 

conversion in this 'engagement' are loaded and untrue - do you seriously expect us to 

believe that Haringey council will give any resident a real opportunity 'to help to design the 

new library space'? What is more, a reasonable person does not go to a library expecting to 

use the toilet, nor would they expect library staff to keep public toilets clean. Public toilets 

in libraries are frequently misused, and require dedicated cleaning services and security - 

which add exponentially to the running costs. 

it would make me much more likely to use the library and it would free the building 

hopefully for better community service use. I would hope that the freed up building could be 

used to benefit the wider community, NOT for further residential development though as we 

have too much new residential building in Muswell Hill and not enough community 

infrastructure to cope. 

See above. 

I a new library should have facilities for all members of the community 

This has to be the better alternative, and the library still remains in the centre of Muswell Hill 

and moves forward with the updated facilities. 

Location is great, the proposal is excellent. 

The current library is outdated, poorly resourced, never has the books I want, and even 

when I have ordered them through the library, I have never managed to get the books I 

asked for in the time agreed. I would like to use a library that is pleasant to go into, easy to 

use, and has modern appropriate facilities. 

As above 

There is a third option, which the council have not added to the consultation. We know that 

it would only cost in the region of £60,000 to fund minor upgrade works to the library. This 

would include better disabled access, with a lift to the upper floor, and accessible toilets. 

The Council dismissed this on the grounds that it would cost £680,000. This is nonsense. 

We have been given a quote for £60,000.  The alternative site, at the old Green Man, is 

completely inappropriate. It is at the top of one of the steepest hills in London. There is no 

prospect of disabled parking. It would be impossible for cars to stop safely nearby to set 

down passengers. The idea that disabled access issues would be solved by moving to this 

site is completely false.  The site plans for the Green Man also show that the adjacent 

cafe/bar will not include any toilets of its own - but instead will be given access to the 

library toilets. The reason for this is that the developer does not want to install toilets in the 

commercial section of the development (they cannot charge for the space!). This situation 

means that noisy, potentially intoxicated cafe/bar customers will be constantly trampling 

across the library all day long. Can you imagine such a farce?  Haringey Council has had 

Muswell Hill Library in its crosshairs for years - and now the want to sell off the building. 

According to the Council, the library is a significant financial asset which, if sold, could fund 

a multitude of capital projects across Haringey. The Council confirmed that there are no 

plans to reinvest the funds in Muswell Hill itself. We suggested the Council should lease the 



Green Man site to a retailer instead - this would generate £250,000 per year in revenue - 

but they haven't even bothered to respond to this suggestion. 

Current library has access for wheelchair and pushchairs - i use regularly with my 

grandchildren 

This is a very poorly designed piece of consultation. The questions are loaded. This item for 

example makes anyone answering 'disagree/strongly disagree' look as though they don't 

care about disabled people or wheelchair users. The most vital pieces of information are 

missing such as where this library will be located and what you are planning to do with the 

beautiful listed building we currently use. If you want to engage with your local population, 

you could at least try and do it properly and with less blatant attempts to manipulate the 

outcome. Shame on you. 

I understand this site is at the top of a hill, and, as such, totally unsuitable for older people, 

and people with disabilities. 

The alternative site offers none of the advantages of the present site. 

Makes sense but rather depends on projected usage.  Rather than the irrelevant questions 

which follow (from gender onwards) the questions should be:  Do you use it?  How often? 

Which facilities do you use? If not, would you use it in new location?  What are your 

interests, e.g. literary, technical, language, history etc? 

Access to the site is totally unsuitable for the elderly, disabled, or you children. Parking 

would be impossible. The old site is superior in every way for access, just needs a lift! 

The reason why we only 'Agree' rather than 'Strongly Agree' is that there is no visual idea of 

what the new library space will look like, and what the improved access will be. 

See above. 

I am appalled that you are not working with the Friends of Muswell Hill Library and have not 

included their alternative suggestion in the consultation process. 

Understandable but please ensure you have ample property rights and maintain current 

opening hours and staffing. This is a highly valuable local amenity to sustain. 

Doeas not really matter to us where the library is located. If the new building is better, than 

let move the library there. 

I would not feel safe about my children walking to the proposed new space on their own. 

If it is moved to the other site it will cost more to run the library in the future the rents to pay 

will only increase. This will give Haringey the perfect excuse to close the Library because 

the council will not be able to control the costs. 

No detailed plans have been provided.  Access is on a steep place where dropping off a 

disabled person would be prevented. Toilets will be shared with  a proposed café.  The 

Library will be beneath private flats, on an extensive ground floor, natural light may be on 



one side only, ceiling height not specified, possibly subject to noise. Consultation should 

proceed only after all these details are provided, and preferably after the building is erected. 

No detailed plans have been provided.  Access is on a steep place where dropping off a 

disabled person would be prevented. Toilets will be shared with  a proposed café.  The 

Library will be beneath private flats, on an extensive ground floor, natural light may be on 

one side only, ceiling height not specified, possibly subject to noise. Consultation should 

proceed only after all these details are provided, and preferably after the building is erected. 

It will encourage people to use their local library - and particularly children 

see above 

As above 

Even a Council Planning Officer can hardly pretend that there will be level access at a site 

at the top of one of London's steepest hills and where it is impossible to pause for even 30 

secs to deliver anyone with mobility problems, from a car. 

This is on one of the steepest hills in the area. How can there be level access for wheelchair 

and pushchair users? 

The purpose of modern library is in flux, but at the very least, it needs to accommodate all 

users inc wheelchair users and small children, needs to have decent toilets and good air 

conditioning, and needs to be suitable for special uses, local clubs and societies, and 

organisations with a special link to Muswell Hill. 

Towards the top of the steepest hill in the area with poor or very limited access. Not a good 

ides. 

This is a motherhood and apple pie phrasing. I would agree to staying in the same building 

with modern facilities and level access. 

Inappropriate steeply sloping site, unsuitable for the very people you claim to be helping 

The proposed library would be competing with other demands, such as the adjacent cafe 

and the library experience would be impaired. 

It is a larger space but not differentiated for different users and without the same volume as 

the ceilings in modern buildings are much lower.  I am also concerned at the level of natural 

light and general suitability for reading; s was explained at the meeting the views over 

London are so valuable that that side of the building has already been designated for a 

restaurant i.e. the library is being offered the left over space after the commercial presimes 

have cherry-picked the rest.  I have also read that the toilets are to be common with the 

cafe and I suppose the Council thinks this is ok for the children as well. As a grandmother I 

appreciated that my grandchildren were not put at any risk or out of my sight in the Muswell 

Hill library as my mobility is restricted.  The view of a the library from the Council was that it 

was a place where people could pick up books not read nor could children play safely.  The  

idea oft selling off assets in Muswell Hill to fund work elsewhere in the borough leads to a 

sitaution where there is no public asset in our ward that is a genuine meeting place.   I have 

voted Labour all my life and I cannot accept the treatment of our ward by a Labour Council. 



For the reasons stated above. 

Nowadays a library needs to be modern in the sense that it provides wifi, computers, 

wheelchair access  etc as well as books - lots of books! And an easy means of of borrowing 

and ordering online. 

The proposed new site sounds unsuitable and the proposal that customers from the 

cafe/bar should share the libraries toilets is inappropriate 

It would be a great signal from Haringey to show commitment to libraries in the borough. 

Plus that Green Man space has been neglected and problematic for years. Putting the 

library there seems like a good solution, particularly with the new housing that's being built 

in that vicinity 

I suspect that you'd like to turn the library into flats. Don't do this. We don't want you to. 

The proposed place for the new library will be very inconvenient re access and I'm not 

convinced that it will improve library services. 

As I explained above, the Green Man pub is the wrong building in the wrong location, and 

would be a waste of money converting it when we have a purpose built library which need a 

bit of upgrading. 

It's impossible to answer without knowing what the plans are for investment if the library 

was to remain in the same building. Also impossible to answer without knowing what would 

happen to the building if you went with option 2. 

The only problem with the library at the current site is access for wheelchair/pushchair.  

With the amount of funding you have, this could be easily added, also it would be a much 

more economical solution than moving the whole library all together. 

Test 

See above. 

Everyone is happy with the current  location, people can manage buggies (if you look at the 

packed toddler sessions run at the library the steps don't put people off) and for wheelchair 

users there is a lift. It would be harder for everyone to access the library if it were moved. 

Why not modernise the existing building with land to the rear (currently scruffy/unused 

parking) 

There is something to be said for history and tradition. Let's not modernise every single 

thing. 

All whitewash and flannel. We all know this is just an excuse to make some easy money. 

Entirely unnecessary and a waste of taxpayers' money. Another example of 

mismanagement by Haringey Council. And how will you provide level access, when the 

proposed new site is on an even steeper slope than the current one? Or are you hoping 

people just won't ask? Far cheaper to modify the current building, which is in a much more 

appropriate place for a library. 



It's unnecessary and there are serious access issues with the old Green Man site.  My 

children go to Muswell Hill primary school and I am concerned about more traffic and 

unsafe stopping at the top of Muswell Hill. 

Needs good accessibility 

The location at the top of a steep hill is inappropriate for wheelchair users, creating the risk 

of serious accident. Increased footfall at this location could create a bottleneck on the 

pavement, again risking serious injury to pedestrians. 

It's on a busy roundabout and in basement. 

I often visit Hornsey libary in Crouch End and find that to be a pleasing place to go, whether 

with children or on my own. It is a big, open, light space, easy to access and often with 

interesting exhibitions in the adjoining hall. I find working in there on my computer to be a 

pleasure. I also love the children's library. I would love our library in Muswell Hill to be more 

like this. 

Muswell Hill has already been interested by intense building which will result in much more 

people living in the area and a drastic change of the quite nature of the area. Shops and 

public transports will be insufficient to serve all the new residents. We do not want to see 

the public library in a new building which has no history while the old building is cconverted 

into flats. 

It will make the library easy and convenient to use and it is important that it remains in 

Muswell Hill 

The alternative looks unsatisaftory. 

STEEP HILLTOP LOCATION AND LACK OF PARKING AT NEW LOCATION WILL MAKE  

ACCESS FOR DISABLED, ELDERLY AND MUMS WITH BUGGIES VERY DIFFICULT. 

Not convinced council will do what it promises 

Test 

1. Access for the elderly and/or disabled and families with small children would be difficult. I 

speak from personal experience as a person with walking difficulties: I find the slope at this 

point difficult to negotiate at the best of times. In wet or icy weather it is positively 

dangerous. 2. I am confident the cost would far exceed a realistic budget for alterations to 

the existing site (see above). 3. Vehicle access would also be difficult and dangerous, as 

anyone familiar with this location would be aware. 4. The proposal to allow customers from 

the bar next door to use the proposed library toilet is completely unacceptable. 

See answer on why I support Option 1. 

It is less than 100 metres from the existing library and would attract many more users 

Copied from above:  I do not think the reasons Haringey Council gives are sufficiently 

significant to justify moving the library. There are nearby public toilets. Though perhaps they 

could be better, the heating, ventilation and lighting are not bad. There is disabled access 



to the main library. The very small number of people who require disabled access to the 

children's library could instead use nearby Alexandra Park library, or East Finchley or 

Sutton Road libraries (the latter two are Barnet libraries, but allow Haringey residents to join 

without any problems) -- the area is well-served with accessible libraries. Even if it were 

deemed necessary to improve all the above points, Haringey Council's cost estimate seems 

extortionate.  The library building is very elegant, well-designed and has served us well 

since 1931 and it is not clear why this proposal has emerged now and the Council suddenly 

deems these problems so severe that it is necessary to find a new building. If there are 

other justifications, for example, a desire to sell the -- doubtless valuable --library building 

to fund other council services, the Council should be upfront about and explain this in its 

consultation.  As a matter of procedure, it is also the case that the alternative proposal 

should be developed further before a decision is reached -- it is a flaw in the consultation 

process to ask people to choose between alternatives when one is so vaguely adumbrated. 

In the absence of more information about the proposed new library, especially how many 

books it will shelve compared to the present one, I am even more loath to support the 

proposal. 

Again, I agree with the principle approach here but am confused at the lack of any plans, 

designs, or even vague ideas as to what this library space would be like. These would be 

needed to say with certainty 'yes'. 

This option the Council is, I feel, trying to 'steamroller' through - any really democratic 

consultation would have been worded much more fairly, and included ALL the available 

options 

I am strongly opposed to moving Muswell Hill Library to a new building. In a period of 

austerity for local authority budgets, I think it is highly unlikely that a building of anything 

like the quality of the existing library would be built. For example, the handsome facade, 

high ceilings, skylight and mural at first floor level. I believe that the Council has neglected 

the current library building, but that with careful thought a renovation that balances budget, 

accessibility and the quality of the historic architecture could be achieved. 

I would prefer have a better facility. 

Privatizing the library is not a good idea because that means that the community has less of 

say on what direction the library gets to go in and since library's are based on readers in the 

community it makes no sense 

Because less people will be able to use it, many people who found Muswell Hill library 

somewhere they could take there children and find books for themselves in a extremely 

friendly environment will now find it somewhere not suitable. 

As above 

The outside lift already provides access to wheelchair users. Also, there's a door opening 

onto Avenue Mews that could be used for wheelchairs and/or buggies. 

The reasons I don't agree with option 1. I would prefer everything on level, more space and 

better thought out facilities which cannot be incorporated in option 1. 



My doubts are as outlined above. 

Keep this historical building 

I don't agree that this is the best use of funds. I have grave concerns over what will happen 

to the current building. And I strongly believe that the library is in the best location for ease 

of use. 

Modern and all on one floor 

We already have a library 

I have a suspicion it's a con. You just want the valuable site of the existing library. I've seen 

no indication that you care about this library. A new library with real commitment behind it 

might well be a good idea but you have no credibility about delivering such. 

the council should invest money in the current library building, to improve it and make it 

more accessible by installing a lift. This could be paid for by having a small development at 

the back of the library. A healthcare centre for GPs could then go into the space in the new 

'Green Man' development at the top of Muswell Hill. 

More uneccessary building & lining developers pockets yet again. Not required the old 

building can be easily adapted. 

SEE ABOVE. PLUS, THIS IS A LANDMARK, AN EXCEPTIONAL BUILDING, WHICH 

SHOULD BE VALUED AND CONSERVED. 

The proposed new location in the old Green Man building is not purpose designed. Access 

is not as convenient as with the current library, i.e. is is downhill from the main Broadway 

and is further away from a number of local bus stops. I regret that I don't trust Haringey to 

deliver on promises of more space or better and more modern facilities. 

Sounds like an ideal solution 

This would involve an expensive lease which will cost more in the long term. The old library 

will no doubt be sold under value. 

If the new site is no more exprensive then the modification of the existing site then yes to 

the move providing there will be a definite division between the childrens' library/play area 

and the main library.  Also thereappears to be very limited space for fiction in the existing 

library will this continue or will there be more shelving available for books both fiction and 

non-fiction? The comment about the proposed new library being in the centre of Muswell 

Hill is very curious as the existing library in closer to the roundabout the the proposed new 

one. 

Don't believe it - leave as is now, its fine 

As above. 

Why would you pay rent for a building the council already owns or has a deal already been 

done with a developed for the existing library?  The financial logic defies me - as you said in 

the opening council finances are tight. 



present building is great building. Nicely centred in Muswell Hill. good for locals to go in 

and access papers and reviews and computers.Some adaption on site for wheelchair and 

pushchair access would be great 

In favour of level access and modernised facilities but not in favour of a brand new library 

With imagination and sensitivity, and the use of the Council land to the rear of the existing 

library building, larger space, modern facilities and better access could all be provided in 

the existing building, which is the more sustainable option 

With imagination and sensitivity, and the use of the Council land to the rear, all the 

advantages of a new library could be obtained at the existing building 

It is presently placed conveniently for everyone and should not be moved 

The current premises represent the only public building in MH with any architectural 

distinction. The character of MH will change if it is shut down as a public facility. New 

premises may be more efficient and cheaper but we lose something as a community if we 

no longer have a public building such as the Library to repair to. 'Atmosphere' is very 

important in a Library and that will be lost if everything is reduced to a quasi office space. 

This may sound sentimental but something will be lost if the Library moves out. In any event 

we cannot take rational decisions until an indication is given of the alternative use of the 

current building. 

As long as the old building is retained as it is and not knocked down.I believe that new 

facilities would be a more practical option. 

This will allow modern and cleaner feel to the library. 

This option will replace the current library with an inferior service in a less appropriate 

location. How will people with mobility issues reach the site? It will also lead to service 

disruption and additional costs. 

There is no need of a new modern library. Do not waste our money, please, as you did 

already in the new Haringhey logo.. Just make this library accessible. As I said, is in a very 

good location, this is why people use it. 

The current one can be adapted for this 

The new site you are proposing is not easily accessible by disabled/elderly people.  It is on 

steep part of Muswell Hill. The reason why a new W7 bus stop was moved to top of the hill 

was because it is so steep for vulnerable people.  Access to the new building is via a very 

narrow pavement and is not safe.  Having spent years walking down here taking my 

children to the neighbouring school it is a section of pavement I now avoid at all costs.  Not 

only is it an extremely polluted area of Muswell Hill but drivers exit the roundabout at speed 

to go down Muswell Hill and this makes it extremely dangerous for the elderly and parents 

with young children alike.  I understand there will be no dropping off space for taxis etc 

carrying disabled people so to argue that it is more accessible for wheelchair and pushchair 

users is just not right. 



More people would be welcome to library, better access and it will not be moving that far 

away from where it is sited now I really struggle to see what the issue is. Muswell Hill 

always had a good community , bettering the library , bigger site better facilities and no 

access issues has got to be an improvement 

This is question is misleading. You use emotive language to encourage people to give the 

answer you want: "a brand new library", "modern facilities" etc. I would be willing to have a 

debate about this, but I want it to be an honest debate, not one where the answers have 

been chosen for me in advance. 

Bigger space with better accessibility 

Better option at 1 above. 

How would you get level access on that gradient? Where would you put convenient parking 

with access to the large roundabout? Enlargement is not the answer there. 

Less good location than the present one. 

see above 

Muswell Hill Library is a listed building of great significance - yet the council claim 

"investing in this building is not a priority". 4. Instead they are offering a downgraded library 

service in a dark, oppressive space with low ceilings, beneath a major luxury flats 

development. 5. There will be no disabled parking or possibility to set down passengers 

with limited mobility - despite being located on one of the steepest hills in London. 

Local users of Muswell Hill Library like it as it is. People only push pushchairs for a few 

years.  Pushchairs fold up.  Wheelchair users can and do access the existing library.   Other 

new libraries with modern facilities already exist.  They're not better, they're just different. 

Haringey Council should keep both types, Muswell Hill library for people who like heritage 

library environments, and Wood Green and Marcus Garvey for new, larger, modern ones. 

It's on a steep hill, on a busy front to bumper traffic outside, sharing entrance with Council 

flats, which would be above the low ceilinged library. This will cause noise, disruption, 

leaks, litter, congestion. It d be dark and oppressive. Any toilet facilities would be hard to 

monitor and be unsafe.  The air quality at that end of the roundabout has been shown to be 

the worst in Haringey, so I doubt people will go there for long. It's impossible to stop there 

by car and totally inappropriate for disabled or vulnerable people. Many anti social 

problems at the top end of Muswell Hill, It's near an exit of The Parkland Walk which leads 

to St James Lane, where youth gangs use to cut across and drug run/personal attacks 

(Valette Court, Winkfield Court, much social housing etc ). It's likely the residents of the new 

expensive development in time would opt for a gate for security. Further the entrance to the 

library wd be located at the only way residents and other essential services would have to 

enter and leave. Finally, located on a steep gradient between 2 bus stops that are well used 

and have permanent queues. 

The iconic building would eventually disappear.  What is more, the proposed library would 

be difficult of access for disabled people - no parking and on a steep hill 



To be able to access every part of the library is important to the public to make full use of 

all the books and facilities. 

Disabled access can be provided in the existing building at reasonable cost. New site plans 

look dark and there will be no space for future expansion.  Compare with the dismal new 

library on Colney Hatch Lane, which is a poor replacement of the original, much lamented 

space. 

Because this is clearly an attempt to raise short term funds by selling off an asset (the 

property of the current library). Disgusting. 

By moving the library to be within another building - it clearly will just disappear.  Also will 

Haringey own its own library? The community, the soul, the essence will all go.  What will 

happen to the old building? how will it be used for the community?  or will it become flats? 

The centre is for everyone of us who live in Muswell hill not only for private dwellings.  This 

is not a case of narrowing the road, adding road humps and or traffic lights then deciding 

15 years later the congestion caused is too much so lets take them away ( Pages Lane) This 

library this building when its gone - its gone. 

Why remove and close or change and tamper with something that functions well as it has 

for generations of local people for no good reason? It would certainly alter the positive 

ethos of using this vital local amenity and valued resource for children and adults alike! 

You've already made its virtues clear above - good access, modern, light building. 

Because the actual space available for library users would be less than that provided in the 

present building, access for most of the public would be most dangerous as it fronts on to 

a very busy main road and that for wheelchair and pushchair users would be by a more 

difficult route at the rear of the building which would be difficult to make secure.  

Furthermore the proposed arrangement of the interior 'space' is most unsuitable for a 

public library.   Additionally given the cost of Option 2 against the potential minimal amount 

required to upgrade the existing library makes one wonder who could possibly support 

Option 2. 

It wouldn't cost much to improve disabled access to the current building 

This is a waste of expenditure 

better accessibility and facilities, better for children and toy libarary 

Low ceilings 

See above 

Please see my previous answer.  The facilities provided by the current building with the 

addition of ramps for wheelchairs and pushchairs are good. 

See answer above 

This entire survey is weighted with statements that don't seem to be backed up by facts. 

Other parties are claiming there will be no wheelchair access and these 'modern facilities' 



will be underground. The entire thing is being done by price tags (which to be frank I'm not 

prepared to trust after scandals with libraries in other local areas like Lambeth, where more 

money was spent on security for the empty building than was being spent on keeping it 

open). Perhaps there isn't a price tag to be put on the legacy of a building, what it means to 

a community. The library needs to be re-rooted in the community, rather than further 

alienated by being tucked away.   If it moves in to the basement of luxury flats, use will 

decrease and within five years, the council will sell that too, and it will become another 

private swimming pool or gym. 

There is simply no need to relocate the library. If the space is so good then the council can 

use it for something else that the Borough needs! 

There is no need to spend money developing a new library when the existing one is already 

much loved and used. 

Same reason as above 

Not a hospitable site, steep slope, busy polluted road. Unnecessary expense for Council at 

time of government parsimony. 

Combining a library with the council's other services in one space would not allow the 

customisation the present building affords. It would also be considerably noisier to put a 

library in the middle of other council services and ill-suited to the quiet space needed by a 

library.  If the old building is sold, it will never come back and will simply become another 

conversion of flats that doesn't serve the community.  By all means sell the lot behind the 

old building to subsidise an upgrade to the historic building.  However, the estimate of 

£680,000 to upgrade the old building that the Council got seems exhorbitant and bad value 

for money.  Get another quote that is more reasonable! Just upgrade the lifts to make them 

accessible and refurbish the toilets. Surely possible for less than £680,000... 

There is really very little need to do this. The new site would result in lower environmental 

amenity, and would not be cost effective when compared with maintaining the existing site. 

Libraries and their role has changed and this needs to be reflected in the offer they make.  I 

believe a properly accessible building will ensure that an even better service can be given, 

both to those who use Muswell Hill library and those who are currently unable to do so. 

I don't know where it is 

I'm unaware of any proposed alternatives 

my answer above explains 

Not as beautiful a building as the existing library. 

The consultation document gives no guarantees that the library services will be maintained 

at their current level. Just saying the building is more modern and spacious gives no such 

assurance, especially as the document also talks about more space for events and 

redesigning the library, which I fear could be code for downgrading the library service 

element. 



New building sounds inferior to current historic building 

Insufficient information as to the plans for the new library and for the disposal of the old one 

- ie is it being sold for expensive luxury flats? 

The facilities in the present library are modern and sufficient. There's wheelchair and 

pushchair access. Libraries with low ceilings in luxury apartment developments seem 

oppressive and 'token'. Something more stylish is needed -like the present library. 

it is not needed. wheel chair access can be adapted at a cheaper cost than relocation 

I refer you to the above. 

The existing building should be used - and money spent to improve the facilities as needed. 

There is already disabled access to the ground floor. Adding an accessible elevator and 

disabled toilets to the existing building would be cheaper and better received by all. 

Why not give the local residents a better place for meeting and borrowing books and easier 

access for all. 

see no reason to move premises 

This would be out of character with the ethos of Muswell Hill 

Bad location. Poor value for money. 

Far too much new building in Muswell Hill - it's losing its character. 

See above 

I believe that any necessary changes can be made to a successful standard in the same 

building 

The present building could be extended backwards to the land behind access for those 

who need it could be sympathetically incorporated into the same building.  It is central to 

Muswell hill and in a great place it just needs money and careful planning so that it is 

accessible to all. It is in a good situation and should stay there. 

Impersonal, anonymous, soulless. 

The library where it is part of Muswell Hill and I think it would change the whole 

surroundings if this would be turned into flats. 

New building needed but not at taxpayers' expense if old building is going to be sold off 

and we have to pay for new health centre. 

I believe that there is a third alternative that we are not being allowed to vote on - which is 

to improve the listed library for an amount of money that is within the council's budget. I 

think it is very unfortunate that this has not been presented to the public in this 

consultation. 



A library isn't just a service, it's a place where children in particular can start building 

enjoyment of and an understanding of books, words and the concept of different spaces 

being used for different things. It's not a nursery, or a softplay centre, it's a calm safe place 

to sit and read or be read to. 

Appalling and unnecessary option. Moving the library to the bottom of some luxury flats at 

the top of a very access unfriendly steep hill is stupid. 

As I mentioned in last box above this appears to be a pointless shift for the community and 

simply a money making exercise for the council 

It is not the best outcome for our community 

I would like for the library to stay in its current location and for the council to invest money 

in that building, to improve it and make it more accessible by installing a lift. 

Depends if it turns out to be a good as the proposal 

You have loaded this question unfairly. The modern facilities and the wheelchair access 

should be incorporated in the current building. To suggest this is impossible is dishonest. 

As a parent of young children, I would like to be able to access a library locally should I 

need too. The currently library isn't particularly nice and I don't know of other mums who 

use it. Perhaps with a new facility you would get more people through the doors and not 

having to travel outside of the borough 

Chance for a new start, fresh look, better stock, proper 21c service. 

Ensures accessibility to more users. Would hopefully provide a brighter, more spacious 

area for the bookshelves and displays. 

No need to move from the present site 

Public funds should not be subsidising private developments when there are already fully 

functional buildings fit or purpose. 

I understand that the council is not being honest with the public about the reason for the 

move. Why not upgrade current building. 

It should be cheaper to improve the existing building than move to a completely new one. 

It will be more modern and most likely a better space than the current library 

I think it is not easy access because it is down muswell hill and not a level site. It is a 

residential development why put a library there. 

The library should stay in the same position, it is a perfect  building, there is clear 

opportunity to extend the ground floor of the library by 50 yards, which you are ignoring 

intentionally where I am sure that the property developer doing the swap already has plans 

drawn to extend over this car park space. 



It would be preferable to maintain the current space in the heart of Muswell Hill where it 

continues to offer excellent service. A new location would not be in the same beautiful 

building and is very unlikely to offer the same amount of space or natural light for reading. 

More people will use it. The only thing is for those who are disabled there will need to be 

parking facilities as it is on the downward hill. 

This brand new library with larger space and modern facilities, level access for wheelchair 

and pushchair users already exists, it is called Hornsey Library which is currently located in 

Crouch End. There is currently a lot of unused wasted space at Hornsey Library which at 

the moment is simply going to waste.   Another option which I seriously would like to be 

seen considered is the merging of the Muswell Hill Library with Hornsey Library, however 

with retention of the Muswell Hill Library building, repurposed as a Community Use facility  

This option would have and at the same time create new wide ranging multiple benefits to 

both people who live in Muswell Hill and Crouch End. It would make better use of both the 

existing and currently unused space at the Hornsey Library Site and guarantee the Hornsey 

Library site for the use of future generations. Financially, yes, there would have to some 

expenditure on improving the current Hornsey Library.  The Muswell Hill Library building 

could also provide a base for multiple community groups and also the local fairs and events 

that are currently active having paid a small subscription to Haringey Council.  As a Muswell 

Hill resident I certainly would use a larger and improved Hornsey Library if Haringey Council 

were prepared to be strategic about the decisions that affect key Council services now in 

order so that future generations may benefit tomorrow in the future. 

Please see previous answer. I believe that your main reason is to weaken the library service 

in Haringey. 

It would be more inviting, and accessible 

See answer above 

The proposition is vague; there is no illustration of how this might be possible; the site is 

poor - on a steep slope - the option is uncosted. It smells of a 'pig-in-a-poke' dreamt up at 

the last minute, without proper thought, to justify selling off the old library to part-finance 

the new one. 

I believe option 2 offers a downgraded library service in a dark, oppressive space with low 

ceilings, beneath a major luxury flats development. There will be no disabled parking or 

possibility to set down passengers with limited mobility - despite being located on one of 

the steepest hills in London. 

Access for wheelchair can be accommodated within the confines of the existing building . 

Completely disagree with selling the old library/not safeguarding its future as a community 

asset. The bias in the question is appalling. 

Difficult access to site and clinical  atmosphere 

Easier access to wheelchair users is very important. Also it will help to facilitate groups 

meetings with young families with buggies. 



See above! Apart from the wheelchair access which of course is important but surely there 

is a way of sorting that out within the existing building. 

It seems to me that the Council is in a rush to realise the capital value of what is a valuable 

piece of real estate and has not considered any other option in upgrading the facilities that 

the present library could offer and which could be achieved by less draconian means than 

selling the entire building. For example, the rather dismal plot of land at the back of the 

library could be leased or sold to provide funds for expenditure, enabling the library to offer 

wheelchair access etc., without losing its iconic, purpose-built building. 

It's very important that wheelchair/pushchair users have better access than is currently 

available at Queens Avenue but I cannot imagine that it's not possible to provide this at the 

current library for a lower cost than that of the movement of the library / renovation of the 

Green Man site.  If that is really the case you need to look at your tendering processes. 

The aforementioned building is a 16th century coach house designed for stowing horses 

and drinking ale. In order to maximize council tax revenue the council has quite happily 

updated this into a ghastly glass fronted mock tudor monstrosity. It was a bad pub, it would 

be a terrible library. 

The alternative is on a steep hill which is difficult for the elderly, the disabled and parents 

with buggies. 

Existing building with heritage and purpose built space should be renovated to preserve the 

character of muswell hill and the nature of a central community resource. 

It would be on a heavily polluted steep hill without any place for people to park or drop off 

outside, it would have none of the historic murals & aesthetic details of the existing Library, 

it would be symbolic of the loss of some of our collective history. 

The current library can be modernised. This is a far cheaper and better option than building 

from scratch. 

See above. I would need to know the answer to the question posed above 

Corollary of 1 (b): steep pavement to access - no disabled or other parking nearby. 

Understand toilet facilities not ideal but disabled access obviously better. As before need 

detailed full costings of the 2 Options including major/minor modifications to Option 1. 

I don't believe that haringey has seriously concidered the option of the library remaining at 

it's present site and carrying out some essential work to the current building to be financed 

by selling or leasing the land to the rear 

Rather than conver the library into a health centre, which would be difficult it would be 

better to put the centre on the new building 

I'm concerned about the long-term future of the library in a building not owned by the 

council 

a new building can be more accessible and designed for a modern library 



Option 2 is not really the only option to Option 1. The current building could be refurbished 

and brought up to latest accessibility standards (option 3!) for far less than the Council is 

saying. The proposed new space in Option 2 will not be anywhere near a proper substitute 

for what we have already. It would shameful of Haringey to enforce Option 2 on our 

community!! 

This can be achieved within the heritage building the library currently occupies.  I don't see 

why 'brand new' automatically becomes better. Disabled access can occur within the 

current older heritage building, financed from the sale of land at the back of the current 

library. 

Modern does not mean better. 

The cost to update the library should be far more economic than a new building. I would 

suggest that alternative quotes be sought. I understand the proseed alternative will have a 

shared entrance, low ceilings and no cloakroom facilities. 

As explained above, there is not enough information given to evaluate properly the 

advantages and disadvantages of the proposed new library. Moreover, the whole 

'consultation' is so strongly weighted in favour of the new option that suspicions are raised 

as to why the Council is presenting such a one-sided view so strongly. 

More people can use it 

No toilet facilities Too small Not enough IT facilities - needs more space and computers 

Bigger so more people can use it 

Strongly moving to premises which are better suited.  Would very much like to see better 

facilities for children and school pupils e.g studying for exams - like the study room at 

Crouch End 

Nice building, not accessible for pushchairs or wheelchairs 

If it helps people with disabilities. Likes existing building but can see it needs a change 

Lovely building but old, dark and depressing. Nice to have a new library 

Goes without saying 

Because better for wheelchair access and parents  and bigger 

As overleaf 

Will the reception area be quieter? away from the reception area? reading area 

I just want a library. So if option 2 is the cheapest and a guarantee we will have a library so 

this option is best 

For all the reasons given above. Level access etc 

1B 



Timing isn't clear. So fear that we might be without a library. Slightly further away 

Mainly as its going to be on one level, easy access for wheelchair users and the buggies 

and it will be still in Muswell Hill Broadway 

Is nice if we have another building to have more activities, but if we kept the old one. The 

old one, what here so many years, is historic. We have to keep that one. 

Excellent addition to Muswell Hill, specifically pushchair access and more modern facilities.  

The only concern would be the lack of access to library between one closing and the other 

opening. 

More attractive Larger space 

Its location is partly down a steep hill and is not truly central, compared to the old site 

Reasons already given. Fresh, spacious, inviting, airy atmosphere would encourage more 

people to use library. I still want a quiet library. For music and noisy activities. There needs 

to be an allocated area, separate from study areas. 

Your arguments for it are convincing 

Only if building is ready as Muswell Hill needs a library at all times. 

Benefit the area. More people use it. Its clear the old building needs modernising. Some 

decent toilets would be handy!. What will happen to the old library! Buildings? Flats?. 

Please no more, Muswell Hill is like a building site with way too many housing 

developments being approved by Haringey Council. The reason I moved to Muswell Hill is 

because its not overcrowded!! Parking is a nightmare as it is!! 

Perhaps it would be more cost effective if the computer section could be enlarged, and a 

wheel chair access, could be created from the side of Muswell Hill Avenue at a fairly low 

cost, it seems to me. I have serious doubts of the substantial financial investment for a new 

library would be called for. I am sure  that the Crouch End library will stay, and most people 

should be able to take the W7 bus there (even people in wheelchairs , or mothers with 

pushchairs). 

Same as 1(b). If the new library were to be as central as the old one, I should strongly 

agree. 

I am not opposed to a more modern facility but would want to see outline plans and 

understand what is the plan for the current building. Which is much loved by the 

community. 

Because of the reasons you are giving in this leaflet. I think that a modernisation of the 

library would be very welcome. It would attract more people. 

Costlier than to refurbish current building. New building - New.  Less central location, no 

space issues in current building!. Current building likely to be sold/demolished. You can 

only give up a gem such as Muswell Hill library once. Don't be led astray by the no doubt 



immense value of the real estate. Giving up the home of Muswell Hill library would be an 

historic mistake. 

See my note under option one 

There is already a lift for wheelchairs. There are very few steps for pushchairs. I wheeled my 

daughters buggy up the steps no problem. Life is hard sometimes. Deal with it. 

As the childrens library is sound proof, and 'noisy' activities (story times), the special events 

(e.g Animal encounters, fun with drums, musical events etc) flourish in the present room, 

with its relaxed atmosphere!. Believe me! I have worked in ' open plan libraries'. I am also 

concerned about the apparent lack of adequate car parking on the proposed new site (even 

though I don't drive!). 

Money wasted 

I think the facilities are enough here at the current library 

To improve on the reasons mentioned before. Needs upgrading. More facilities e.g. 

computers, books, ipads. 21st century for a 21st century borough 

The present library is most suitable 

Make the existing building work!! 

More flexible and accessible space for community activities as well as quiet study space. 

More openly available resources. A cultural centre - exhibitions, music, discussions, 

drama.... 

But subject to location - central Muswell Hill essential 

This operation will be lengthy costly and will interrupt service for long time. 

Too expensive 

I love the library and would love to see it grow and offer more services to the community. 

More space for more books also sounds good to me. 

More space for books (as opposed to drink) Must be better . It sounds as though it would 

be more convenient as well! 

Excuse to move library to a different site and redevelop existing site into a flat(s) 

See 1a 

A new library - fine. But please, not just wheelchair /buggy accessible, but a proper 

inclusive design throughout. If this is just a cover for closing the old library and the new on 

never materializing then ... Like the plan for 12 lifetime homes/flats on Muswell Hill. Great 

idea - no evidence it is actually happening. No problem, but..... 

The present library is very cramped and you have to climb stairs for access. This is difficult 

for those with mobility problems. Alexandra Park has a ramp and most facilities (except 

meeting room) are on the ground floor with a very good childrens library attended by many 



parents with pushchairs. Option 2 would make this possible for Muswell Hill library, and for 

wheelchair users at a sensible cost. More community activities for all would be possible 

We already have a dedicated library building - an asset to the area which should be kept, 

and kept up to date. 

It's a no brainer, assuming the money raised from the eventual sale of the existing building 

is ploughed back into the local library service. 

Toilets 

Strongly agree as long as previous weaknesses are addressed at a cost no higher than the 

minimum required for adapting current library(£680k). New location should consider enough 

space for baby/toddler activities/classes as no other space for these in the centre of 

Muswell Hill. 

I think this would be a great improvement and would encourage more people (myself 

included) to save the library. HOWEVER - the current library building is lovely and should be 

put to good purpose if the library is moved. Perhaps a dance hall?! 

I fear that the proposed new library will not have 'soundproof' accommodation for 

students/people who want to read quietly. At present the children can sing, listen to music, 

even have a 'drum workshop' and no one worries! 

A library is no longer needed. There is a central library in Wood Green and two other branch 

libraries within walking distance. 

You will get more people involved with you and will be populated 

The is no reason why the current building internally can not be redone to provide this. 

Location would not be as central to Muswell Hill/Heart of community 

I would visit the library more if there was better access to the library for pushchairs. Also if 

the new library were to offer  more services to toddlers, I would visit more 

Modern facilities are not everything and money spent on moving could be better spent on 

modernizing the existing building 

The library in its current premises is simply not big enough. A new premises would 

hopefully mean a more modern library that might appeal to a wider audience. 

Please see previous page. Adaptions could be carried out to accommodate the above 

facilities in the existing building 

If design is well developed the new facility should be a big improvement  on the existing 

library. All on one level. Safe access  from top  of Muswell Hill, adequate toilet facilities and 

larger than existing library. Hope a good use for the old library  can be found - e.g. health 

care sounds promising 

See 1b) 



I suspect that if there is not a new facility there may not be a library in the future. The library 

is very important to me so I reluctantly agree to the new facility. 

A larger space with modern facilities always has to be considered especially as it will cater 

for wheelchair and pushchair users. But the location and design of this new building has to 

be consulted upon.  In the meantime the old library must remain open. 

No as we are very happy with the way the library is, we are very comfortable with our 

surroundings and access to the books. 

No as we are very happy with the way the library is, we are very comfortable with our 

surroundings and access to the books. 

Prefer option one 

We need to keep the current building 

So one of the computer is slow and the other doesn't work much 

Because it is going to help people come more often with more publicity 

It will be more nice 

No cost analysis provided. Why is a larger space required? Access is important but the 

quote of £600K to improve the current site is presumably in both short and long terms for 

less than the gross cost of the proposed move. 

This library is good, but could be better , with better facilities 

The amount of money that would be spent on a new library could be saved by simply 

extending the existing library. It could really rejuvenate the Mews area of Muswell Hill and is 

more central to the community. If the library stayed where it is already 

Haringey has put forward no plans for a new building, just a site. The council admits that it 

is complying with the Tory government's orders to cut its budget by 40% and I therefore do 

not trust that a new library will ever be built, or if so, that it will be larger and better than the 

existing one. 

I feels like you will be stealing a resource which the community use from the heart of 

Muswell Hill. Basically you are asset stripping our community.  This building was built to be 

a library and should stay for this purpose and provide support for those most vulnerable in 

our community. You should develop it and appreciate it.  It should not be taken away from 

us and the propose site on the green man for moving it is not suitable for either women with 

buggies or old people. It would be not suitable to the most vulnerable of our residents and 

is not wanted. 

Terrible that you haven't clarified that the current library also has access for pushchair and 

wheelchair users. 

A new building is unlikely to be so centrally located or to be of such historic interest. The 

present building could be adapted for disabled access 



Level access is a strong reason. 

Poor access on a busy road and steep hill with no disabled parking. 

Poorer overall access on a very steep and busy road. 

Library needs to be more modern to meet the needs and attract the local population to use 

it. 

If it much cheaper than adapting the current building then it would only make sense.... BUT 

I would want to see the old building put into some sort of use as a public meeting space, 

community centre or other public service and not sold off to highest bidder and turned into 

a chain restaurant or block of luxury flats. 

. 1..All public buildings need "more money spent on maintenance and repairs as the 

building gets older". This generalisation has no relevance to one of Muswell Hill's younger 

buildings! .2.The document items six benefits that "moving to a different building would 

enable".This is a list of [a] inaccuracies  [more space, mentioned twice and incorrectly], [b] 

non sequiturs [improvements needed but that do  not require a new building] and [c]  

irrelevancies [improved thermal conditions about which there have been no complaints, and 

an invitation to work jointly on layout for which noone has asked]. All, for different reasons, 

are spurious. 3.The consultation document is silent on the proposed new library site and its 

surroundings, about which nothing is known save where it is to be.This absence, in effect 

asking the community to surrender a much loved building  for a constrained and 

speculative alternative, alone invalidates the so-called consultation 4. A third option 

balancing a realistic cost estimate of the improvements needed in the present building 

against the attractions and constraints of any alternative ,and including some consideration 

of possible future uses of the existing library building were it to become empty, uses to 

which the community would not be  indifferent in judging what was for the best, is what is 

missing in this otherwise futile and expensive exercise,. 

Having moved from an area where the library had easy access to all areas for wheelchairs 

and buggies I was surprised how awkward it was to use this library with a toddler in tow. 

The present building is a beautiful symbol of the importance of library provision to the local 

community and public testament to the civic spirit that inspired its funding, design and 

construction. We need this building to retain its present purpose. 

Brand new doesn't necessarily mean better. 

The car park behind the existing library could have a library extension built on it and flats 

built over the extension. 

Less suitable location 

This is in a new modern building. We have a fantastic building for the library - I've used it for 

many years. It is a bit worn down, but needs a bit of an update. not scrapping for yet more 

flats. to provide a quick budgetary fix for the council. 

All the opposite reasons to those given above 



The result will not give a fraction of the value of the old building in terms of inspiring and 

encouraging people to read.  The other benefits could easily and far more effectively be 

provided in the old building. 

See above 

There is no need for a new modern library the one we have is perfectly adequate 

Because it is unnecessary - a waste of money and the proposed area is less easy to reach. 

The library is valuable where it is 

It is not right to sell off our history to plug a temporary black hole in finances. Heritage is 

much more important than moving to a soul-less new premises 

Horrid building. No need to move. Yet another attempt by the council to impose their 

corporate mediocrity on what has always been a very attractive area. 

As above. I also suspect that a more modern building may well be preferred by many young 

people as well, who come and use the PCs and perhaps even some of the reference books. 

Don't need to move, just fix what you already have... 

see above. 

see above Also, there is wheelchair access in current building. And wheelchair access not 

much good if one has to travel far to get to it. 

expensive..not needed just yet. lets build the roof 

I don't believe it is necessary to move the library from its current location to improve 

access.  Modifications to the existing building should be made instead, and would be less 

expensive. 

No need - existing facilities work 

The location of Muswell Hill Library is the key thing for us. 

easier access and more space to encourage more people to use the library 

The current location and building are great. 

There is no need for this. We, the residents, are happy with the present arrangement 

Where and when would this be provided?  And what happens to the existing building? 

The old building is part of Muswell Hill's history and traditions. It should be preserved. 

Less central and further for most people to walk 

I believe the proposed new library would be in a much less convenient location. Many 

library users are elderly, and many are schoolchildren. The new library may have wheelchair 

access, etc., but many less mobile people wouldn't be able to get to it in the first place. 



Promises, promises. Where and when?! 

No need. Slope making impossible for elderly to use.  Surgery or luxury flats can be fitted in 

the Green man. A library is the soul of a community why a pokey hidden modern building ? 

The current site simply needs a bit of investment. A new site will not be well located for the 

needs of local users and the current library site will just become another block of flats with 

charity shops or coffee shops at the bottom. 

Please see answer above 

This is a lovely building we do not want a modern bigger building that looks like the modern 

library in Ciolney Hatch Lane.  This is part of the library's charm. 

My answer to this question is contained on my answer to question 1. 

Make an additional library elsewhere. Diversify the end use of each site. 

Proposed alternative plan is not cost effective 

It is a purpose  uilt library and in a  very convenient location already 

I am unsure that relocation and revamping are all that they are cracked up to be given the 

bottom line of the council to save money wherever and whenever possible as the driving 

priority 

It is a beautiful building and part Muswell Hill 

The current premises are perfectly adequate and modifications (sympathic to the building) 

could be carried out to allow for step free access. 

As long as the new space presents cheaper costs for the council and better access for the 

community I would support such a move. 

Current building perfectly meets needs.  This would be expensive alternativeat a time when 

taxpayers need to conserve funds. 

Only agree if the new space is in Muswell Hill near the shops and the centre of the 

community 

The new location will probably not be as accessible for local people and could well have 

other disadvantages which have not yet become apparent to us. 

Spending money for something unnecessary just for the council to do a disservice to the 

community and maybe pocket some money from developers. No, a council should serve 

their community. 

Because it is quite obvious that there is corruption in this deal and that somebody at 

Haringey council stands to personally gain from the deal, which is the only reason it is being 

proposed. 

I disagree with moving it - it should be adapted for current needs and remain in the current 

site 



The location makes access to the building (as opposed to into the building) is challenging 

for older and disabled people coming from the northern and western parts of Muswell Hill. 

self evident. 

Difficult to agree or disagree when you don't know where it will be. In the centre would be 

good, miles from anywhere, particularly if it means more than one bus and it gets difficult.   

Library should be near the main shops so that you can get your shopping and choose 

books during the same journey  not have to go out twice. There needs to be good bus 

routes, not everyone can walk distances. 

It Won't be in the centre of muswell hill so will not serve the immediate community 

I assume that this new site will be further away and will result in the beautiful current site 

being sold off. This is the problem with society, prepared to accept a quick fix rather than 

appreciate the beautiful things wet have in life. The current library has real character and 

adds to the charm of being a house to read books and tell stories. A modern site will not 

have such character and encourage this kind of environment and atmosphere. 

The proposed location is out of the way compared to the current site. 

The proposed location is awkward for all users - it is away from the very central area where 

the library is currently located. The building will not be as attractive or accessible to 

mothers with young children/elderly etc. I object to the mantra that 'modern and new' is 

best - we have inherited so much that is beautiful and useful from previous generations and 

I believe that we have a responsibility to be good custodians of what has been handed 

down to us rather than passing off the responsibility. 

I don't feel the new site is suitable 

It wouldn't be a beautiful building in an ideal spot. 

New location is not conducive to accessibility due to steep hill 

This is the opposite of my previous answer. No character. 

We need a local library 

M.H. needs improvement, but not closure. 

I view this option with suspicion. 

Nothing wrong with the present location. 

The present building has all  the facilities required (and could easily accommodate ramps) 

and is aesthetically pleasing.  In my experience modern public buildings leave much to be 

desired in terms of style and ease of use and seem to be demolished with about 30 years 

anyway.  Save your money Haringey Council! 

ITS ON A HILL WHICH IS NOT VERY GOOD FOR PEOPLE IN WHEEL CHAIRS. 

You are selling off the site and that's unfair 



From what I have read of the costing of the new library the figures don't seem to add up 

and that is a concern. I also don't understand how easy the access can be to the new site 

when it is on the slope of a hill, surely installing a lift into the current building would be more 

cost effective and make the building fully accessible. 

See above. 

Wrong site, a library needs to stand alone. 

Reason quoted above. 

It will be very expensive as well to provide all these modern facilities and it is better to do it 

in the same library building. 

The present library is a beautiful building with very easy access for elderly people and 

children. There is disabled parking right outside. It is not situated in a main road and it was 

purpose built. The new proposal, Option 2 which I strongly disagree with, is in a very 

difficult position in terms of the busyness of the road and underneath a newly built block of 

flats. It would be a mothers nightmare if she had several small children with her.  Lastly, this 

proposed move, which I am totally against, smacks of throwing the baby out with the bath 

water to me. There has been quite enough of that already. 

I cannot see where such a building would be accommodated in 'already under siege' 

Muswell Hill. I suspect that any new library would not be located in this area. When you 

mention 'modern facilities' are you referring to computers and suggesting that we should 

read books online now. There is a radical difference between absorbing information on a 

computer and actually reading a book. The young need to start with books and then 

graduate to computers once they have gained some knowledge otherwise you are creating 

a world of cloned people who just take their information as fact from Wikipedia! 

The proposed new site is worse. The existing site is great. 

LISTEN TO LOCAL PEOP[LE. THEY WANT TO KEEP THE EXISTING LIBRARY 

The existing facility already has a wheelchair lift and pushchairs don't need to be carried all 

the way up to the 1st floor?? 

The proposed site seems less suitable than the current one. I read extensive comments 

about the parking nightmares people would face and, considering the larger vehicles often 

needed to assist wheelchair users, this would not help those it is intended to.   I believe 

these changes can be made to the current site and that the costs have been exaggerated, 

in addition, not all fundraising options have been explored.   As an aside, I also strongly 

disagree with the phrasing of this question. It is clearly leading and not impartial. 

This is an unnecessary move for the reasons stated above. It is also not to the benefit of the 

community as the proposed site is on an exceptionally steep hill with no disabled parking or 

anywhere to safely set down passengers. The library is perfectly suited in its present 

location. 

You can put modern facilities in old buildings. Did you see the exhibition by architecture 

students that was in Hornsey Town Hall a couple of months ago? 



THE FACT THAT YOU HAVE LISTED THE ADVANTAGES OF OPTION 2, AND NOT DONE 

SO FOR OPTION 1, DEMONSTRATES THAT YOU HAVE MADE UP YOUR MINDS ON 

THIS, AND THIS" PUBLIC CONSULTATION" IS A CYNICAL BOX-TICKING EXERCISE - A 

GOOD REASON TO REJECT YOUR PROPOSALS. 

Highly inappropriate site on a steep hill next to a busy, dangerous road.  Totally unsuitable. 

See reasons given for Option 1 above. 

Please see my answer above.  The use of pejorative phrases like ' brand new' offers no 

appeal.  Libraries are not toys. 

The proposed new library is going to be all on one level.  It will be noisy and bustling for the 

older people since there will be children on the same floor and it will be mechanical and 

deadening for the children who will see no difference between this building and any other 

office. 

We do not need a new space we just need to improve the current space. 

This will be a little way down a steep busy polluted road. It will be a characterless new build 

and will relegate the library to a less important position in the community. 

Old library should be provided with these facilities. 

I do not believe it will lead to enhanced facilities.  It will serve to redevelop the existing site 

into more luxury flats, estate agencies or chain restaurants. 

There is no need for the council to spend money on a brand new library when the existing 

Muswell Hill library fulfills the needs of the public.  We don't need more new buidlings in the 

area.  It is better to retain the character of the area with the old buildings - that is what is 

appealling about the area.  Please don't make the same mistake as Barnet Council 

constructing an eye-sore of a building on Colney Hatch Lane to house a library in. 

As above 

The crucial thing is retaining/developing the service 

We want to keep the library where it is in a convenient central location and a beautiful old 

building. 

THE SITE IS UNSUITABLE 

The building will be an eyesore, bland and without character. It will be a pointless expensive 

change for change's sake making everyone's experience worse. 

New and modern isn't necessarily better.  The cost of this would be huge and it would be 

better to upgrade some aspects of the current library. 

It flies in the face of common sense in my view to start from scratch when a perfectly good, 

much loved building, already exits. 

PLEASE STOP HOMOGENISING LONDON 



The current building is a joy to use and I would be very sorry to see the historic building no 

longer used for the purpose with which it was intended 

The present library works well as it is.  Experience has shown me that when libraries move 

site, they are always worse, and never better. If it works, don't fix it! 

See above. 

There is nothing wrong with the current building. Replacing it would be a waste of money 

that would be better spent on more books. 

New facilities would be welcome but within the fabric of the existing building which should 

be adapted to meet modern requirements. 

Generally all people seemed satisfied with our library and are willing to fold buggies to 

access this site which is in central Muswell hill stop selling off our community assets and 

leave them for future generations 

The space needs to be located for the whole of Muswell Hill - that is the priority - central! 

There simply is no need to relocate the library. The current building is quite suitable for 

purpose and access issues are counterbalanced strongly by its positioning which makes it 

easily accessible for local residents either on foot or by public transport.  If more modern 

facilities are needed, put them in the existing library. It seems an unnecessary enticement to 

imply that these can only be provided if the library moves to a new building. 

I do not believe that a brand new library is necessary. New open plan libraries,in my 

experience,are noisy distracting places not conducive to study. With care & thought the 

historic library could be sympathetically modernised. It is not necesary to move it. 

This will cost more and I do not agree with it 

If it's NOT BROKEN, WHY FIX IT???? 

The consultation document does not give a realistic overview of costs involved for both 

options. It shows mostly the opinion of Haringey council to move. I need to see actual 

balance sheets with financial overview in order to make a thought through decision. 

I think that even though it could b a great place it does not have the historic meaning of the 

actual library 

There are lots of other accessible libraries in the borough. 

The current building building historic and inviting and can be made accessible.  The modern 

option would uproot the service and likely create a soulless space like the library Barnet put 

in under a residential ddevelopment on Colney Hatch Lane.  A library should inspire. The 

current one does. 

Many people in the community believe that the new library would not be in a suitable 

building and our labour MP Catherine West is involved in saving the current building. 



I do not want to lose the access to my local, centrally-sited library.  I enjoy using a library 

with historic links to Muswell Hill.  The building itself is beautiful, and I do not want a soul-

less modern replacement. 

Will cost much more than refurbishing current library. 

Why?! No logicial reason 

We don't need it 

I'm not absolutely sure that a larger library is needed - the Crouch End library is quite 

spacious and sadly often seems underused 

Smaller, less visible, not a bespoke building & no history or character 

The costs can be avoided 

Haringey's long history of spinning lies means we dont believe you. 

Will take years, vastly expensive and not neccessary. 

As above 

The existing building can be adapted at a lower cost. 

Out of the way. On a hilly part of the area therefore difficult for people with breathing 

difficulties. The library will be even less used than the one on the current site,thereby 

providing the council with another excuse to downgrade services! 

I would like the Library to remain where it is. We don't need a brand new one. I would also 

like to see the money being used to create a 'brand new library' go towards the needs of 

the existing one and any extra money should be used for other social community projects. 

The new library service being offered is in a dark, low-ceilinged space beneath a 

development of luxury flats. It will have no disabled parking or any way to set down users 

with limited mobility, despite being on a very steep hill. The wording of this option is 

blatantly skewed in favour of the option the council wants  it makes it sound as though 

objecting to this option will be depriving disabled people and pushchair users of facilities, 

when in fact the opposite is true. 

from a push chair point of view I have never had a problem with the current set up. 

A newly built building would lack the character of the current library. There is little point 

having wheel chair access if it's very difficult for people to reach the door because the 

location is less central. 

if it isn't too far, then it is alright to relocate. but, i prefer the current local facilities of the 

muswell hill library and its convenience. it is an old space which is widely used by all ages 

and shouldn't be changed. a greater variety of cds and dvds may be better, and that you 

shouldn't have to pay 



To an intellectual human being who always strives to preserve what could be saved, it is an 

insult to see, hear and read such a blunt and wrong proposals in regard to a historic 

Muswell Hill Library. Thus, I have no further comment, besides an demand to Haringey 

Council, to sort their finances out, become able to make any amendments in the current 

building and begin to present its council in a manner Haringey residents and visitors expect 

and foremost deserve. 

It's a question of trust and sadly neither central or local government can be trusted to see 

beyond the cost implications of their decisions. The present library has historical and social 

worth that is worthy of serious consideration. We all know the building is worth a lot of 

money as it's in a prime site. But if every public building is sold of to the private sector the 

people of Haringey will have no assets socially, historically or financially. This proposal 

threatens to be yet another opportunity for the people of Haringey to have yet another asset 

stripped from their collective ownership. 

I have never had a problem with access. We don't want a faceless uncharacteristic space. 

There already other 'new libraries' around but they are not nearly as convenient and don't 

always seem to have the resources to be properly staffed and open enough - partially due - 

I would guess - to the their poor location with respect to users. If one needs to drive then it 

has become increasingly difficult to park in Haringey with the rise in parking charges and 

the proliferation of driveways. 

Wont be the same location will have no character. Save something the community loves 

leave the current library alone 

Unsuitable site 

This would be in a mixed use building. It would not have high ceilings and the natural light 

of the existing library. It is on a steep hill. Local people do not want it and prefer to retain 

their existing library. 

More out of the way and not purpose built. 

The Library is in the right location 

See above.  Where would a new building go nearby? 

I would not want Muswell Hill to lose the existing beautiful building. It is perfectly situated 

and I see no reason why it should be changed. If Haringey cannot afford to renovate it, then 

the builders who are doing such an awful job on the Green Man site, should be made to 

pay for the renovations. They should never have been given planning permission for that 

development anyway and we residents only acquiesced about it because we were told that  

the children's cerebral  palsy centre was going to be re-housed in the Green Man building. 

It now transpires that the charity round that option totally unsuitable so the builders conned 

us. Please leave the library alone. 

Where will it be? 

Why change something which works well 



Prefer option 1 to retain original library 

Unlikley improve existing library 

not needed. there is already a disable lift. 

Having seen "new" library's they all seem to be bland, boring spaces where books and the 

quest for knowledge by whatever means available are squashed in to a smaller area. I 

cannot imagine that the council can actually afford a decent size building plot in central 

Muswell hill - hence the desire to sell off the old library with its wonderful architectural 

features and prime location. 

This is the other side of the main roundabout which is difficult to cross and already full of 

buses.  Alexandra Park library already serves this side of Muswell Hill. 

Inadequate information has been provided with regard to the nature and facilities in the new 

library. A line on plan does not provide sufficient detail. It is impossible to make an informed 

judgment without architect's drawings of the space and how it might look once completed. 

It would appear that wheelchair access would be provided from a completely different 

location than the access for other users. It is not clear that additional space would actually 

be available for library use after other essential services have been introduced. What is 

needed is to work with the existing building and look for ways of improving it. If the existing 

building is an acceptable location for a GP practice (which appears to be the unspoken 

agenda) then that means it is possible to adapt the building to make it work for library use 

too.   This is not  genuine consultation; it is an attempt to manipulate people by providing 

biased and inadequate information. No consideration has been given the third option of 

adapting/expanding the existing building. 

I doubt whether any new library would offer better facilities overall and house a bigger 

library stock. 

I believe having a larger space will enable disabled users to access facilities at the library. 

Less convenient 

I believe the history of Muswell Hill should be retained by keeping the library in it's existing 

building. Costs for the existing building are stated but not mentioned for the move and the 

new building. This suggests the cost saving is either not quantified or is insignificant so I do 

not accept the financial argument. 

Please see above 

I believe it is possible to renovate the existing library which should be the first choice of 

action. 

It would be placed too far away for local users to walk to 

There is too much emphasis on modernity.  The buildings which were "modern" ten or 

fifteen years ago are simply ugly today.  It is a listed building for a reason.  Plus I don't 

believe that a new library would ever get built. 



The new building may be on a hill, making it difficult to access and not give more space. 

Also likely to lack character of existing building which is so well used and appreciated by 

the community. 

The existing library is a better option 

The new library will be located in a totally inferior site.  This plan is a disgrace and should be 

abandoned. 

I like the existing library. 

see answer to Q 1 

As I understand it, the location will be far less suitable, more distant, less conveniently 

central - no longer at the top of the hill and at the heart of things. 

The community know and love it's current library. An update to facilities would be most 

welcome but relocation to an unsuitable site would be an expensive shame. 

Surely wheelchair access can be added to the current building. 

As above 

This is a disingenuous option being put forward. The library needs to be at the centre and 

heart of the community. It is muswell hill library and needs to be kept where it was built for 

a reason. 

This looks suspiciously like another attempt to sell off and destroy land and property that is 

currently in public hands. The building is of historical significance and I don't want to see it 

destroyed for more private, expensive flats. 

I have serious concerns that the new library will be nowhere near as good a space as the 

existing building. 

Existing buildings can always be adapted- a truly central site can't be replaced. 

THE LOCATION IS WRONG - YOU SHOULD LISTEN TO YOUR LOCAL PEOPLE 

The existing library could be updated to accommodate the same type of access at less 

cost.  Placing library right at the top of the steep hill will create difficulty with congestion 

concerning road traffic and pedestrian jostling in attempting to navigate the busy 

intersections surrounding the site whereas the current position is offset from the junction 

which enables ease of pedestrian access. 

Because I think it is more important to preserve the existing library. 

Will no longer be at the heart of the area 

I am disabled, yet I still opt to keep our special library as it is. I was also once a mother 

using buggies - that also would not make me change my mind (re easier access into 

building). Indeed access to current library could be changed in any case - to make it easier. 

I feel that as for 'modern' facilities, for those who want that it is a 5 minute bus ride to 



Crouch End library. I also feel that facilities and the state of the beautiful current building 

have been almost deliberately left to deteriorate - thereby adding to arguments as to why it 

needs replacing. But even if not, there is no doubt that investment into current building has 

been negligible. 

Really there is no advantage of a new building. Wheelchair access is perfectly adequate. 

My husband is in a wheelchair and uses the library for reading and for voting. 

It's not convenient walking on that side of muswell hill in the slippery hill with young 

children, my children will have accident and wheelchair users will find it difficult to access 

that place too!   I am not going to be comfortable sharing the toilet library with people 

coming from bars, they might be drunk and I  fear about my children's safety in the library if 

drunken people are allowed anywhere near the library. I wouldn't go to the library if it moves 

to the option 2. And my children will be sad not to be able to use a library anymore and it's 

going to affect there learning and future. 

opposite of the above 

I would also like reassurance that this new library will be owned by Haringey and not leased 

on a temporary basis. I accept the move but library services in MH must be secured viably 

for the long term. 

The space at the current location is clearly large enough for the purpose. Spending money 

revamping a new space simply to free up prime real estate for potential re-development, is 

not justifiable.  Changing the location could discourage current users, who would need to 

manage the busier road crossings; this could discourage readers. Is this correct? 

Because it is not compatible with maintaining the current building for public use. 

I believe libraries should be in the heart of the community, on the high streets where people 

need them. 

We dont need any more flats in Muswell hill.  By allowing this development it will add to the 

parking and do nothing for current residents just add to some developers poskets~!!!!! 

No proposals have been provided as to where the new library will be.  The existing library 

serves its purpose well. 

Poor location, unpopular with those who need the library most 

A new location is not necessary. Update the existing library to protect an historic building. 

You can make a lift in the old library. It would cost you nothing but a lift. 

More expensive, will not be in as central a location 

Why can't we spend money to ensure that the existing library is serviceable for all? 

The building is unsuitable as a library and without any attractive features. The move is not 

needed. 



Where could that be in the broadway? Current library could use side access more when 

required for disabled access. I always managed access anyway with 3 small children. 

it is not about having a brand new library, the current one has an excellent location in terms 

of family access, especially after school for working parents with limited time.  it is also 

about kids learning to respect and take care of the historical building. 

Location less convenient 

see above 

Renting library space will increase costs of running libraries and in the longer term will lead 

to the closure and loss of libraries. 

Not required 

The site is not suitable. 

It's a great building in the centre of the shopping area. It should be refurbished to provide 

accessible facilities. 

It is not necessary to go to this expense, the current building could be made accessible at 

far less cost 

I don`t see why the library should be move. 

See above option 1 

Please see above 

Just update original library with wheelchair access etc as this library is great as it is plus it 

would save us all money 

See above. 

Green man pub will not have the same look and feel. Queen avenue offer a unique 

experience. 

Haringey Council can indeed modernise this building and create level access for wheelchair 

and pushchair users. This will certainly be more cost effective and practical than a brand 

new library.  There is no need to acquire a new building and all the costs this will entail such 

as consultancy fees, legal fees, etc. 

We already have a lovely library building in Muwell Hill, the library does not need to move to 

new premises just so that the Council can make money by selling off a valuable building. 

why not just adapt the current building. 

I think it essential we retain a library in the centre of Muswell Hill.  The new library proposal 

sounds far preferable. 

A larger more modern building is needed to accommodate every one. 



There is an opportunity here to relate to a site which could double book capacity and create 

a better user friendly facility for all residents of Mussel Hill and the wider Haringey 

communities. 

Waste of public resources 

Any new library will not replace the existing building which well serves the residents. Only 

small changes have to be made to the existing building. A larger space with modern 

facilities will never replace the existing facility. 

I think the current library is adequate and if some users find it not so then adaptations 

should be moved rather than re-locating 

Option 2 will cost the council significantly more money, due to rent costs as it is not owned 

by the council. It would be more difficult to acces being down the slope of the 

hill(particularly in winter with ice). It is an architecturally uninspiring building that does 

nothing to provoke the imagination or inquiring mind. At a time when other libraries in the 

borough are closing or reducing size - enlarging muswell library (for no reason) would be 

unjust and pointless. 

The proposals are not convincing nor are the Council's plans to sell off the current building 

accessible. 

The new site is on the steepest hill in London. As a fit 80 year old, I find the top of the hill 

difficult to climb. Access won't be easy for the disabled. A new library with a cafe, lavatories 

and plenty of space for reading papers and meeting friends would be good but access will 

have to be very gentle and organised with the help of experienced specialists. It will not be 

enough to leave it in the hands of architects who simply want to make it all look pretty. 

It will potentially be harder to get to and the move may result in a depletion of book stock 

I've seen what has been done with other 'brand new' buildings for libraries, where the 

library itself seems to be an afterthought. And I don't where it will be. 

You can easily upgrade the existing building. Why are you not offering this as a third 

option?Is it because you know that people will choose to keep the original building with the 

necessary modifications? 

The current building can have its facilities upgraded as can the install better features for 

wheelchair and pushchair users. 

The proposed site of the new building is on a very steep hill, which raises all kinds of 

questions about disabled access, especially as I understand there will be no drop-off point 

for people in wheelchairs. Parents with small children in buggies will presumably also 

struggle. 

I think a modern library on one level and in a more prominent position could attract more 

users, and it would improve the tone in that corner of the roundabout. 



As indicated above, the existing library could be modernised and a small extension added 

to provide toilets.  I understand that this option was considered by the Council in 2006 and 

subsequently shelved. I see no reason why this option is not being consulted on. 

Relocating will upset the community and I don't believe a basement library is an ideal 

outlet, no matter how modern or updated. o 

Exact opposite reasons for supporting option one. 

it is not in a convenient place, and the building's main purpose is not for a library 

Re working the inside of the building to provide a lift etc would be cheaper and what the 

local people would prefer.  There seems to be a lot of building work going on all around the 

broadway and Muswell Hill is loosing it's character. 

I would like the library to stay in its historic building with some improvements. 

See above. We should not lose this historic building to development. 

I think the library needs to be more inclusive. 

The existing library building has a protective covenant that it should be used as a library.  

The old Green Man site does not have any history attached. 

I think it is still a central location which is great and to be more accessible will also be great 

to encourage more people to visit. However, I do think the money raised from the sale of 

the old library site should be put back in to the library to buy new resources and make it 

more appealing to younger people and to make it more of a general community resource. 

A purpose-built facility might offer better services and, hopefully, would be used more. 

It would be accessible to all and modern and inviting to children, young and older adults. It 

is so important that children have a good experience of libraries at an early age. 

Very much second-best.  Modern facilities could be provided at the old library.  . 

We disagree with this option as the expense of loosing our beloved historical building, the 

existing location. As I have said above, we, residents, have not seen the details of the 

proposal and therefore do not know what it is going to be exactly. Perhaps some space in 

the basement, although larger, but less comfortable to many people, especially those with 

claustrophobia. It is difficult to asses based on the available information the benefits of the 

new library, but the downside is obvious - the loss of something which is convenient, works 

well and is very dear to our hearts. 

The council is not conducting an objective consultation - the questions do not present the 

benefits of option one with the same prominence as their preferred option 2. Nor is the 

council being transparent about how it will use the proceeds from the sale existing library 

site and adjacent land - for example, will the council make public commitment that all the 

sale proceeds be ring fenced and used to fund and equip the new library? 



The proposed site would not provide comfortable access for many users (such as children , 

the eldelrly and those with disabilities) because it is on a busy road with a sloping, narrow 

pavement 

I don't feel it is necessary to move the library. I go to the library for the books not a modern 

building or large space. 

Never change what works really well. 

It maintains a library presence with greater access. This is the most important thing. 

The current library is meant to be protected for community use. Labour promised to honour 

this. 

There is a legal obligation to people with disabilities. 

See answer to option 1 

Will be more frequently used by local residents if we can get better access. Helps with 

community spirit, local meetings etc. 

I find the financial projections unbelievable - that it would be cheaper to relocate the entire 

library into a brand new development is ridiculous. A complete waste of money when the 

budget for important frontline services is already stretched. This move would tear at the 

cultural heart of the area and is a wanton sale of a public asset into private hands, removing 

a historic building from public access. 

If the library is moved the historic building will be lost for ever and the library site and the 

land behind it will be sold. 

See answer for option 1 

Option 2 would be a great deal better than no library facility at all but I think that all options 

to maintaining the facility in the existing premises should be fully explored. The fact that the 

future of the existing building has not been specified under Option 2 concerns me. I note 

that the existing building has a protective covenant and I would like to know what the 

Council's plans are for its use under Option 2. 

Cost effective solution to deal with the updates required while keeping the service in central 

Muswell hill. 

Who, exactly, would own this new building?  It sounds like the first step on the road to 

privatisation, and ultimately abolition.  The Library would, no doubt, be required to prove its 

commercial profitability, in order to justify its continued existence, and maintain its lease, 

whatever that may be (no explanation has been provided.)  This would be totally contrary to 

the very spirit of a Public Library.  Which should not be subject to any threat whatsoever 

from commercial interests. 

The only alternative is to relocate to a nearby, purpose-built or -designed facility with 

accessibility guaranteed for all. 



The current library is fit for purpose with some adaptation and should be celebrated and 

kept in its current role 

This would be temporary as Haringey does not own the building, so could be closed in the 

future.  It's also partly down Muswell Hill which would involve steeper access for those with 

disabilities or who are less able to walk.  Muswell Hill Library is currently in a more central 

position and could be made accessible for all. 

There's nothing wrong with the one thats already here, a small extension would solve all the 

problems. I find the council's proposed costs of £680,000 to £1,650,000 for improvements 

excessive, even though it's grade 2 listed especially as the council already own the land at 

the rear of the library.The Green Man development which was to include a new library could 

then be used for a GP surgery which will be needed with all this extra housing (especially as 

the hotel in Queens Avenue is also being developed for housing and the police station) or 

even more housing. If used for additional housing the £140,000 promised for educational 

facilities could then be used towards to a small extension on the present library building 

which I'm sure would go a long way towards the costs. 

As above prefer a modern & larger library & location is almost the same 

Library building will be lost to the community. I love the library as it is. It is much cheaper to 

just add a small extension with a lift and toilets than moving the whole library. 

I AM NOT SURE YOU WILL DO WHAT YOU ARE SAYING 

I see no reason to change from the current building, and fear what will happen to it if there 

is move . 

Though the main problems highlighted  access for those with children or those who use a 

wheelchair  don't affect me, I feel they are important for the council to address if and when 

possible. 

enough new build in the borough as it is. 

The new building is I believe basement level, with little or no natural light. Strip lighting is an 

uncomfortable environment for reading, and would make this new building feel sterile and 

unlovable.  Furthermore the proposed site is awkward to reach, meaning that library use will 

drop off, and make the service appear underused, possibly being cut in future years.  It is a 

much loved and needed community resource and will always  maintain its normal high use 

if allowed to stay in its current building. 

Current facilities are tailor-made for library users, save the disabled access.  New proposal 

collapses library into other facilities and is less bespoke and suited to library users, 

especially children. 

The floor space will be less. less natural light. located on a steep incline and a very busy 

road. Danger to users. footfall will decrease as it is generally in an inconvenient location. 

TFL removed the bus stop nearby to the roundabout in central Muswell Hill, so why would a 

council relocate an important facility there?? 



The location would not be so convienient and the lovely existing library building would 

probably be lost to something that does not serve the community as much as it does 

currently as the library. 

Its a waste of time and money.  You are taking away something which doesn't need to go 

for the want of a ramp. 

Expanding the old library into the car park is a better option. 

An excellent opportunity I have no idea why people would not want to move. Mainly 

because people don't like change I presume?? 

The Green Man site is at the top of a very steep hill - dangerous for people with impaired 

balance or mobility.  The reasons that the W7 first bus stop was moved to the flat area at 

the very top of the top rather than close to the Green Man equally apply here.  A steep hill - 

Muswell Hill -  is not easily accessible for wheelchair users or those who have difficulty 

walking.  Also there is no guarantee that this site would continue to be used as a public 

library unlike the current site which was bequeathed to the MH residents 

Soulless, ugly new development tucked away 

There are so many reasons.  The new MG facility is a great example of what residents want 

and need.  To have something along those lines in Muswell Hill would be great. 

Muswell Hill would lose a historic building of classical design with another loss the 

borough's legacy betraying the existing covenant with no guarantee the local area would 

benefit. 

I think I already have!!Muswell Hill Library is TOO GOOD TO LOSE.THe proposed library 

under flats at the top of Muswell Hill  would be on a busy main road which is steep . There 

would appear to be no parking for cars, and possibly dangerous for children to access.It 

would be out of the way to many people too,whereas the Queens Avenue site is central, 

and easy to find!!! 

This is a bigger building, therefore there will be more space available to customers. 

Wheelchair and pushchair users will also be able to move around freely, resulting in an 

increase of customers. 

Please leave the library to this historic building. 

Top of the hill. Busy roads 

Please see 1B 

Do not see problem with existing  site if adapted. Add option 3 : Stay in existing building 

with improvements 

We can cope with how it is. Modern is not necessarily good. 

See option 2 But in addition - No details have been regarding layout, amenities, parking, 

noise, air pollution and relationship with other users of the site 



Accessible  - More people with better facilities 

This is unnecessary and would be an additional expense. The current library is adequate 

and only needs repairs and toilets. 

Good decision 

I don't believe that this wont take place because the local library is to be sold on for luxury 

flats 

see above 

Current library is marvellous. It's been in use for decades serving the local community 

Such a waste of money, it would cost much less to get disabled access or more people to 

help (I'm really concerned about unnecessary expense) 

Its a no brainer. A brand new building for an out of date building with limited access. 

Option 1 - Is it possible to enlarge present building at back? There is a useless car park at 

present! 

We are asked to vote for a building which doesn't yet exist. How could we possibly decide 

that it is better than what we already have? 

I want a library in Muswell Hill - the building it is in is of secondary importance. If it is 

cheaper and more inclusive then so much the better 

More space it will be good, more people to use 

I do not believe that Haringey has seriously considered the option of the library remaining at 

the present site and carrying out some essential capital works to the current building to be 

financed from the proceeds of selling or leasing the land to the rear." 

Bland cheap builiding no archjitectural significance. No symbolic celebration of Libraries 

expressed. Like moving a church like st james to a well insulated garden shed because its 

more functional. 

Muswell hill library is in a conservation area and should stay where it is and should not be 

moved 

It is not necessary to move the library from its historic home when it can be updated in its 

current location. 

I do not believe that Haringey has seriously considered the option of the library remaining at 

the present site and carrying out some essential work to the current building to be financed 

from the proceeds of selling or leasing the land to the rear. 

It is perfectly possible to provide the necessary improvements in the present iconic, historic 

building. The proposed new site has difficult access. 

See above box 



This allows for a stronger community to flourish. As a result of the increased space, this will 

allow for greater interaction of all members of community to not only interact but also 

exchange ideas and get on better with one another. 

a new building would be great as it will have better access 

A well stocked facility that can cater for a variety of users, with a good technology offer 

would be an improvement. It would be good to see the library available for other types of 

community use. Full accessibility is essential. Better facilities would encourage greater use. 

see above. 

The alternative may be modern and new (and probably soul-less) and may well have' level 

access' but it is situated on the top of Muswell Hill which is very steep. I don't know where 

they plan to put the door but if as I assume it will be to the side the slope up to it will be 

very difficult indeed to negotiate in a wheel chair 

There are other large libraries one can use which I sometimes use for greater variety and 

selection of titles. The present accommodation of prams seems not to be a problem. The 

stairs are not a problem to young mothers if they can leave pushchairs downstairs. Young 

children enjoy climbing chairs! 

Level access with better facilities would be ideal but the proposed site is on a steep hill. 

Which I have found rather scary when coming from Muswell Hill roundabout and I imagine 

would be difficult to get back up the hill if you are pushing a wheelchair/pushchair. All other 

libraries in the borough are on level ground. 

Although better wheelchair access and a bigger space is obviously important and a good 

idea. The loss of an interesting historical building would be a shame. As I said adapting the 

older building to ensure it allows access would be a more sensitive option (I think) 

See example in box 1b And green man site - very busy road intersection, top of steep hill. 

Lacking easy access which I currently enjoy when I attend the current library 

A modern library still in the centre of Muswell Hill is a great opportunity. 

There is no mention of the cost of the proposed NEW building. I feel it would be far in 

excess of renovating the existing one, 

See previous page 

Will offer better more accessible facilities 

This is at the top of a steep hill, unsuitable for disabled access. It would be inappropriate for 

toilets to be shared with a café (opening hours would be very different) and who would pay 

for cleaning?  Although the floor area is expected to be larger, in practice, this is never the 

case when you are dependent on a Developer who will be cutting costs at every stage. 

I do not believe that Haringey has seriously considered the option of the library remaining at 

the present site and carrying out some essential capital works to the current building to be 

financed from the proceeds of selling or leasing the land to the rear 



I hear this is not the case and that the proposed location is unattractive, inadequate and 

lacking in access facilities. 

The new location is awkward to get to and out of the way. 

There is no parking at the proposed site, nor anywhere to drop off elderly or disabled users. 

It is not easily accessible, being on a steep hill and away from the main shopping streets. 

Shouldn't be sentimental about old building need to look at bigger picture 

For many reasons that I think have been hilighted in my previous responses. I look forward 

to a new library that truly serves the needs of all member of the community. Whilst change 

is difficult and evokes an instinct to protect and preserve, as well as deep feelings of 

nostalgia, it's not all bad! I think this is an exciting project that does preserve and protect 

the Muswell hill library; its just that it will look shiny and new and be a stones throw away 

from the old- however much beloved- building! 

Access for disabled people should be a high priority, it would beneift all users if the library 

is fully accessable. 

As explained on the previous question, the money to build a brand new library can be spent 

in making the current library with the necessary accessible facilities and I am sure that the 

cost will be less than for a new one. 

Good to have a new space 

Bad idea to mix all around groups on one level 

It is psychologically away from central area. 

Not a permanent owned building space so library has no long term commitment.  Very busy 

road crossing on the downhill of the roundabout 

I agree with the above. Also I hope there will be modern toilet facilities so that the users and 

staff do not have to go to the local pub or back of Marks and Spencers. I hope modern 

facilities  will ensure that the computers will work 95% of the time if not 100%. 

You do not say the location of the new building, If it is partway down the hill then disabled 

and elderly people etc, may not be able to get there in the first place, even if there is level 

access on the site.  The W7 bus stop was changed to include a stop at the top of the hill 

because people  could not get up/down the hill to the previous starting point. Facilities at 

Muswell Hill Library do however need to be improved. 

The current library is just fine! 

Accessibility is important 

Current building could be adapted 

It's not far from the current library. It will be lovely to have brand new facilities like Marcus 

Garvey. The children's will be on the ground level with accessible toilets. 



Having a new site that is more accessible would be better. 

A new building would be better 

See answer to question 1. Also, it seems rather perverse to move from a building which the 

Council owns to premises where the Council will presumably have to pay rent and or an 

annual service charge.  The consultation document mentions this building being cheaper to 

operate but this is presumably due to lower staffing costs.  Having fewer staff on duty is not 

something which is a good thing overall for library users. 

I want the current library. I don't want the council to steal what was given to us by a very 

nice lady 

Buggy use, more space, building more fitting and modern 

Not sure its the best option 

Like it in principle but concerned about the future use of the current site - want to maintain 

the heritage. 

Better access for residents, more people can use it. 

Better for residents 

The site is a boring functional development which could be anywhere, having none of the 

historical value of the current site.  The historical mural in the current site defines it's worth 

to a literate community which needs to encourage its citizens to remain " literate citizens".  

Whilst I agree that providing toilets and a lift to the children's' library would be useful for the 

current site this can be paid for when selling off the land at the back of the library.  The 

Green Man site does not especially attract. If the council wishes to use it I would suggest 

council offices or meeting rooms, not a breathing, living library. 

Want somewhere with  level access for disabled people. Seems a no - brainer. 

The new site would have better access for children and disabled people. 

The new site will be more accessible for the elderly. 

With a pushchair it would make a huge difference  to have the library all on one floor. 

It should be accessible to all. Kids need to have access 

Bigger space. Would like a coffee facility. There would be enough space for that. 

Would like to stay. Can wheelchair access be added to the current building. Current library 

works perfect. Best library 

It makes it more accessible and will encourage more people to go. Current library is 

cramped. 

Very difficult for disabled people. Difficult for nursery groups to go to the library. 

If it allows a greater number of people to access the library  then in favour. 



Doesn't have enough information e.g how much will the new library cost. 

Reasons for the modern design in line with the millennium 

Still don't believe the new amenities are viable. Do we need these new things. Keep it more 

traditional. 

Sounds good 

More space and resources in the new library 

Encouraging more users, younger community, would know more about, a better designed 

library 

Please see comments regarding current site. 

Accessibility is most important aspect. 

Fit for purpose. New facilities. Bigger space, want to preserve libraries. 

Agree with all these principles 

Any investment in libraries is welcome 

Option 1 with small modification would be the bext option. 

Helpful for mothers 

Access. Like new tech in new building. More people would use it. Easier to take kids on 

trips (school trips) 

Like the old building but its not convenient for access to childrens library. 

The number of roads to cross at the top of Muswell Hill and the fact that entrance to the 

building is on a steep hill would not be convenient to less mobile members of the 

community. Note the start of the  W7 and144 bus stops was re-located from just below this 

proposed site to outside Boots on the roundabout at the top of Muswell Hill. I have found 

this to be a great help as I have arthritic knees.The character of the library would be lost in a 

new building and it is not in a central location. 

I do not believe that Haringey has seriously considered the option of the library remaining at 

the present site and carrying out some essential capital works to the current building to be 

financed from the proceeds of selling or leasing the land to the rear. 

I do not believe that Haringey has seriously considered the option of the library remaining at 

the present site and carrying out some essential capital works to the current building to be 

financed from the proceeds of selling or leasing the land to the rear. It seems to me that 

Haringey are keen to sell off this listed building to developers as it is valuable land which 

would no doubt appeal to retailers. But our library is an essential part of the social fabric, 

especially for those unable to access books or the internet at home. 

Wheelchair and pushchair access are key. I also think the green man site will attract more 

visitors and make it more of a community hub. 



The library is currently in the heart of the community. It shouldn't be sidelined from its prime 

location in order to sell the building for redevelopment. 

I strongly believe that a third option of improving the current library should be offered to 

local residents. 

I strongly believe that a third option of improving the current library should be offered to 

local residents. 

Better for older residents 

Present one not fit for purpose / awkward building for mothers/disabled 

It needs better access and more funding 

Access - there would be better access in the new site (I have two kids) 

Accessibility is key as I have a young child 

Want a library with a sense of character. The current site is more accessible. I like the sense 

of tradition in libraries. 

to get larger, modern space with more accessibility 

Make it accessable for children and disabled people. 

I do not see a point of relocating it somewhere when we have a place here which you can 

modernize and provide more facilities. 

At a time when so many authorities are closing their libraries its great that we have an 

opportunity to provide this community with a new, modern library in the heart of Muswell 

Hill. 

Lacks the iconic nature of the current building. Not enough has been proposed by the 

council to residents regarding the future of the current library if left. 

Don't have enough info to make a decision 

It would have more facilities. Being a mum it would be easier to get in - I welcome the one 

level principle. The new site would bring more people to the library and the area. 

Need to bring library into the 21st century. Need disabled access 

We must hold onto a library. We need a library fit for purpose for the 21st century. 

Bigger space is key 

Above 

Would be easier to access in the new site. Not that far away from the original site. 

More accessible and more resources 



Concerns re: the noise in Hornsey library (childrens library) - same thing happening in new 

site? 

Practical benefits - level access for people with mobility issues and mothers with 

pushchairs. New site would be more visible and encourage more people to use it. 

Although I have no need for either wheelchair or pushchair access I do feel for those who 

do wish to use the facilities of a Library but are struggling to. I also prefer a space that feels 

not so claustrophobic and is light and airy. 

The library works fine the way it is and is a very unique space that we should not lose. 

I do however support a large and more modern facility if this comes as a result of a move. 

Open plan scheme would be a problem for quiet study eg at Alexandra Park. 

The move to an unknown site is unnecessary. Any small profit from the sale of the present 

library will be eaten up by the costs of buying a central site in Muswell Hill and constructing 

a new building. 

It would probably be better to have a new purpose built library, provided it were situated 

very near the broadway; as the current library is in an excellent location. I wold need to see 

where it is proposed to locate it. 

See explanation for option 1 

As I have explained in my response to option 1 yes some modernisation is required but this 

can be achieved in the present building with a little creativity imagination and effort with a 

much more pleasing aesthetic outcome for the community.  Sometimes the easy and lazy 

option is not the best. We already lost the Athenaeum building many years ago (long before 

my time I am not that old) let's not lose another historic local building and its community 

purpose. 

See above - what would be done with the current space, a historic & unique building owned 

by the taxpayers who should have free access to it. 

I simply not convinced of the cost/benefit case. 

Not in the centre and don't want a new building 

For all the reasons explained on number 2 option 

A new library, with modern facilities was built in Colney Hatch Lane.  It is taste-less and 

soul-less and has not won either the hearts or minds of Muswell Hill inhabitants.  It has no 

style, no atmosphere and is representative of most new buildings that are meant to improve 

on the old ones.  We have a fantastic library already.  Why not use just a small proportion of 

the money you are proposing to spend on a new library, to improve the library that 

everyone wants to keep?  It's a no-brainer!. 

Please refer to my previous answer. 

It's a cynical way of selling of the existing site by saying you're doing it for wheelchair users 



I imagine this to be a very expensive option. 

The old Green Man site is on a steep hill which it would be difficult for wheelchair users and 

buggy pushers to negotiate, especially given that the pavement is narrow at that point and 

the hill is a major thoroughfare and always busy with traffic including large vehicles.  This is 

precisely why there is now a very popular bus stop for the W7 and 144 on the roundabout. 

The existing building on Queens Avenue is on a flat stretch of road, and although that road 

is also busy, at least the vehicles are usually slowing down to come up to the roundabout or 

only just accelerating away. 

Nostalgia aside, I really don't mind where the library is located as long as it's full of books 

and easy to get to.  All things considered, therefore, I think I am more in favour of moving to 

a new site, with accessibility for those with mobility problems, so long as the children's 

library does not encroach on the adult library (as it rather does at the moment with a huge 

area that should be full of books, set aside for pushchairs). 

I would like a third option of improving the library in its current location. 

Why move, we already have a wonderful library in a wonderful location. 

The first thing that springs to mind is the dangerous position of the proposed new library, at 

the top of a very steep hill, on a major bus route as well as a main road, with a considerable 

amount of traffic, particularly during the morning and evening rush hours. Imagine trying to 

deal with a pushchair and two small children, exactly the position I was in, so near such a 

major road full of morning traffic. I gather this new proposed library would be in the 

basement of the new Pinnicle block of luxury flats. How much natural light would there be? 

How much would  it cost to make the new library there? I've heard that it would cost far 

more to move the library to these new premises than to make disabled access  and other 

improvements in its present position. This proposal rather smacks of throwing the baby out 

with the bath water. I am totally against this move. 

It's on the side of a hill, going down would be easy, but returning up to the Broadway 

harder. 

No confidence in an open plan set up. 

Agree would be best for all residents, however costs have been excluded and this must be 

part of the consideration. 

Improvements could be made to the current building such as better access and toilets. 

Expensive and I don't trust the council to make good on its promises 

Love the building and where library is - think with small tweaks would be perfect. It's a 

really central library - it is 'on your way' wherever you go - best option for keeping people 

reading and interested and a great kids space - yes could be used better - but improve 

don't destroy. It is just a library - don't put public access areas inside other areas - makes 

them more for boding and less useful 

For the reasons stated above, I do not think an adequate case has been made that the 

current building should be abandoned. Nor does it seem reasonable to ask citizens to make 



a choice between an existing building, with its well-known advantages and disadvantages, 

and an undefined hypothetical "new" library. Until we see an actual plan for a new library, 

how can we reasonably judge whether it is better or worse?   Overall, I think the 

consultation process has been extremely badly managed and ill-considered - the Council 

appears to have decided everything in advance and framed the choice in such a way to 

make the public as likely as possible to choice the Council's preferred option. This is NOT 

what democratic consultation or good public policy making looks like. 

Waste of money. 

Better disabled and buggy access. 

But only if it stays at the same location. Disabled access on level ground, and a facelift. 

The site and building dies not appeal at all 

Have yet to be convinced that the cost of a new library will provide better value for money 

than improving the current building. Smells very like yet another of Haringey's grandiose 

schemes - spending a lot of money unnecessarily 

I have been using the library in Muswell Hill for years, it is a pleasing, characterful building, 

one in which a wide range of people feel comfortable. The children's library with the 

wonderful mural, is particularly appealing.   As a writer of children's books, I have spent 

many hours doing research in both the adults and children's libraries, it feels as if 

generations of readers are in there with me.   A spanking new, modern building would seem 

dull in comparison.   It is bang in the middle of Muswell Hill and very convenient to drop 

into, to read a newspaper, or to borrow books, records or DVDs, 

As above. The location is not as good by far. The building is worth the investmen. It has 

character and is for more attractive. It is by far the best environment. 

Improvement should be made to the current building 

Once gone, the existing library building would no longer be part of the public structure of 

Muswell Hill and so much of our heritage is disappearing like this. 

I prefer to maintain the existing, historic site 

Move quite unnecessary 

Fate of present library building No faith in council's ability to create a situation in which the 

old is improved and the new introduced 

Better and easier for everyone 

N/A 

Much better access 

More light and spacious and better access 

Better access for the disabled 



This will be an extremely expensive option and with better access facilities as proposed in 

my comments with regard to Option 1, the current library could be modernised for far less 

money and then provide more extensive provisions in the way of computers. 

If Option 1 were not available, for reasons that would need to be explained. The quoted 

cost does not represent a problem, as a brand new library will be costly. We need to know 

what the vacated library will be used for. But we need a library. So a new one in the centre 

is acceptable. 

Facilities will be better in the new building 

Less suitable site than existing library. 

Access issues but you must incentivize using the libraries. More activities for children and 

advertising of them 

Access for disability and mums with prams 

Against the proposal until a decision is made on what will happen to the old building. 

Don't like new buildings. Muswell Hill is a historical area with historical buildings. 

Main worry is the listed library building and will it be sold off and not kept for the 

community. 

I disagree because of the way you have described the 2 options. Both should have been 

presented neutrally. It is clear that Haringey clearly prefers this option. 

The current library caters I believe for disabled 

Fear of the old building being converted and also keeping a heritage building in the area 

This is not really an option - it's an attempt at skewing the response by presenting it as the 

only positive option available. 

The current library space is an important and historic space in Muswell Hill and should stay 

that way. 

For the reasons stated above 

Current site is an old building with tired facilities and access is difficult. 

Want it to stay in the same building 

So many pushchairs in Muswell Hill. They need access to the library (accessibility is 

needed) 

Don't see any reason why it should move 

Need a sustainable building and library service 

Sounds a lot better. I would like to have a library that I can actually use. 

Benefits of moving to a larger site 



See above answer. 

A new modern library can compete with other attractions for young people. I particularly like 

the location - right next to Muswell Hill Primary School. As I live towards the bottom of the 

hill, access will be easier for me. I hope it will have good reading facilities for papers and 

perhaps a coffee bar. It could become a real community hub if designed well. 

New is not always best. Larger space can feel sterile. 

The council has an asset which it owns and controls with expansion land. It should be using 

this to its full potential 

The wheelchair access and lift can be installed in the old building. I have used the existing 

library with pushchairs just fine. 

*The proposed new 'Green Man' location is at the busiest and indeed the steepest point on 

the Broadway. *An open plan single floor leads to too much interaction. *The Council has 

not said how much it would cost to occupy the new Option 2 site- or are we to assume that 

it is free, gratis and for nothing? 

Don't believe it is necessary to do this. Where will the new library be? 

Not specifically designed as a library: I have used several so-called modern libraries and 

found them inferior to older traditional buildings designed specifically as libraries. Newer 

libraries tend to be noisy, and generally do not provide an environment conducive to 

studying. 

Have not seen anything interested build over the years in muswell hill you destroy it history 

for New congrete boxes to build shame . 

This seems a much better option all round, especially in terms of having a buggy park and 

easier accessibility for people with small children and babies 

As above, I believe that renovations to the current building would be the best solution. 

The proposed location is just a bit too far from the Broadway relative to it's current location. 

I don't like to building and its location (steep hill, beneath luxury flats development). Worried 

about the what will happen with the old library building if it were to be sold to developers. It 

would be shame for the community to lose it. 

I don't trust the council to deliver their promise here and feel this is just a way to make 

money out if selling a fine building to developers 

The library is in an iconic building. I can't help but feel that the new location will actually be 

smaller and less relevant for the community 

I believe that option 1 is not only a cheaper option but we already have major problems with 

regard to parking and traffic flow and this will only make this worse. 

The only reason I stopped using this library was access so I'd support a new purpose 

designed space. 



I do not believe that Haringey has seriously considered the option of the library remaining at 

the present site and carrying out some essential capital works to the current building to be 

financed from the proceeds of selling or leasing the land to the rear. 

I am sceptical of the Labour council's ability to provide these facilities and doubt that the 

council is committed to reinvestment of appropriate funds. 

Don't think the new library will emerge 

See above: with this alternative we lose the essential character of the current space. 

Wheelchair ramps and a lift can easily be accommodated into the existing building at a 

fraction of the cost compared to that of the proposed relocation.  This is just a lame excuse 

by the Council to sell off part of our history to the highest bidder. 

Inconvenient 

moder designed library with total access 

A modern replacement might be more accessible but without charm and a sense of 

importance in the community won't be as loved or frequented. 

The current building should saved and modernised from within. That would also be much 

cheaper in the long run. 

Makes sense to move to a newer site, however the cost aspect of moving to a brand new 

building will be greater than that of modifying the existing. 

The current site should be retained as a public library. 

The proposal will tuck the library away from sight. The hill is very steep. I fear both will 

discourage use. 

See above 

It is a waste of money to divest council assets of obvious use and substitute them for vague 

"modern" options that are less convenient: a site at what used to be the Green Man will 

deter my elderly neighbours from using the library especially in winter when the slopes are 

treacherous. accessing the proposed site requires crossing more streets. And where are 

the details of the "modern" proposal? It is unacceptable to downgrade such a vital public 

service for the community to allow for developers to profit from reselling public assets. 

As explained above, I am concerned about having a library near the top of the very steep 

Muswell Hill. Anyone with small children, with a pram or pushchair, or elderly with limited 

mobility and/or a walking stick will have difficulty getting up and down this steep slope. 

I believe that a new building would not have the same "comfortable feeling" as the current 

building does. We would loose more architectural beauty from Muswell Hill.   The new 

location would be further from  my home. I believe that Haringey has not seriously 

considered the option of the library remaining at the present site and carrying out some 

essential capital works to the current building to be financed from the proceeds of selling or 



leasing the land to the rear - which is an eyesore.  This could be coupled with regenerating 

the Ave Mews to provide more shops for independent retailers. 

Depending on the cost of a new build vs a refurb, I'm happy to consider a new, more 

modern space as long as it is still very central and reachable by public transport. 

The location of such a building has not been announced. What not? Would it be convenient 

for users? 

The loCation is fantastic and a better area for us to access its facilities. I wouldn't go to the 

new location if it moves 

Not sure that the borough  will have the resources to complete a new library given that local 

authorities are facing such financial pressures 

ONLY if it is in the location proposed. No further. 

Makes it accessible for all 

We do not believe all the options have been put forward for the public to consider. The Lib 

Dems believe that a third option, to improve the current library, installing a lift and disabled 

toilets, should be included in the consultation, otherwise a genuine choice has been 

omitted. 

More facilities. Disabled access. Family friendly access 

Access for those with limited mobility and families with young children 

25% more space. More access for people with mobility issues. Hopefully more space for 

studying. 

Proposed site not suitable 

The new proposal sounds well planned and a useful facility for all of the community 

Although no-one has yet seen the proposed new library, being part of a modern block, it is 

not likely to be an improvement, and is an unnecessary change brought about by financial 

considerations, and without thought to the amenities of Muswell Hill and its residents. 

I do not believe that Haringey has seriously considered the option of the library remaining at 

the present site and carrying out some essential capital works to the current building to be 

financed from the proceeds of selling or leasing the land to the rear. 

It would be a great shame to lose the historic building and its central position in Muswell 

Hill. 

The council just want to sell off the existing property to further gentrify the area 

Benefits of option 2, not strong enough for change. 

The proposed new site can not compare architecturally with the current unique design and 

atmosphere. It will be on a steep slope (I walk with difficulty - if it is snowy/icy. I would not 

be able to access it It has no guarantee of endurance - as not publicly owned, once this 



public status is lost, it is lost forever & with it the guaranteed permanence.  The new site is a 

place of constant traffic noise. I wish the council to offer 'option 3' to stay in our beloved 

building with necessary improvements.  Question - What disabled parking and for dial a 

ride is proposed at the new site? 

1) Toilets facilities for library users and general public.  2) People with long term health 

issues, ie diabetics etc 

Good for wheelchair access 

For the reasons above, better facilities, better access for pushchairs 

Better facilities, more locals will use e.g baby clubs 

As per 1a 

Its more accessible 

Sounds better, better options 

Better  accessibility to a wider range of people and modernisation. More space means more 

community space for events, hiring rooms, renting for groups. 

Better facilities for disabled and access facilities 

More modern and easy to maintain 

Location of childrens library, needs to be really thought through. Need to think through the 

position of the childrens section. Factor in space for displaying local art - community 

involvement. 

The library serves an excellent purpose for its size, it is perfect and does not need 

enlarging. There is access for all, so no need for anything else. 

Building will end up being potentially sold to property developers and this historic building 

will be lost to the borough. There is no guarantee that the money will be used to support 

local services. 

It could be a new hub for the community It could attract more/new users. 

Things change when you move 

As long as there is space for previous answer. 

I believe the existing library could be revamped to include the above changes. I have given 

my comments on the previous page. 

I think better accessibility would be a great thing, but I would prefer this to happen in the 

current building 

Please see my comments at 1b above 



The proposed new library would be awful - being beneath a block of flats. It is a particularly 

steep part of Muswell Hill and too near busy traffic to have many people coming and going. 

I think it would not be an attractive destination for the library at all, and would be quite a 

depressing venue and people would not be all that keen to use it, or study there with so 

much traffic passing causing noise and pollution. 

The proposed venue is on a very steep slope, which will cause problems for the elderly and 

also for families with young children, being so close to a main road. Which being at the top 

of a hill with cars revving to climb, causes awful air pollution at this point and a narrow 

pavement. Where on children  could be at risk of running out onto the traffic 

Cant imagine will be an improvement in facilities. Imagine will not have natural light. Cant 

imagine childrens library will be kept separately. Causing noise issues. Unknown quantity. 

No plans seen. Don't trust Haringey Council. 

From the very outset, the councils line on this has been, in my view, disingenuous. It is my 

belief that months before the consultation began, the council was aware of a third option i.e 

to remain in the current building and for this to be updated  as appropriate. Costs for which 

would arguably be much lower than those the council claims. 

Option 3 - I would like the council to pursue the option of a new library and to retain the 

current building. Also for library services, such as overspill, both storage, or computer 

banks for users. I would like to see the council coming up with a costed proposal that 

demonstrates  that this option  is viable and cost effective 

The new 'useable' space is in fact not bigger - since the extra 90m2 is mainly in the new 

entrance area - while the old entrance are at the current site has not been included in the 

comparison.  In a nutshell - the space comparisons are not comparing 'like-for-like'. 

The proposal is unnecessary and motivated solely by financial concerns. 

Please see 1b. The new building will be characterless and modern. Also Muswell Hill is too 

steep and very busy with vehicle traffic. The current location is best suited just off the major 

junction 

Why change what is perfect, just give a new look for it. Pressure washing and new varnish 

on doors. 

The former Green Man site is ill-equipped to be the area's new library. I appreciate Haringey 

has done a good job in keeping the libraries in the borough open under tough cuts to local 

grants, but it defies logic that a smaller space should be converted into a library when 

Muswell Hill already has one.  A small alteration to the current building would allow for 

disabled access - I'm sure this is something the council could spare, especially when 

renting out the Green Man space for retail purposes would bring in close to £250,000 a year 

according to local media reports. Some reports I've seen suggest creating disabled access 

to the current Queen's Avenue property would cost just £60,000.  I don't want future 

generations to have to look at our old library building and question why it is no longer open 

to them, and instead they have an uninspiring new build as their resource. We should 

honour the past and keep to the original library's heritage. 



Important to have a library fit for purpose 

A new building is the answer. 

I have a wheelchair, and if I don't use it. Struggle using the steps 

Completely disagree because it will be on one floor. 

The all extras with this option and accessibility 

Could be modernised - bit old fashioned. Have to leave pushchairs downstairs and take 

everything up. Could do more for the teenagers and young people re: studying / quiet time 

New site slightly off centre - bit out of sight. More foot fall than new site. New site would be 

less convenient for me to get there. 

More access, level floor, more space, better facilities 

More accessible for customers. Bigger than the current site 

Easier for people to access the library. Not everyone is able bodied. 

For everyone - needs facilities for everyone 

Sounds more accessible. New facilities can be useful 

Access for disabled people is desirable and needed. 

Is a large new library necessary?  Very expensive Losing key landmark of Muswell Hill Not 

in-keeping with the traditional buildings that form the broadway 

Sounds like a better space with modern facilities 

Need better access and newer facilities 

I feel like this is a cheap, easy option for the council who want to capitalise on the value of 

the stunning period building the public library is currently housed in.  The location of the 

new proposed library is ill thought out.  It will be positioned at the top of a steep sloping hill, 

making it difficult for pushchairs and wheelchair users as well as elderly and less mobile.  

There is also no availability of stopping places at the top of this hill for drop offs.  The hill 

itself is a busy road, which would be a worry for those with young children, and walking to 

the library from Muswell Hill Broadway will involve walking past busy restaurants where 

people often spill out on to the street queuing, thus narrowing the pavement area and 

forcing pedestrians close to the busy road.  Given the fact that the current library building 

could be improved to aid mobility access, it seems a poorly judged decision to attempt to 

re-locate to such an ill considered and frankly less safe location. 

Again, I'm still not sure 

Mother of a four year old - who wouldn't want an accessible building? 

Existing library has a lift already, maybe add a side door to give level access - Avenue 

Mews  and to provide natural light 



Improved access for all. Improved I.T - providing. Strongly think the existing building should 

remain as benefit to the local community and non private 

I agree that there are improvements that need to be made to the library - it would be nice to 

have more modern facilities 

Option 2 is cheaper, be honest. Whether cheaper is really better isn't clear as the detail 

provided is too high level. The consultation is heavily biased. 

It would be a waste of money to move the library it is likely that the current building and the 

land behind it in Avenue Muse will be sold off with no promise that the money raised would 

be used in Muswell Hill 

Please  see  above.  The  Council  should  come  clean  about  future  use  of  the  existing  

Library  site. 

I do not believe that Haringey has seriously considered the option of the library remaining at 

the present site and carrying out some essential capital works to the current building to be 

financed from the proceeds of selling or leasing the land to the rear.  The current library is 

at the heart of Muswell Hill and the community; geographically, historically and functionally. 

The Council's survey preamble pretends that only a newly located library would be at the 

heart of the community; at best disingenuous, at worst misleading and a lie. 

"Larger and modern" unnecessary. In this digital age, something more congenial and 

welcoming, with sense of generations having used the place, is precious. 

I would hope the new library will be purpose built to modern standards of disability access 

and intellectual access. It will be just as central and easy to get to I hope that being a new 

building it will be cheaper to maintain I hope it is a cheaper option 

Reasons and provisos listed overleaf 

I love the old building, but so much better if everybody can now have access to it, including 

young mothers and the disabled. 

The same as before 

Think people will use it more - new life 

As previous 

Improved facilities 

Bad weather could affect access for wheelchair 

Improved facilities 

Not far away and will be much easier with a pram. Support access for disability 

More modern facilities 

Sounds much better, bigger space and more modern 



As before 

Has children and has experienced problems in the past 

Old building is protected (beautiful building) Despite side entrance, cant access top level of 

library Has kids and cant use pushchair in library 

See 1b 

Would like more computers and printers in new library. More access 

Think library should not move 

Encourage more people to use 

New library would be in the wrong place, not serving community 

More modern facilities are a good thing and more space 

The case for moving has not been made convincingly, and we have no problems with the 

existing building. Moreover the choices as phrased are highly biased towards the second 

option. I mistrust the Council's statements on how good the new building would be. 

Moreover I note that some of the sale monies from the existing building will not be used to 

improve library services, but for other things [pot holes etc - a bad, short term use of 

money] 

Better facility and larger space is sensible 

A new exciting library offering a larger selection of books than the old one. 

Better facilities, access and better use of money - will attract more people to use it. 

Need a new building 

My concerns are for the next generation. A new one level building will  be more practical. 

However, the road is busy and the proposed entrance on a slope is a worry for young 

families in particular. Hopefully a way can be found to make this safe 

Green man site is on a slope? not sure, also the library would be hidden away. I like the 

idea of more space, modernisation, but cant that be done to  the current library 

A new building on a new site would be preferable, provided that the new site is not located 

on the hill. The building needs to have easy access for all residents using the library, in 

particular pensioners, wheel chair users. The provision of toilets (esp. for pensioners and 

diabetics!) More space for computers and books Air conditioning 

It seems a complete waste of money to go for a  new build. Had a third option been offered 

to retain the same site, remodel it, than the proposed new site would not be needed. There 

appears to be land behind the current library that could be used by the council and 

proceeds used to modernise the current site. If there's a will to do this, there is a way and a 

way within budget. Why was this not offered as a third option in the consultation? Access 

to proposed new build is not good. A very busy section of Muswell Hill, current site much 



easier and less busy than the new build site. Yet another plus for keeping current site 

please 

I new facility fit for 21st century library users is a great idea, a facility that can be used by all 

residence including those with access needs is essential. 

The Green Man site is not as central and could present some problems for people with 

buggies.  Just the fact that it is away from the centre of Muswell Hill might act as a 

deterrent to use.  I believe that the Council could have considered a third option which is for 

the library to remain at its present site and for essential works to be carried out financed by 

the sale or leasing of the land to the rear of the current library.  I do not believe that the 

Council has properly considered this option and I would urge it to re-think the overly simple 

binary options it is presenting to users. 

It has its merits but better to have more resources than a new and expensive building. 

Where does the budget come from ? who will pay ? 

!. The existing library should be improved and renovated, instead of the current programme 

of (planned) neglect. 2. This could be financed by selling the spare land on the site. 

For the reasons above , i would strongly prefer the library to stay in the same building , 

However i also think it is extremely important that Muswell hill maintains a library building in 

a central location,  so the only circumstances in which i would agree with option 2 is if the  

choice was to accept option 2 or loose the library completely. 

I think it is great that Haringey acknowledge the need for a library in Muswell Hill and how 

valued it is by the community. If Option 1 is not possible, I'd support a new library rather 

than have nothing, however, i do not believe it is the best of the 2 options- reasons why I 

prefer option 1 are listed above. 

I do believe a new library will be more suitable for a modern community.   However, if there 

was an option to extend the existing site, modernise and update it and create an income 

stream from renting space to small businesses and entrepreneurs then that would be my 

preferred option. 

The money should be spent on improving the current library building which has served its 

purpose well for decades. 

The current building could be brought up to date and should be used for the purpose it was 

built for. 

The proposed new library space sounds less appealing than the current building. Space 

and light is the primary concern, with the current library (especially the children's area) 

having a spaciousness that will be impossible to replicate in a ground floor development.  A 

second concern is the fact that the new space is part of a larger development that is not 

fully owned by the council, and has partial residential use. This will limit the ways in which 

the library can be used (see e.g. the discussion on the planning category D1) or developed 

in the future. The landlord and residents may have grounds to object to any change in use, 

special activities and/or changes in opening hours.   Finally, it seems that the promised 

space gain of 25% may be exaggerated, due to the fact that 'unusable space' has been 



subtracted for the current library, but it is unlikely that the new library has 100% usable 

space, for example due to an access hall or elongated entrance, more toilets, access to the 

LCCCP, etc. 

The proposed new library space sounds less appealing than the current building. Space 

and light is the primary concern, with the current library (especially the children's area) 

having a spaciousness that will be impossible to replicate in a ground floor development.  A 

second concern is the fact that the new space is part of a larger development that is not 

fully owned by the council, and has partial residential use. This will limit the ways in which 

the library can be used (see e.g. the discussion on the planning category D1) or developed 

in the future. The landlord and residents may have grounds to object to any change in use, 

special activities and/or changes in opening hours.   Finally, it seems that the promised 

space gain of 25% may be exaggerated, due to the fact that 'unusable space' has been 

subtracted for the current library, but it is unlikely that the new library has 100% usable 

space, for example due to an access hall or elongated entrance, more toilets, access to the 

LCCCP, etc. 

The proposed new library space sounds less appealing than the current building. Space 

and light is the primary concern, with the current library (especially the children's area) 

having a spaciousness that will be impossible to replicate in a ground floor development.  A 

second concern is the fact that the new space is part of a larger development that is not 

fully owned by the council, and has partial residential use. This will limit the ways in which 

the library can be used (see e.g. the discussion on the planning category D1) or developed 

in the future. The landlord and residents may have grounds to object to any change in use, 

special activities and/or changes in opening hours.   Finally, it seems that the promised 

space gain of 25% may be exaggerated, due to the fact that 'unusable space' has been 

subtracted for the current library, but it is unlikely that the new library has 100% usable 

space, for example due to an access hall or elongated entrance, more toilets, access to the 

LCCCP, etc. 

Dark, oppressive space with low ceiling 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Q3. Do you have any other comments you would like to make about our proposals 

Over a year ago Lynn Featherstone made public her concerns about the closure and was 

called a liar, when in fact she highlightd a very real possibility that is now coming to pass. 

http://www.thetottenhamindependent.co.uk/news/11718728.display/  I have also been 

following the Council's behaviour in relation to Pinkham way and am disgusted by its 

continuing disregard of its residents' opinions and its underhand way of trying to keep vital 

information under the radar so decisions can go its way.  I do not trust Haringey Council, its 

officers and its management, and therefore cannot support the council's proposals and 

preferred option as it is is highly likely that we have not been given all the right information. 

I don't trust the council for a number of reasons, including 

http://www.thetottenhamindependent.co.uk/news/11718728.display/  and their appalling 

behaviour re Pinkhma Way 

I do not feel you have provided sufficient information to make an informed choice and are 

clearly steering us towards moving 

Better access for wheelchairs/pushchairs is a priority. As well as better toilet facilities.  

However the new site needs to be close to Muswell hill Broadway. 

Please don't do this to local people. Most afternoons the library is packed with children of 

all ages. The downstairs library is busy too. Libraries change lives. Do not move our 

precious library to an obscure and unpleasant corner of muswell hill, on a busy and 

unpleasant main road. 

Listen to the thoughts and opinions of the current library staff. Do they want to move? 

These are the people who are best placed to understand the needs and wishes of the 

community. 

I DON'T TRUST THE COUNCIL TO ACT IN OUR BEST INTEREST! I've lived in Muswell hill 

ALL my life and they consistently sell off land to benefit no one else but themselves.  � 

i don't really agree with the arguments in favour of the move, they do not seem well-thought 

out - or communicated... save our lovely library 

Stick a lift in the old one. 

I feel that the council is duping its residents. Please don't use wheelchairs and pushchairs 

as an excuse when actually you simply want to save money. 

Please please keep a library in Muswell Hill, I am in Hornsey and now go to Hornsey Library 

as it is marginally nearer to me, but for a lot of people in and around Muswell Hill, travelling 

to Hornsey either by car or bus can be quite difficult...so please keep it open. A library is of 

huge benefit to children, there are children whose parents may not have sufficient money to 

buy books for their children. All children should have the pleasure of reading something 

which will stay with them forever.... 



The proposal is to spend twice as much moving the Libray as it would to provide disabled 

access. This is wrong, economically, morally, and politically and the community will hold 

elected representatives to account at the next election. 

No 

No 

There are toilets upstairs and although it is not ideal when one has got a pushchair, I loved 

using the library when my three children were small. We are still using it a lot. A little refurb 

is all that it needs. 

No 

Will my comments and thoughts really make any difference? 

No 

Overall I would be happy for it to move to the proposed location (54 56 Muswell Hill) as long 

as this does not change and suddenly the library is located somewhere much further away. 

What will happen to the existing building? There needs to be a place where students can 

study with cafe facilities. 

I do not want the library to move if it means the old library building being sold off to private 

developers and having to pay rent to a private company or individual for use of the new 

library building. 

no 

I wish there had been a more transparent statement of what the Council expects the core 

facilities to be - not quite good enough to say further consultation. 

I think option 2 is within the council's budgetary reach 

The way the proposals have been put in this survey is biased. no info about possible 

modification,ownership, etc. 

I do not trust this council one inch. I'd sack the lot of you. 

What would be done with the current library building if option 2 goes ahead? 

We think that our present library meets the needs of the residents; visited at different times 

of the day and week, it does not give the impression of being too small or too busy.  We do 

like our library as it is and wonder if the money could not be spent somewhere else where is 

more needed. It is an iconic building which maintains the profile of the library services very 

well indeed. 

It feels a bit skimpy.  If the Council wants to do it, than why bother consulting, unless this is 

a genuine consultation exercise, in which case a better evidence case of the pros and cons 

of each option is required. 



I appreciate that the council is offering a better option to continue to offer library services in 

Muswell Hill. 

I cannot believe the attitude of the local Liberal Democrats. The old library does not serve 

the community adequately and a shiny new building will bring new people into the library 

and be a far better facility than the current one which, even if updated, would remain a poor 

space. 

The main point for users is that there be more books, DVDs and CDs. 

I worry a bit about width of pavement outside (if I've understood the location and direction 

of access correctly) 

Would like a separate consultation on the use/sale of old site 

I think it would also be cheaper to improve the existing building. The building was built a 

library in 1931 and could continue in use if access and other improvements were made. I 

am an access consultant who specialises in improving access to historic buildings and so 

am familiar with the problems and potential solutions. 

No. 

Shame to waist money on something that is efficiant enough. 

The thank you 

Please consider your constituents needs!  And please do sufficient research before 

embarking on a new library.  Thank you. 

No 

Please keep Muswelll Hill Library in the same building. Save our library! 

I think it is a very bad Idea. 

Make a commitment that not one single book will be disposed of and I would agree. Also 

you are very quiet about what you will do with this amazing historic building. I expect it will 

end up asa a betting shop 

Haringey council should have been less duplicitous in preparing this questionnaire. It has 

clearly tried to rig the result by carefully selecting the questions. 

No 

Thanks for the consultation booklet through the door - it's so good to feel involved with 

what for me is such an important issue. 

Please do not allow the actual building to be destroyed. 

There is a third option, which the council have not added to the consultation. We know that 

it would only cost in the region of £60,000 to fund minor upgrade works to the library. This 

would include better disabled access, with a lift to the upper floor, and accessible toilets. 

The Council dismissed this on the grounds that it would cost £680,000. This is nonsense. 



We have been given a quote for £60,000.  The alternative site, at the old Green Man, is 

completely inappropriate. It is at the top of one of the steepest hills in London. There is no 

prospect of disabled parking. It would be impossible for cars to stop safely nearby to set 

down passengers. The idea that disabled access issues would be solved by moving to this 

site is completely false.  The site plans for the Green Man also show that the adjacent 

cafe/bar will not include any toilets of its own - but instead will be given access to the 

library toilets. The reason for this is that the developer does not want to install toilets in the 

commercial section of the development (they cannot charge for the space!). This situation 

means that noisy, potentially intoxicated cafe/bar customers will be constantly trampling 

across the library all day long. Can you imagine such a farce?  Haringey Council has had 

Muswell Hill Library in its crosshairs for years - and now the want to sell off the building. 

According to the Council, the library is a significant financial asset which, if sold, could fund 

a multitude of capital projects across Haringey. The Council confirmed that there are no 

plans to reinvest the funds in Muswell Hill itself. We suggested the Council should lease the 

Green Man site to a retailer instead - this would generate £250,000 per year in revenue - 

but they haven't even bothered to respond to this suggestion. 

This is a waste of money - will you take any notice of our views? 

I have made all the comments I wanted to make. 

Why not let the Green Man site to a a shop or local business,  and generate some money 

that way, if money is mainly the issue? 

The proposal is fine but I have reservations..  The questions which follow other than age 

(optional anyway) and disability (helps with design) are irrelevant and, in the case of sexual 

orientation, prurient to say the least.  Where are you people coming from ?  I cannot see 

how a library can cater for our so-called multicultural society with books in a million 

languages in any event.  On second thoughts perhaps there is no need for a library in the 

circumstances 

It would be helpful if the council provided information about the proposed timeline of the 

library move,  and a visual of what the new space would look like. 

The existing library should be up-dated with toilet facilities etc. 

I gave not received any consultation documents in the post regarding the proposed new 

library. 

I have doubts whether those using the library who do not live in N10 are being included.  

They should be.  I question the validity of the consultation when the public have not been 

given the research carried out by Friends of Muswell Hill Library.  Also the validity of the 

consultation is doubtful when the new premises are not built, when full plans are not 

published and when the council has made no review of the possibility on the same scale as 

its examination of possible refurbishment. 

I have doubts whether those using the library who do not live in N10 are being included.  

They should be.  I question the validity of the consultation when the public have not been 

given the research carried out by Friends of Muswell Hill Library.  Also the validity of the 

consultation is doubtful when the new premises are not built, when full plans are not 



published and when the council has made no review of the possibility on the same scale as 

its examination of possible refurbishment. 

I would like to see the new library completed before he old one shuts.  I would also like to 

make sure that it is managed by a librarian who is able to advise residents about books, 

rather than a customer service officer, with a much broader public service remit. 

I believe the Council could make financial use of the space behind the library either by sale 

or, preferably, leasing it for, say, car parking especially given the paucity of such provision 

in the area.  Then the money could be used to make the library or at least the ground floor 

accessible as necessary. 

As above it is ESSENTIAL to maintain a good library service in Muswell Hill, especially for 

borrowing books for children and adults. Other libraries in the borough are too far away for 

those without cars etc 

This is sadly typical of previous Haringey "consultations" where the Council have an 

undeclared and hidden agenda, and hopes to ignore the wishes of residents and users. 

Earlier such consultations have been held for two weeks in August when many people are 

on holiday.  The proposed site at the Green Man is a very poor choice in terms of access 

and would cost a great deal more than refurbishing the existing Library building. At a time 

when Council costs are being scrutinised and capped this idea is simply willfull 

I have no relationship with the Council but greatly support this initiative - but care must be 

take to ensure that elderly people, wheelchair users and those with impaired mobility can 

access the library on the level, and not from the same level as the old pub, which is 

somewhat downhill of the roundabout. 

The council has already faced significant criticisms from across the board for wasting 

money on rebranding the Haringey logo/image and for an excessive sum to introduce an 

unenforceable 20 mph limit - all while struggling with serious cuts from central government 

so why waste excessive money moving a library to an inappropriate site when the council 

could more affordably renovate and improve the facilities at a popular and well-sited library. 

It would be both foolish and wasteful to proceed with this proposal. 

The council should be more imaginative in it proposals. there should not be just the one 

alternative but many choices. it would seem that the only people to gain from our library, 

publicly funded by the community since its inception, are the developers. Haringey should 

stop its supine arrangement with private developers and develop a financial model of its 

own that benefits all Haringey residents. 

Reconsider the costs of upgrading the current building 

You have not included the third option of upgrading the library which was your original plan.  

The Council's plan changed when it became apparent that they could sell off the Library for 

a multiple GP surgery.  I have noticed that the Dukes Avenue Practice has already changed 

its name to Muswell Hill Practice.  The whole consultation smells. 

Please give us information regarding your proposals for the building should Option 2 go 

ahead. 



I do hope the Council will consider an appropriate alternative use for the current Library 

building and keep it standing.  It is a gem.  And that a new library will also contain amenities 

such as coffee shop. 

I think it's important to listen to local people. I'm sure Haringey council will do this. 

It's clear that the council favours option 2. And on the face of it, it is the better option. 

However, the new premises have to be thoroughly researched and fit for purpose as the old 

building/service is very well loved. 

1. There hasn't been much of a consultation.  2. It would be a great loss to lose Muswell Hill 

Library, and  3. Please don't waste our money on a new building! 

You have been elected to protect the interests of the residents of Muswell Hill, and the 

heritage of the area. It is vital we maintain the Victoria/Edwardian character of our streets, 

and not destroy it through short-term and short-sighted thinking. 

The consultation document is extremely biased towards option 2. There's no information 

about what will happen to the existing building if the library was to move. Also no 

information about an alternative plan to invest in the existing space. Put out a more 

balanced and informative consultation document and you'll get more useful responses. 

Test 

Not at this time. 

If you were to do a straw poll outside the library building and suggest that this well-loved 

library building was going to be moved for no good reason (apart from Haringey making 

money to sell the site for flats) I think this plan would be immediately rejected. 

I would like the council to offer a 3rd option - stay at the present location and spend a small 

amount on disabled access and toilets.  Why spend 2 million in some libraries and not in 

Muswell Hill? There seems to a bias towards this area, which is totally unfair. 

It is important to keep the continuity with the Muswell Hill Library. It is a historical building. 

One has to consolidate with what we have.  We have a working building that only needs 

few improvements. Its access is good, is not on a hill, has parking, has land for potential 

extension and is central to the area.  We own this building, the Green Man will be a lease.  

I'm afraid for the safety for elderly and young because of the dangerous access.  I'm not 

impressed with the council's lack of information (architectural drawings) for this building. 

Not happy to share toilets with the proposed bar! 

Leave the library where it is, please. The elderly in particular would find the proposed 

building inaccessible. 

I think the old building should be kept and renovated to install more toilets and access if 

necessary. We don't need more luxury flats in Muswell hill, we DO need more affordable 

housing (which these flats would not be). 

I believe that the consultation is a farce, with certain councillors having already decided on 

option 2 and that they have determined to push this through whatever the democratic will 



of the local people. The reason for this is to generate £2m or more for the council by selling 

the existing library for £3m and spending £1m on a new one. Clearly from first principles, 

simplest is best; the best and cheapest option is to refurbish and upgrade the existing 

library building. To sell it would a public disgrace. 

Personally speaking my only complaint about the present premises is that the 

seating/reading area is right next to the public counter and therefore rather noisy with 

people coming in and speaking to the staff ..... at the new premises I hope we can have a 

more secluded, quieter reading space. Thank you. 

It would be great to stay in existing building but only if chsnges made address current 

issues as to find a site large enough in N10 for new library will be a challenge. How about 

opening in the space opposite wetherspoons which is being advertised as restaurant space 

abd will have flats / houses above it on Muswell Hill just down from roundabout. Large site 

and central, also right nr school and has parking. 

Why do you still continue to ask for our opinion when opinions different from the council's 

plans are never considered? 

CONSULTATION LEAFLET WAS NOT ENTIRELY CLEAR 

I have learned not to trust Haringey council 

test 

I think further information is required as above and I think the option of a low cost 

improvement should be considered. 

What plans does the council have for the building if the library is moved? Does the council 

own the land behind the building (currently empty and used for car parking)?  I believe the 

building should be demolished as it is of limited architectural and historical interest and the 

cost of refurbishment would be prohibitively expensive. The council should then re-develop 

the land for affordable rented accommodation with priority given to key workers. I am not in 

favour of the land being sold to a private developer. 

Just that, in general terms, I believe Haringey to be a very good borough. I would wish that 

the decision making process  be really transparent and  fair. 

An intelligently designed renovation of the existing Muswell Hill library would be incredibly 

popular with the community in this area. I would encourage the council to think creatively 

about how this could be achieved - for example by asking 2 or 3 talented architects to take 

part in an ideas competition - with the winner taking the project forward.   Previous 

feasibility studies have shown that it should be possible to implement a modest but 

effective restoration of the existing historic building. This could even be phased over time if 

that helps spread the cost - for example installing a lift first, and then later making 

improvements to the interior fittings and finishes.   Please don't move the library from it's 

current historic building which I love! 

let it be 



I came to the fifrst meeting at the library some months ago and think the proposals sound 

good and sensible. I am assuming the old library will be turned into something else that will 

benefit the community. 

Improve the existing building sensibly 

Judging by the way libraries are treated councils don't value them. Tories in London seem 

to think people can buy their own books, computers or whatever. Labour seem to think 

libraries are for the middle-classes and do not regard them as an important community 

resource.  Labour councils in other parts of the UK put you to shame. If you do move this 

library (as I'm sure you intend) put some real resources into creating a 1st class resource 

that will draw people of all ages and classes, provide stimulating activities for all age ranges 

- and above all, spend some money on stocking it properly. 

the council should invest money in the current library building, to improve it and make it 

more accessible by installing a lift. This could be paid for by having a small development at 

the back of the library. A healthcare centre for GPs could then go into the space in the new 

'Green Man' development at the top of Muswell Hill. 

Very short sighted. Original building fit for purpose easily at reduced cost. Maintains local 

history 

IT IS POORLY EXPLAINED, THE PRESENTATION IS DEVISED TO ENCOURAGE PEOPLE 

TO VOTE FOR OPTION 1, AND YOU DO NOT MENTION THE OBVIOUS ALTERNATIVE, 

WHICH IS TO IMPROVE THE PRESENT BUILDING. 

Haringey have not produced any coherent reasoning as to why the current library building 

needs to be abandoned nor have I seen costings for different options. I understand that 

selling the existing library would break the covenant of the original gift and could therefore 

be judged illegal. 

thank you for using this chance to prove your commitment to support the library service 

going forward 

improve the current library, 

No. 

They are only do it to save money 

Money should be spent reducing council tax. 

see earlier comments 

Present location is great and gives a focus to Muswell Hill 

When making in an investment in the library, the needs of the community need to be taken 

into account, and not the need to support big business by awarding the tender to them 

I am dismayed at the way the Council appear to have tried to steer the community towards 

accepting the relocation of the library, by presenting the option of staying in the same 



building as second rate and/or excessively costly. I am extremely sceptical that this 

assessment has been conducted in an open minded and imaginative way. 

I am dismayed at the way the Council appear to have steered the consultation towards 

supporting a new building. I am extremely sceptical that the assessment of the existing 

building has been conducted in an open minded and imaginative way 

It has not been made clear how the old site would be used.I would be against any 

removal/addition to the current building ,as long as it retains it present form I would be in 

favour of the relocation to the Green Man. 

no 

Find another project please... Build free parking for residents, or a train  to Ally Pally or 

Highgate...something useful. 

I do not feel that Haringey Council has fully considered all options to enable the library to 

remain in the existing building.  There is a third option, which the council have not added to 

the consultation. We know that it would only cost in the region of £60,000 to fund minor 

upgrade works to the library. This would include better disabled access, with a lift to the 

upper floor, and accessible toilets. The Council dismissed this on the grounds that it would 

cost £680,000. This is nonsense. We have been given a quote for £60,000.  The alternative 

site, at the old Green Man, is completely inappropriate. It is at the top of one of the steepest 

hills in London. There is no prospect of disabled parking. It would be impossible for cars to 

stop safely nearby to set down passengers. The idea that disabled access issues would be 

solved by moving to this site is completely false.  The site plans for the Green Man also 

show that the adjacent cafe/bar will not include any toilets of its own - but instead will be 

given access to the library toilets. The reason for this is that the developer does not want to 

install toilets in the commercial section of the development (they cannot charge for the 

space!). This situation means that noisy, potentially intoxicated cafe/bar customers will be 

constantly trampling across the library all day long. 

Yes.  I don't believe you should be conducting a consultation where you have not included 

an Option 3.  Leave Library in existing building and fit a lift.  I understand this could be done 

at a cost of £60,000 and not £680,000 or whatever amount you have outlined.  I also don't 

believe you should be undertaking a consultation which does not outline what your plans 

are for the existing building if the library moves out.  Talk abounds of health centres etc so it 

is very disingenuous to say that you can't say what will happen to the building until you've 

had responses to the consultation.  And finally, there is no clarity on what the formal 

ownership arrangement would be with moving to the Green Man site.  How are we to be 

convinced that once the library is relocated it could find itself under pressure to be moved 

out of central Muswell Hill altogether due to budget pressures and the appeal of selling off 

yet more of Haringey Council's property assets for financial gain? 

Although I am not currently a Muswell Hill resident I do not see what the issues are. Any 

improvement has got to be better as lovely as the old building is where it is currently sited. 

But sadly some people do not like change.  Good luck with all in Muswell Hill 

You only give two options. Where's the third option: i.e. adapting the existing building? This 

is a dishonest consultation, because you have not presented all options available, but have 



done everything possible to skew the so-called "consultation" towards the answer you have 

already chosen. 

No, I've made my point 

Overpriced; under rationalised; unrelated to consultation outcomes. 

none 

No thank you to the new library.  If it's not broken, don't fix it Haringey Council. 

Please leave this library community historic building be! It's much loved, and used.  Mr 

John Cattermole of LBH Regeneration promised he would listen to us, the community. Pls 

listen now. 

It seems to ignore the wishes of the community 

Having an amenity for the public to use should mean they can use it to full potential...not 

half of the facility due to poor access. 

I think the Council should explore the proposals made by the Friends of MHL and offer this 

option to the public. 

With no third option - no significant effort shown in any way to renovate the current library - 

this is a poor show of a proposal.  We need to know more - This is very soon after the 

health clinic was sold and luxury flats were built. This does not feel right.  We need a viable 

third proposal to really have a choice. 

Leave the existing and much-loved and used building alone and do not attempt to make 

changes that are not required or necessary for the local community that it has served 

successfully for generations! 

Why has the Council failed to consult on an Option 3, which is to spend a small amount of 

money for disabled toilets for the existing library to make it suitable to continue with its 

excellent provision of a public library service? 

No 

Is there a good reason why the current building cannot be adapted to deal with concerns? 

Yes. There is an affordable Option 3 . Improve the facilities at the existing building. 

Perhaps you should consider a more open and democratic process.  I also think its 

outrageous that you ask people filling in consultation forms to include gender and sexual 

orientation. 

As a resident of Haringey I'm appalled that I only know about it due to an online petition. 

Seems to me that Haringey are trying to secure this move as quietly under the radar as is 

possible. 

Please invest in improving the current library, rather than developing a new space. 

Please keep the existing library 



the council has misunderstood the role of the building. to provide a substitute library does 

NOT enhance the service. It negates the civic role of such a service given where and how 

the council plan for option 2. Option 1 elevates the building to a grand proud position and 

will integrate the service into many more residents lives in a way tat a face ground floor unit 

space beneath some flats in a very inaccessible part of muswell hill, just would not. 

No.   Would like the post office not to be closed down. 

You ask people to read the consultation document before filling this response in but don't 

give a link to it. I had to do several searches of the website to find it. Is that incompetence 

or are you trying to hide something? 

I really hope the council isn't simply profiting from high house prices and then saddling 

residents with a PFI contract on the new building 

Don't move. It's a lovely old building in central Muswell Hill and can be modified. The MHL 

Support Group has provided affordable, costed proposals for any modifications. Use them. 

See comments above about a variant of Option 1 - ie stay and invest to make it better, 

rather than incur the costs for a move.  Also why on earth is sexual orientation relevant to 

and a part of this survey? 

I'd prefer some money were spent to improve the existing site. I believe the Liberal 

Democrats have a proposal along these lines. 

no 

The library should stay where it is. 

I recommend considering 'option3' which is to remain in the same building but spend some 

money so that is meets current HSE and other requirements 

The Muswell Hill library in its current location is a well loved building in the area. It will be 

extremely sad to see it being relocated to a former pub building.  There is mention of cost 

cuts if the library were to move to the new location. However, surely updading a pub 

building would require just as many resources?! It would be good to understand what other 

plans are currently being discussed for the library in its current location. 

The staff have always been very helpful and gone out of their way to get books I ask for.  

The Hornsey Library is very good but we do need one at Muswell Hill as well., accessible 

for wheelchairs, children etc.  Also the homework room at Hornsey is excellent - there 

should be the equivalent at Muswell Hill where perhaps the Fortismere teenagers could be 

persuaded to go at lunch-times! 

The proposal for the Green Man site does not have toilets for sole use of library users. It's 

on a very steep and busy hill. I'm not sure that there will be adequate disabled parking 

although I appreciate that it might be easier for people with buggies. A lift could be installed 

in the existing library for a lot less than the figure quoted in the feasibility study. Air 

conditioning does not seem essential - it does get hot in there and surely staff should have 

electric fans  in summer weather. This is standard in many work places including my own. 

It's obviously a very good thing that the council is not proposing closing libraries in 



Haringey but proposing to sell this beautiful listed building which is a public asset is just 

another example of selling off the family silver like the present Government is doing. Once 

it's gone it's gone. Haringey should be fighting austerity not selling stuff off unnecessarily. 

Can Haringey just STOP trying to make a buck off the back of this wonderful building? It's 

laughable how many times they've tried to take the building away from the community 

which it serves. While it's important to retain the services within the building, this borough is 

very very low on civic heritage - Town Hall lost, Police Stations lost, Borough symbol lost 

(and replaced with a child's drawing) and to lose another is just folly.  Running a community 

should be about more than just money and things - considered as a whole a borough is an 

environment in which the history of place and the people that made it are an important 

element. 

My comments would be too rude to publish! And I vote for this council! 

Yes. There are many of us gathered to rally  against the suggestions to change the library 

site. We will not back down 

There is a growing campaign against this proposal to rehouse our library and sell it off. I 

truly hope this does not happen and that our current library can be upgraded and retain it's 

place in Muswell Hill on Queens Avenue 

THE Library is at the heart of Muswell Hill and should be used more for the good of the 

community . Do not tear out a building that has a place within a community that is already 

blighted by costs reducing curbs from central and local governments already . It is better to 

work with a building that can contain  a modern setting for all users . 

A third option should be considered: for the library to stay in its current location and for the 

council to invest money in that building, to improve it and make it more accessible by 

installing a lift. 

Not sure where the new building is likely to be, but it should be in a part of Muswell Hill that 

is easy to reach by all users. 

This consultation, and all the materials around it, display an immense bias.  I call into 

question the capability of this planning committee to make this judgement when even the 

local MP is against this move. 

I would urge the council to listen to public opinion. 

It's sad to see a Labour council trying to close a local facility so that the site can be sold off 

to developers - and particularly sad that this is being promoted as an improvement (which 

may never be realised in practice). 

Please keep this library in its place, because of its convenient location we're able to use it 

very often and my children like to read books more because of the ease of borrowing 

books. It's tucked behind the busy main road and not causing any obstruction to other road 

users, it's safe and easy for children use, rather than the proposed new site being on a 

steep roadbed right next to busy road. 



Just leave it as it is, no improvements, especially if you have no money! If the subtext is you 

want to sell the building then that's a whole different matter. 

I am writing to the member of parliament and 2 local members of the house of lords 

requesting a public enquiry into this issue and a preservation order for the building. The 

only expaination for the tabled proposal is either incompetance or corruption in the council. 

The ilbrary should be corporation of london. 

No 

Again the council does not consider all possible options, but presents limited options in a 

way that is skewed to getting the result the council wants.  This is not true public 

consultation!! 

Treat the libraries as the valuable resource which they are. Employ qualified staff,not free 

unqualified volunteers! Purchase new books regularly. 

No 

Just because the library is housed in a lovely old listed building does not mean that it is 

suitable and should remain there.   I have lived in Muswell Hill area for 55 years and would 

not like to see the current building demolished.  Presumably it will be retained. Therefore it 

would be better to see the library housed in a more appropriate building with more space 

and facilities.  The former Green Man pub is very close to the old library, so people would 

not be inconvenienced by a changeover.  I am against modernisation just for the sake of it, 

but I think in this case modernisation is necessary because the current library is 

inappropriate 

Any plan to close the current library must be coordinated with the opening of the new 

library: i.e. there must be continuity to the access of a library in Muswell Hill and to library 

services. 

There is confusion in the presentation of the consultation document; attachments refer to 

'Options 1,2,3' and the text refers to another preferred 'option 2' (the Green Man site). This 

preferred option is uncosted, so it is irresponsible for it to be preferred by the Council. The 

design solutions offered in the illustrated options 1, 2, 3 are all viable, providing the missing 

facilities of toilets and a lift to 1st floor. The cost estimates offer a realistic and affordable 

way to accommodate modern requirements. I am curious why no consideration is given to 

making use of the space behind the library (the carpark). This would provide a cheaper 

solution to the lift access and toilet problem in the form of a small annexe. I have heard that 

there are ongoing discussions with three GP practices to rent space in the old building from 

a 'third party' although the consultation document says 'The future use of the existing 

library building cannot be considered until a decision is made on the location of the library.' 

Is the Council being less than honest? 

The 'consultation' only offers two possible options - stay in the existing building with no 

improvements, or move to the alternative site. The council has a duty to consult on staying 

in the existing building with improvements, with a realistic cost. 



I don't believe that the council has explored all available options. The local MP is against 

the plan, because she listens to residents concerns. 

If disabled access is the main reason, there are other cost-effective options 

We love the library as it is! Please don't change it. 

I don't know why the Council is fixated with moving the library.  If you don't know what to 

do with the Green Man (and I still don't understand how the Council has anything to do with 

what I understood was a privately owned building) put a Health Centre in there or sell the 

space.    These are difficult times financially, but please do not persist with this horrible plan 

which even beyond the historical and cultural arguments, makes no practical sense either. 

You see libraries as a cost, yet the same council spends millions on traffic calming which 

you see as a revenue stream. The library building is great, I know multiple architects who 

have said that the quotation for updating is out of whack by at least 1000% in terms of 

providing access.   Given that books were the state of the art and at a cost out of reach of 

most people when this library first opened, I would suggest that an appraisal of what a 

library should do is the priority. I am firmly of the view that it should be providing access to 

state of the art technology that is out of reach of most people. It should be exciting, if it was 

those things then perhaps it would be possible to see the library as an investment for 

haringey, one that I am sure many businesses would feel very likely to also want to invest 

in. 

The options should include the option of improving the current building. 

The council should explore other ways to utilise the expertise of developers on housing it's 

residents. The library is a unique heritage for all of Haringey   The proposed new site is 

inappropriately serviced by both traffic and location as well as by the profiteering of 

landlords at the expense of residents 

I like the atmosphere in the existing building and may like any modern new building less. 

VFM is however the key issue. 

Haringey to be congratulated for keeping libraries open unlike other boroughs. 

I do not like the way decisions seem to have been made before the consultation takes 

place 

the exterior at least of the existing building should be preserved whatever its future is. 

The public needs further information about Option 2, at the very least. A third option, 

refurbishment of the existing building, has also to be proposed. Also, costing for disabled 

access to the current building need to be reconsidered in the light of alternative estimates 

which have been submitted via the Friends of Muswell il Hill library. The Council must 

realise there is very strong local opposition to Option 2!! 

There should have been a third option allowing local people to retain their heritage building 

as a library and use the money raised from sale of the land next to the current library to 

improve access and facilities. 



The library is situated in a quiet area of central Muswell Hill with its main entrance on a flat 

wide pavement as opposed to the proposed new location at the top of Muswell Hill which is 

on a steep gradient, is an extremely busy area, and will be sharing an entrance with housing 

and other users.  I object to any plan which intends to remove the library to an alternative 

site. 

If a costed, timed and comprehensive proposal for a new library was made, complete with 

pros AND cons, and a proper comparison became available, it might well be that the new 

proposal would be convincing. At present, there seems to be no reason to abandon the 

present, historic and dedicated, building in favour of some half-worked out and 

optimistically-costed ideas. 

Please be efficient and cost effective. The public has to be consulted and their views must 

be taken into account and the correct decision has to be made. 

This is not a proposal but a leap in the dark, as the council does not even have drawings for 

a new library on the site of the old Green Man pub. The existing library is much loved and 

much used and the community should be engaged in finding a cost-effective solution to the 

problem of disabled access and accessible toilets at the existing library. 

I think you should develop this building and whoever came up with this idea has no idea 

how strongly people feel about their cultural resources in this area. Do not rob us of our 

community buildings and resources. 

As above, I would not wish the present building to be lost to the community. 

No. 

No. 

No 

I think accessibility should be the top priority for any public space.  I am concerned about 

the future of the toy library though as it would be a shame if a space wasn't available for 

this service in a new building. 

I think it is a terrible idea to move the library to the bottom of a luxury block of flats at the 

top of a steep hill.  I suspect the deed is already done and I think it is appalling.  SAVE OUR 

PUBLIC SPACES.  Everything else is ripped from us, save this one - it has served the 

community well for 80 years.  This is just the thin end of the wedge to get rid of it 

completely. 

There is strong evidence that the present building could be brought up to date in terms of 

accessibility etc at a reasonable cost. I strongly urge the council to consider this possibility. 

Lack of knowledge of what the new library would be like means that the public is being 

asked to decide on the basis of ignorance. In any case, situating the library within a 

complex of high-price apartments and restaurant etc is not the way to enhance its status as 

a necessary public good. 

The council needs to look at the costing for the renovation of Muswell Hill library. Their 

estimate seems far too much. 



The consultation is biased against the local community. Were library users  asked to set the 

questionnaire? 

It is important that the voice of local people are heard. Too many decisions are taken by 

those who do not use the facilities . 

The library should stay where it is. It gives us a sense of community and it teaches children 

to appreciate history 

It is important to a borough's well-being that its major public buildings should be cherished 

and valued. This poorly thought out proposal will do real damage to Haringey. 

Wish Councillors who destroy libraries would be honest enough just to organize occasional 

book burnings. 

PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE don't sell off our heritage and history. Too much has already 

gone. 

I shall be very interested to hear the outcome of the consultation. Please send me the 

details: n6johnson2@gmail.com. . 

A small amount of renovation inside would go along way to making it a more modern 

place....some money spanet but not loads. 

I think it's very positive that you're managing not to close the library, given the level of cuts 

experienced. 

Stop wasting money, it's not yours it's ours... 

I think it is absurd and inappropriate to the area. 

Nobody asked for the library to move. It should remain as it is - a perfectly good library that 

serves the community. 

Please leave the library where it is, people in our neighbourhood watch love this library as 

do all my friends. 

I am very concerned at the degradation of library services across the country. The current 

situation in Derby is yet a further example of the hiving off of valuable commodities that 

serve the residents of local areas and should be provided as a benefit for all, funded by 

local and national taxes. I do not wish to see any further reduction in community services 

such as these in my home borough. 

Libraries are very important to all 

Invest in this characterful library rather than moving to a stark new one. Build the 

recommended disabled access! 

Please listen to the wishes of the local community. I have lived in Muswell Hill for 38 years 

and during that time, my wife, my children and I have really appreciated being able to easily 

access the library. 



A refurbishment of the existing library will be cheaper. The Council could reallocate the 

resources saved to other good purposes. 

No 

I suspect that the council has already decided and that this is a sham consultation trying to 

make us feel that we have been consulted and that is democracy...Hypocrisy and lies (on 

the costing of the possible alterations). Why treat us like stupid people AND MAKE US 

LOSE OUR TIME WITH A ...HARINGEY, YOU know THAR YOU HAVE ALREADY DECIDED.. 

Yes please do not spend money unnecessarily so many other ways funding would help in 

other areas. 

Yes, moving the library is simply not an option.  Thank you 

I think the site should be brought up to date as far as possible and a larger space created 

elsewhere. 

For many years, Muswell Hill Library,  has been and continues to be an important focus for 

all the community with many age groups and demographic groups benefitting from its 

access and use. I think it should be supported and maintained to continue playing its vital 

role. 

Keep the current building - which has historical value and is a much loved part of the 

community and save the money they would spend on a brand new build. Use that money to 

build MUCH needed social housing (not this nonsense 'affordable housing') for people in 

desperate need stuck on the councils housing waiting list. 

Refurbish the current premises which involve no hills to access. 

The way Option 2 has been described is very leading, you should know better. 

no 

The council should prioritise the long-term needs of all the people in the community to 

enjoy good public services over the short-term needs of smaller numbers of people to 

make profits only for themselves. 

You have a building that serve the [purpose, instead of spending the money for 

unnecessary moves and pocket money yourselves from developers spend the money on 

the library and serve your community for once. 

Please increase council tax in order to provide adequate public services rather than 

constantly looking for ways to save money on things that the local residents have no desire 

to save money on. If you cannot properly maintain a library, this is incompetence and poor 

fiscal management, do not look to property developers to cure this problem because they 

will even admit themselves that they are trying to take you for a ride. 

Please do not move the library. Use council taxes to adapt it 

The improvements needed to the present library could be paid for by selling the land to the 

rear of the building. 



locally opposed, for good reason. 

I don't understand why you need to change it, is there problem with where it is? 

You have not explained what the costs are for trunking the old site compared to the new 

site.   Also, you have not stated that the intention is for the existing site. Is it to be sold to 

developers or retained by the council for alternative public service uses? 

I strongly object to the library moving location for all the reasons I've already stated - I 

appreciate that council resources need to be financially manageable and viable but the 

proposal to move the library's location strikes me as engaging very 'short term thinking' 

rather than considering the bigger picture and the longer term heritage and legacy for 

Muswell Hill and its residents. 

Listen to the library users. Learn from the mistakes the Tory administration in neighbouring 

Barnet made with library closures. 

No 

Not a good deal for rate payers. 

Why is it suggested destruction rather than renovation - who gains???? 

The library building has a protective covenant so it is better used as a library than any other 

public service. 

I hope my previous comments have not been lost in the ether? I haven't anything further to 

say other than that I feel very strongly that the library should stay where it is. 

Haringey should stop wasting money on pavement contracts, as they are in the vicinity of 

Springcroft Ave, where incidentally the pavements are perfectly OK, and spend more 

money on educating people. I cannot believe that the council has awarded an expensive 

three-month contract for pavement re-laying, I assume to make sure that the public walking 

over it are 'secure' whilst penny pinching on education in the form of library cuts. It beggars 

belief. Nice pavements but totally uneducated pedestrians walking over it! George Orwell's 

prophesies are definitely coming true. 

Don't do it! 

WHY WASTE MORE MONEY WHEN CASH IS TIGHT 

Stop selling off public buildings, we don't care much for 'modern' facilities which always 

seem to cost more to maintain and break down frequently due to shoddy workmanship/ 

cheap materials. No one will benefit from this proposal other than shoddy builders....just 

look at the 'new modern facitility' library located on Colney Hatch Lane...hardly anyone 

uses it, as it is not convenient and lacks character. 

I appreciate the council's intentions to help disabled people and people with pushchairs, 

but I strongly do not think this is the correct way to go about it. This decision would have a 

strong impact on my future voting decisions locally. 

Please manse sure that a new library is actually invested in 



I find it distressing that the council does not seem to be listening to the needs and concerns 

of its residents with regards to public services and seems more interested in selling off 

these services to property developers. 

Please get opinions and suggestions from creative architects who can achieve magical 

transformations.  Why do you need to spend considerable funds on something new just for 

the sake of it? What else would the new building be used for? Couldn't the old building also 

be used for that? 

SEE ABOVE 

It would be nice if, for once, the Council paid heed to the people that elected it and 

understood what localism is all about.  Value what is there and do not seek to destroy 

things that have stood the test of time. 

Sometimes you have to look at the effect of beauty and grace on people's lives.  The 

present building is full of both.  The new 'facility' will provide neither. 

No 

Given what is happening to libraries around the country I think it's impressive that the 

council is able to secure any service at all. 

Please listen to the Council payers in this area. 

New is not necessarily better.  The cost involved in this move would be huge.   The current 

library is lovely and the community should have a say in their library. 

Only to re-iterate that with a modest amount of good design and investment the current 

building could be transformed: a conservation project like this could attract funding from 

English Heritage/Lottery. 

I believe it would be a waste of public monies to expend them in moving the 

library/acquiring new premises when the curren building is so wonderful 

Please do not close this vital community resource. 

Disabled access can be provided to the present building, given the will of the Council. 

No 

KEEP OUR LIBRARY. 

As previous no need to change its a beautiful building and a community asset 

I am deeply concerned at the justification for making such a proposal. Clearly, since the 

building in discussion occupies one of the most expensive areas of real-estate in the 

borough, one cannot escape the conclusion that this is more about monetising a prime 

asset rather than a progressive plan for library facilities. 



I am glad you are consulting the public about such an important issue. Libraries are a 

precious part of a democratic society & historic libraries like Muswell Hill need to be 

protected for the next generation. 

I don't like the councils proposals and I do not believe them to carry out the wishes of  the 

taxpayer and library users 

All around the country, consevative local government and austerity policies are forcing the 

poor and disenfranchised to pay the price. Libraries are EXTREMELY important in order to 

foster feelings of community and civil society! Leave them as they are, THANK YOU!!!! 

Please make clear how much the rent would be for the new building and what firm 

commitments there are in writing to keeping the library open whilst having to pay 

commercial rents which in my view would be more expensive than the maintenance of the 

current building. Please give realistic and actual figures for costs of maintenance and 

building work to current building  How will you ensure that the commercial landlord is true 

to their word and will accept the library as a tenant. It does not say so on the building plans. 

The actual library should be improved and refurbished 

I am committed to accessibiltiy. Part of this could mean keeping the library in its very 

central location near bus routes and making use of its peaceful space that promotes 

reading and thinking. 

Why do this consultation in the summer holidays, when many people are away? 

I heard a talk by an architect in the library. According to him the current library could be 

modernised at a fraction of the cost of what a move of the library would cost. 

Waste of money and time 

Please listen to the people petitioning you! 

No 

No thank you 

I can only see it as a way for the council to make money selling off the old building,& not as 

an improved service for the residents of Muswell Hill. 

PLEASE KEEP THE EXISTING MUSWELL HILL LIBRARY. WE DO NOT NEED A NEW ONE.  

USE THE MONEY WISELY AND PUT IT TOWARDS THE EXISTING LIBRARY. 

This 'consultation' is too simplistic in offering only two options. Please take a more detailed 

look at the suggestions for improving the building at minimal cost, as suggested. 

Any further comment is superfluous. 

No 

None. It is unacceptable! 



I think that libraries should be places near the heart of the community so they provide for 

easy access to learning and information. 

I feel exactly the same about the selling off of Crouch End Town Hall. Decades ago when I 

moved to this area this building functioned admirably as focal point for a huge variety of 

local events. It was enjoyed by a broad cross section of people in the area. Now the move 

to small community centers for specific groups of people diminishes and divides us. I am 

against Haringey Council taking our cherished heritage and well used buildings from us. 

This also goes for the removal of public lavatories and lidos and paddling pools over the 

years.  More & more dwellings are being squeezed in and less & less public facilities kept. 

I believe that the library should stay in the same location! 

No 

No 

I want to retain the library in its present building which was given to the people of Muswell 

Hill as a charitable gift. 

A Beautiful and suitable building will be lost to the people of Haringey 

Listen to the people - not your consultants. Democracy is paramount and so is the 

community spirit. 

I am not naive enough to believe this is anything other than a money making scheme for the 

council. Sell off a building in a prime location and then not be able to afford or situate a new 

library in anywhere near as good location for the majority of residents. 

The Haringey library service is very good. It is good to have lots of small libraries dotted 

around the borough.  However, do not remove this one which serves the far west of the 

borough - which does not get many Haringey services.  Appreciate the need to modernise 

and that it is expensive but think it is worth it for services to the west end of the borough. 

This is an inadequate consultation. Insufficient information is provided on either plan and no 

consideration given to what could be done with the existing building. 

Moving the library would strike at the heart of the local community. 

I am so pleased that Haringey Council are willing to expand Muswell Hill library.  As a user 

of the library myself, I can see firsthand how important it is for our community to be able to 

access the service.  Also, by having a larger space more people will be able to use the 

library. 

keep our library 

Please maintain current Library service 

No 

I would hope that the consultation is more than a paper exercise and takes on board 

concerns raised about the council's proposal. 



No 

If costs really do prohibit the renovation of the existing site I would be more inclined to 

accept the proposal. However at present it does not seem that a clear comparison can be 

made for the cost of moving vs cost of renovating. This needs addressing. 

The locals are all worried we won't be listened to & our library will be torn down when its 

sold off. 

It is a very bad idea. 

the overall amenity and atmosphere of Muswell Hill should be considered rather than just a 

narrow assessment of the immediate financial difference between the two schemes. 

Is it possible that the Council is making this proposal so it can sell off the existing library to 

developers?  It is the only logical explanation. 

No. 

It would be a great shame for Muswell Hill to lose its library - we as a family have had very 

good use from it in the past for fiction and non-fiction, for children's books and DVDs. It is a 

community asset with a good deal of further potential if it was more secure and accessible 

and well-promoted. 

I love this library. Love it to by spending money to update rather than relocate it. Thanks. 

I take my son there and he loves the kids library and interacting with the staff. 

We love the Muswrll hill library and have used for many many years and still use it often. 

Please do not allow commercial reasons to destroy this very important and special part of 

the community of muswell hill. 

THIS COUNCIL HAS ALREADY MADE CHANGES TO SERVICES WITHOUT 

CONSULTATIONS SO PLEASE PLEASE LISTEN THIS TIME. WHILST BLAND NEW AND 

PURPOSE BUILT BUILDINGS MAY SEEM A GOOD IDEA MAYBE WHAT YOU SHOULD DO 

IS OPEN A DIFFERENT FACILITY ON THE SITE PROPOSED AND LEAVE THE BEAUTIFUL 

OLD LIRBARY ALONE!  I SUSPECT THE COUNCIL HAS ALREADY DECIDED THOUGH 

AND WILL PUSH THE PROJECT THROUGH REGARDLESS OF THE LOCAL PEOPLE - 

BUT HOW CAN YOU IGNORE THE COVENANT ON THE LIBRARY?  SURELY THAT 

WOULD BE ILLEGAL? 

Money would be better spent improving the current more central facility. 

Only to ask that our council protect and invest in the current building. 

I think the wish to close and move the library elsewhere is purely for financial gain and not 

in the interests of the community. 

The council is trying to help with the accessibility at the muswell hill library but the 

proposed site is very inconvenient for wheelchair and buggy users like myself. My children 

had so many accidents when the bus stop for 144 and w7 bus was outside the school.  that 



hill is so dangerous. I think the library is very convenient where it is now and the access 

could be improved by other means like installing a lift to the second floor. 

No 

Haringey is one of the worst boroughs in London.  I dont believe you have the where with all 

to make these sorts of decisions. 

Yes, please tell the residents how much it would cost to relocate the library. You should 

have done and shared the analysis a long time ago.  My email is (so you can send me the 

proposal): blahutova.kamila@gmail.com 

No 

Libraries are at the real heart  of caring communities. You only have to look at who is in 

them to see they are working well and provide something for everyone. No doubt the 

Muswell Hill one could be made better re internal lay out but it doesn't need closing down! 

no 

Selling of prime council real estate is a short term remedy that will disadvantage the council 

in the longer term. 

This is all about property prices not about improving services. 

Don't move it. All the fortismere students need it, you have been warned. 

The current library building needs to be preserved, in terms of the building itself, whatever 

the outcome of this consultation. 

No thank you. 

No 

Stop putting profits above community. 

Could also use a ramp kit with stairs on the side. 

Muswell Hill library must stay in its current location. It can easily be modernised at a very 

reasonable cost. Anything else would be a negligent waste of the taxpayers money. 

I don't think that Haringey have properly costed how much it would cost to refurbish the 

existing building, It could be upgraded for much less than the figure stated. 

Although the current building is very attractive I believe it was built at a time when little 

concern was given to people with disabilities and it seems quite wrong that certain groups 

are excluded.  Even as a fit abled bodied person I find the building frustrating to use.  My 

one concern about the proposed new site is the very steep hill.  Won't this also be a 

potential difficulty for some groups? 

I fully agree with haringey Council's well placed desire to provide a larger and better library 

service for this part of the borough. 



Once again Haringey Council trying to railroad library users for the benefit of private 

developers and more soirees of champagne and canapes on yachts in the south of France 

for Haringey Council bigwigs 

Please do not go ahead with these plans for a new library - the new plans will never be the 

same as the existing library. 

I think the management of proposed new library site (Green Man) by Haringey Council has 

been shockingly poor and reeks of corruption and/ or ineptitude. Our local civil servants are 

being poorly led and managed. And our councillors- those who are meant to represent their 

communities are unworthy of the task they wanted take on and in all likely hood do not 

even know their community or how to nurture it. 

There are other options such as a more economic refurbishment of the current building that 

is not presented as an option. It should be. 

Like most local people, I am suspicious of the motives of Haringey. The current site is a 

valuable property, large and accessible. I assume that a corporation is hovering in the 

background, waiting for their opportunity to move in, listed or not. If it was a surgery, I 

would accept it but the costs of conversion would be prohibitive. On the other hand, 

staying put, fitting lavatories and a lift would not cost more than Haringey can afford 

whatever has been suggested. They don't have to be state of the art. They just need to 

work. 

Please leave the library as it is. Thanks 

Yes - why isn't it an option to stay in the current building but invest to upgrade the 

facilities? 

By not offering people the choice of staying in an improved building you are denying people 

the right to choose the most popular option. 

I understand people are worried abt the present building as it is an integral part of Muswell 

Hill.  I am assuming it would remain in some kind of public use. 

If the current library site is sold the historic building would be lost to the borough forever. It 

has a protective covenant saying that it should be used as a library or for other public 

services. 

i believe that Haringey council should explore the possibility of the library remaining at the 

present site and carrying out some essential capital works to the current building that can 

be financed from the proceeds of selling or leasing the land located to the rear of the 

library. 

no 

Please do not upset the community by changing the location of this incredibly well located 

library. 

no 



I would like it for the library to stay where it is. Its a free standing, wonderfully located, and 

beautiful building. If any funds are to be spent, it should be spent on improving the existing 

library, and not building new buildings and spending further funds educating people as to 

the new location. Improve on what you already have, perfect location, stunning building, 

already set up infrastructure. 

Please go for option 1. 

See previous comments. 

Thanew library shouldnt be too dar fron the centre of M.H. 

The existing building should be kept for use by the borough. 

There is a THIRD option - keeping the existing building and making upgrades that cost in 

the region of £60 - 70,000.   Don't let greed steer you towards selling off a beautiful building 

- Muswell Hills ONLY public service building - for short-sighted gains.   Shame on you for 

acting like Boris Johnson stooges. I thought Haringey Council knew better than to feed the 

property monster that is devouring historic London.  You can expect strong civic action if 

you proceed with the sell-off, I guarantee you that. 

I do not want to see the old library building changed as it is of historical significance and as 

such should be protected. I am very pleased that library services are to be maintained in 

Muswell Hill and I really think they could be developed further. I am a Primary School 

teacher in Muswell Hill and I would very much like to use the library more with my class and 

see more services offered to schools to encourage young readers and help them become 

confident library uses.  Thank you 

I think the proposal by the friends of the library has to be considered. A much more modest 

improvement of the library can be undertaken.  The cost of 600,000 pounds mentioned on 

this consultation seem too high for the suggested improvements, it must be possible to 

obtain a more sensible quote. 

The Library is a wonderful resource with a superb history and of course is a grade 2 listed 

building. 

I do not have confidence that providing a new building is the real driver for this proposal - I 

believe it is motivated more by the desire to realise revenue from the sale of the existing site 

and land. I also believe that the council is unfairly emphasising the alleged benefits of its 

preferred option. 

I would like to see a further consultation with clear, transparent costings for improving the 

library on its current site. 

I suggest the council uses the money to buy more books instead of modernising one of the 

loveliest libraries. The current building is incredible and is one of the most attractive aspects 

of the idea of gaining knowledge by going a library. 

It is not right for Labour councillors to flog off historic local amenities that are loved and 

valued by the people. We are sick of the excesses of capitalism, to the detriment of 

community. Save our library! With its historic character. But make it fit for purpose. 



Haringey Council needs to listen to the voices of the local community.  You know of the 

third option - the one not included in this consultation.  Namely, to keep the current library 

where it is, in its historic building, but make some improvements including a small extension 

with toilets and lifts on the land at the rear.  Sale of the remainder of that land would fund 

not only that extension, but could be used to buy much-needed resources for the Library 

Service.  Come on, Councillors, and do the right thing.    You were elected to make a 

difference. 

Green Man site very difficult for access (impossible to drop off children or elderly people on 

Muswell Hill). 

I think its a great idea and I'm really pleased that Haringey is allocating funds for this move 

in order to keep the Library open and 'alive'. 

If you're going to spend the money, make sure people in Haringey have affordable homes 

and clean, safe streets before blowing hundreds of thousands of pounds in tax revenue on 

an unpopular library relocation. This is an unnecessary expense at a time of budgetary 

constraint. 

Why is that that you can spend millions on providing library facilities on the East of the 

Borough and then claim there are no funds available for Muswell Hill? You are making a 

huge profit from the sale of the flats in the Green Man development. 

I was really disappointed to see the lib dems campaigning for an option 3 which is 

expensive. If the alternative was closure or relocation far away I would understand but it 

feels like political point scoring for the sake of it. I don't support everything this labour 

council does but the commitment to libraries in Haringey should be commended. 

I do not understand why alternative options as to what might happen to the current library 

building  cannot be listed now. Surely ideas as to an alternative future use could be floated 

at this stage to give users some idea of what purpose it might serve in the future? If it is 

also correct that there is a protective covenant on the building saying it should be used for 

public services, then it should not be too difficult to come up with a few options  at this 

point. 

I support keeping the library in its historic home but making some improvements including 

a small extension with toilets and a lift. 

Muswell Library is a much loved local facility which offers an oasis of peace to all residents 

and the staff are friendly and knowledgeable.  I believe the current library and central 

location should be maintained, but believe toilet facilities and a lift to improve access is 

desirable for all. 

I'm sure with the help of an architect a lift could be put in where the present wheelchair 

lifting platform is and a wheelchair ramp at the side of the building in Avenue Mews giving 

access to the ground floor. It would then only require a very small extension for toilets. 

If old building being sold - money should be put back into library service !! 



Why are there only 2 options.  Third option - sell of part of the land at the rear of the library. 

Use the proceeds to build a small extension to the library for toilets and lift.  Leave the 

library where it is. 

WHY ARE YOU CLOSING PLACES WHERE USERS ARE QUITE HAPPY WITH/ CAUSING 

SO MUCH STRESS, ANXIETY AND UNHAPPINESS. WHY THIS QUESTIONIER , YOU WILL 

STILL DO WHAT YOU WANT DESPITE THE PEOPLE'S ANSWERS 

A third option - to upgrade the existing library should have been included.  Also not clear 

whether proposed new space is library space only or other council services. 

No 

don't change what works well 

Please don't take our library. It was gifted to our community and by moving it, you 

effectively give away our rights to have a library. Moving it is a shortcut to cutting the 

service. Please, please don't. I learned to read there, as did my children. I'd love to take my 

grandchildren there, one day. I'm sure that's why it was gifted to us. 

Don't sell the historic building - we will never get it back! We use the library weekly and 

want it to remain where it is! 

The prposal is ill-conceived and takes little account of the actual day-to-day experiences of 

local people. the steep incline would be a danger to users in winter. 

Please don't do this - Muswell Hill is lovely, the current library and the little path that it runs 

onto with its little parade of shops is lovely.  The building can be adapted so please 

consider before you do something that isn't actually of any real benefit to local residents. 

I think the Library should stay in the present building with improvements.  The community 

should not be deprived of listed buildings.  The community has not been provided with full 

architectural plans yet for option 2. So I'm not sure why the council expects the public to 

agree to plans they have not seen yet. 

Show the Muswell Hill community that you can be trusted! 

There should have been more details given re the first choice: i.e. remain in the same 

building:  means redecoration & improvements to the facilities (e.g. wheel chair accessible). 

New toilets and a lift would be great in the current building. Thanks 

as always, the council does not listen to anyone but themselves. 

NO, only a plea to let the library stay where it is.Why not let houses, or a house, be built on 

the land at the back... or make it a paid parking space, but with free parking for library users 

and workers! 

There should be more of a variety of Jacqueline Wilson books for older readers. 



Please keep the library where it is as it will be great for us our children and grandchildren to 

have the opportunity to visit this historic building which has created so great memories to 

all of us. 

I suggest that council revisits it financial options and explores the option for the library to 

remain at its present site and finance essential works through the sale or leasing of the land 

to the rear of the current building. 

Please do not do this. No one accepts the arguement it is being done  purely for disabled 

access. I beleieve it is all for financial gain so the converted libary can be sold off as luxury 

flats. Very sad, very misguided. Please be more honest. 

The library should not be moved it is a land mark of  Muswell hill 

The current building can be improved with a small extension which can contain toilets and a 

lift. 

I'm sorry to say that the council appear to be motivated solely by money and not by 

preserving the unique character of Muswell Hill 

in over 20 years in MH I have seen the library totally overtaken by free commercial 

downloading book and audio services which have made the building almost totally 

redundant. it seems astonishing to me that the council are even considering anything other 

than shutting the place down altogether. If Haringey really do have enough monies to still 

offer a library in MH then please make sure the new site is a multi use building and not one 

limited to the old fashioned Victorian concept of a library which has been totally outpaced 

by school libraries and free literature and audio services on the web. 

Unimaginative 

The present location is very popular: witness the number of users for borrowing books and 

using the internet. 

Enough said. Restore the exterior of the library and make the adjustments. Add a computer 

area for students. Update. Add a cafe if you like ! Keep the original features on show. They 

are so inspiring. Scrap this proposal for a new one.  All the libraries in this area are great.  

The little Library on Ally Pally Rd could do with new carpets though !  Haringey people love 

to read, we don't need encouragement. Crouch End Hornsey Library fulfils the modern 

library quota. 

It is extremely poor practice to omit an option of improved services at existing with proper 

costings and alternative sources  of financing that option. 

I suggest you refurbish and upgrade the current library building. 

There is no justification that I can see for even considering Option 2 which would be very, 

even dangerously inaccessible thanks to its location, which is out of the way, on a very 

steep hill and requires considerable skill in traffic negotiation to cross the very busy roads 

that surround it. 

Not really, just that I look forward to receiving updates as to how plans progress. 



No. 

The library is a wonderful building that should be available to all Haringey residents and 

provides an historic heart to the community. 

Cost of making the move will outweigh cost of doing change to existing building.  Long 

term asset value of current building is more important to the community than seeking some 

fast sale of the current footprint 

There is already a library in colney hatch lane (a Barnet Library) so do we really need 

another in Muswell Hill? I hope the council is in collaboration with Barnet to ensure 

partnership working - seems to me a luxury to have 2 libraries within less than a mile of 

each other. Do the residents of Tottenham and Wood Green have the luxury of libraries in 

such close proximity? 

I think its great that the council are still happy to spend money on providing a better 

service. The current Muswell Hill library is a tired old building and I would welcome a new 

bright modern library. 

The large amount of supporting documentation on the website is very impressive and it is 

good to see so many questions being answered in the Q&A etc.  We remain however of the 

opinion that the case for change has not been proven. 

I am happy for the current Grade 2listed building to be made more accessible to all 

residents. 

There is a third option that has been overlooked. Use the profits from sale of land behind 

the library to fund an extension at the rear to provide a space for toilets  and a lift to the first 

floor. Thus keeping the character of the building and the original purpose of the donation - 

a community building. It would also avoid crossing of busy roads and allow access on level 

ground. 

Please fully explore the options around developing and improving the current site. People's 

services must take priority over financial gain. 

It's a wonderful, unique building and Haringey should see it as a jewel in its crown. It makes 

anyone feel special using it and I've used it for years with my kids. 

The library does need some improvements. There is shortage of books. It should provide 

more facilities to the residents in terms of new books. 

Libraries should be accessible for all and it's not acceptable to have a library building where 

access is so compromised - and no lift to the children's library. 

Another effort by the local authority to overspend on improving a current building. Then 

overspend further on a new one! 

None 

I think it's a shame that such a wonderful building is at risk, it's been dressed up as 

improved access for people but changes can be made to the current building to improve 



access.  I am at Haringey pensioner and have never had problems with access to this 

library, it's a wonderful place to sit. 

Please keep the building but with alterations to meet the needs of access and a range of 

users. 

The council should rather invest in upgrading the present site and services. 

The current building should be improved. 

I think I have made all my points.  Thank you. 

This building is unique and has historical significance to the community. It should be 

accessible to the community. A 3rd option should be considered, to upgrade the facility 

with an elevator & bathroom facilities. If the library were to be moved to a controversial 

development (that is going to negatively impact parking, roads & school places for local 

children), what would happen to this building? 

Please keep the old library 

People are passionate about the existing library.  It's perfectly in character with our 

historical town in a way that a new library never could be.  Please leave it alone!  It belongs 

to the community! 

While well meaning, it's as ever a Haringey-inspired response to a problem which could be 

addressed more cheaply and with more sensitivity than the council is currently showing. 

Don't do it! 

No. 

No, I think I covered everything in my previous answers. 

The council should consider making improvements to the currant location,by installing a lift 

etc. 

I think Option 2 is about profit. This building is part of the Muswell Hill culture and should be 

kept as such. 

I think that I have probably made enough comments already! I'm sure that I have made 

myself clear that I am totally against the council's proposal. 

I've lived in the borough since 1972 and the library situated there right by the Broadway is a 

strong part of Muswell Hill's character and so easily available to everyone on that site.  With 

all of Haringey's enormous financial resources, which is regularly stated in the press (one of 

the largest deposits in the Icelandic banks in the country) they are obviously not thinking of 

residents education at all. 

Improve current library building but do NOT close it 

Don't understand why you can't just add a toilet and improve facilities - it's a building worth 

keeping and the kids space is great. 



As noted in my previous responses, I am VERY disappointed in how Haringey Council has 

handled the library consultation. I hope you will learn some lessons from this process and 

do better next time. 

Yes. Why can't there be an option 3, to refurbish and modernise etc, in the same location. 

Some years ago the council had a very imaginative plan to extend and improve the library.   

I came to a public meeting and spoke in favour of it, to much applause.   Could that 

scheme be revived.   I was sad when it didn't happen.   I would like to see the library used 

for meetings, poetry readings, reading groups, chamber concerts etc.    I have often given 

writing workshops to local children in the library, it is somewhere they feel secure and at 

home.   In a large modern, open plan library, such activities are much harder to organise 

successfully.  I recall that a cafe was mooted in the earlier design.   There are now so many 

in Muswell Hill and close by, that is probably not necessary any longer. 

The library should remain in its current historic building with improvements to that building. 

I would prefer the existing building to be improved. 

Money should be spent on renovating existing Library 

No thank you 

Full consideration/consultation should take place on the option of improving the existing 

building. 

The library is a well used resource for residents. It is perfectly situated where it is for easy 

access for users. The proposed move will make it extremely difficult for less able uses to 

get to 

A third option should have been offered - to improve the existing building. 

I understand that the opening of new library in the new location would involve the dismissal 

of some of the existing staff at the current library. I also undersatnd that at the new location 

there would be no separate facilities for children. 

This does not seem like a genuine and open consultation as you have not offered the 3rd 

option of upgrading the current building.  Many people do not know the facts around the 

options as it is not clear from your documentation 

The option to remain in the same building has not been explored adequately - only excuses 

have been offered.  I strongly disagree with moving the library from where it's meant to be 

just to satisfy Haringey's funding needs. 

I'm strongly in favour of the LibDem proposal to improve the current library by adding a 

small extension at the back to provide toilets and a lift to access the first floor. This could 

be funded by using part of the proceeds raised from selling the rest of the land behind the 

library. 

Option 3 Stay in the same building and make improvements, looking at other options which 

the updated space can offer the community to help pay back the investment. 



If the Council decides to relocate to the new site, would it be prepared to restrict the use of 

the old site for another civic purpose? 

Stay in the existing library and make modern improvements to it. 

Regrettably, this proposal is an example of a non-consultation process.  The costs of 

Option 1 are massively exaggerated, whereas the costs of Option 2 are simply ignored.  No 

indication is given as to the Council's plans(s) for the existing site  Why doesn't the Council 

lay it all out on the barrel head: selling the existing site for high end apartments will bring in 

£X. Option 2 will cost £Y. There will be £X-Y available for the overall budget 

I was impressed with the alternative option that the friends of Muswell Hill library have 

proposed. I.e. to develop and improve the existing site. e.g. by adding in a lift. Why is this 

option nor being considered? 

The existing library is a fine example of a traditional well-designed space. It should be 

preserved rather than demolished as part of a short sighted property development project. 

Go back to the original plan 

It would be good to mention the restrictions that will be placed on the development of the 

site once sold. And to explain whether Haringey will own the new library building, or if it will 

be a leaseholder, then the implications in terms of ground rent. 

I  consider that the council should have consulted on a third option of renovating the 

current building and thus ensuring that it is maintained in public use. 

Stay in the present building with improvements 

n/a 

No 

There are many ways to improve the environment of the current library in its existing 

location at a fraction of the costs of the proposed scheme. 

Prefer to remainin the present building with access improvement. 

As per my previous answer, a fuller explanation of the respective costs involved in both 

staying in the existing building and moving to a new building needs to be provided by the 

Council. 

I have no more comments to make. I have tried to explain myself as succinctly as possible 

in the former pages. The existing building should be modernised from within by a clever 

and competent architect. 

Stay in the present building 

Why have you not included option 3 to upgrade the current site? 

Please reconsider the proposal to make small alterations to the existing building to provide 

a lift and new toilets. 



No 

I am disappointed that this idea is still even being considered by the Council - you have a 

duty to safeguard public properties and interests, and should be above such speculative 

moves that are impelled by private interests that will easily convert Muswell Hill into an 

expensive hub of luxury apartments but will deprive it of public spaces, services and a 

sense of community.  The council MUST take a longer-term view of its responsibilities to 

the community - planning cannot be allowed to develop with such a short-term vision: we 

have st Luke's, gone, the Police Station, gone - all to flats with insufficient parking 

provisions. The library should not be sold off -- indeed, the council should plan how it 

intends to promote common spaces and services that will ensure Muswell Hill maintains its 

convivial atmosphere and family-friendliness. To do otherwise is demeaning to the role the 

electorate entrust to you councillors. 

I am a regular user of Muswell Hill Library.   I am very satisfied with the selection of books, 

CDs and DVDs as well as the professional, yet friendly staff.   I would be most distressed if 

we were to loose this welcoming atmosphere by moving to a modern unfriendly building as 

the library is an important part of my life. 

Why not move the Library to Cannes? That's where the Council team spend a lot of time. 

Strongly disagree with it being moved. It's in a great area and happy with the facilities 

What guarantees are there that the proposed new library will be achievable  and realistic 

given the financial constraints on all local authorities? What plans are there for the existing 

building which has some historical significance ? 

I would like to see the preservation of all that makes Muswell Hill an attractive living space, 

without the usual ugliness that developers bring in furtherance of their greed and profit-

seeking. 

I understand that funds for improvements could be raised by selling some of the land 

behind the library. 

Why do the plans not show us what the proposed new building would look like from the 

street, so we can check if it suits the area?  What are the plans for the current building once 

it's vacated? 

I believe that Muswell Hill and Fortis Green residents should decide on this issue - but my 

view as an elected representative for the area and as a lifelong resident of the area is that 

Muswell Hill library should remain in its current location... and that other options be 

explored to improve the building e.g. selling land at the back of the site/or borrowing to 

make capital improvements (at all time low interest rates). 

I hope that the resounding opposition here in Muswell Hill will be taken on board. 

A letter announcing this consultation should have been sent to every Muswell Hill resident. 

Instead, we are left reading about it in the Ham & High (thank goodness for local 

newspapers) and Liberal Democrat leaflets.  This is a major decision for Muswell Hill's 

future and residents have not been notified well enough. The fact that this consultation did 



not include a third option, calling for disabled access to the current building to be created 

so it can become more accessible, is a shambles. 

This would be very sad for the community to move this library, it is a landmark to the 

community. The building is still fit to be used, I myself often went there as a child, even 

when doing secondary school work and enjoy the fact that many of the children from my 

school class head there after school or at weekends to pick up. This does not seem 

something that is necessary and think it is a waste of time and money for the council. Will 

be sad that the building will not be kept in keeping of the buildings of Muswell Hill. 

No. 

I think the library should be kept in its current place, but with some improvements made, 

including adding toilets and making disabled access easier. 

The present Muswell Hill library is a fantastic resource for all ages in the centre of Muswell 

Hill and the lovely children's library has a historic mural. 

No. 

I do not believe that Haringey has seriously considered the option of the library remaining at 

the present site and carrying out some essential capital works to the current building to be 

financed from the proceeds of selling or leasing the land to the rear.  The current library is 

at the heart of Muswell Hill and the community; geographically, historically and functionally. 

The Council's survey preamble pretends that only a newly located library would be at the 

heart of the community; at best disingenuous, at worst misleading and a lie. 

Yes...I'm pleased you're asking us. I hope you abide by local preferences and advices. 

No 

There should be a third option which would involve selling part of the land at the back of the 

current library to pay for a small extension including a lift and toilets. This questionnaire is 

loaded because it states lots of advantages for Option 2 and none for Option 1 

I back to proposed library move. It will make no material  difference as the proposed 

location is so close to the exstiting library and above all I'm pleased to see that the council 

has found a way of having continued library access in the Muswell Hill area when it could 

have easily closed the existing building that's not fit for purpose and have local residents 

use other facilities in the borough. 

See comments in both previous boxes. 

no 

If the library has to be moved, this building should be made accessible to the public as it is 

a public asset. Its exterior is iconic and its interior has to seen to be believed. Overall, it is 

an inspiration. 

No 



Please please please could we have a community hub that offered affordable workspace 

for entrepreneurs and small businesses! I know there is a demand for this locally. At either 

site this would be wonderful.  Quotations from Jack Whitehead's book, "The Growth of 

Muswell Hill"  "It is difficult today to realise what a very beautiful building the library was 

when it first opened. A revelation and a landmark".   "One can judge a civilisation by its 

libraries and the amount of money put into them. Hornsey has two notable Art Deco 

buildings, Hornsey Town Hall... and Muswell Hill Library, for in the 1930s a rare thing 

happened: municipal pride and subtle designers came together to create two particularly 

good buildings. This lucky chance should now be celebrated by giving Muswell Hill Library 

some loving care." 

The council should do it's best to preserve the library site and building for public use, in line 

with the original gift of the land to the borough, and the spirit (if not the letter) of the 

covenant. 

The council should make every effort to preserve the current site and building for public 

use. This would be in line with the original gift of the land to the borough, and the intent of 

the covenant. 

The council should make every effort to preserve the current site and building for public 

use. This would be in line with the original gift of the land to the borough, and the intent of 

the covenant. 


